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Since the beginning of the information age, originated from the groundbreaking the-oretical work of Claude Shannon (Shannon 1948) and driven by the ever-growing
capabilities of modern technology, the society nowadays is used to having instant access
to any kind of information. The rapid evolution of information technology and the re-
lated theory, however, seems to be in balance with the demand for ever-growing rates
in data transmission and processing, resulting in a huge field of current research in engi-
neering and applied mathematics.
Along with the development of more and more sophisticated methods for signal and
information processing based on theoretical results, it became possible in the last 20 to
30 years to implement them in actual devices. From a technical side this was driven by
well-known Moore’s law, which postulates an exponential growth of computation power
in microelectronics over time. An example in the field of information transmission is the
broad introduction of more sophisticated methods in communications engineering, such
as orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) (Bingham 1990). A majority of
the broadband communication systems is using OFDM nowadays, as it makes it possible
to efficiently transmit huge amounts of data over a given part of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The basic operating principles of OFDM are relatively simple and easy to
understand, as they can be described by basic relations of time-frequencymodeling known
from signal and system theory.
Making an OFDM system work in practice, on the other hand, is a different matter.
The first step towards an implementation was taken when it became possible to imple-
ment the OFDM modulation, which is essentially a discrete Fourier transform (DFT), as
a fast Fourier transform (FFT), thus allowing processing in real time. The more challeng-
ing task in OFDM transmission is the huge amount of signal processing that has to be
performed in parallel. This technique heavily relies on a near-perfect synchronization
and channel equalization between transmitter and receiver to develop its full potential,
and it suffers from a number of challenging properties of the generated transmit signal.
2 1. Introduction
Coping with these problems means pushing the transmission rate even further towards
its theoretical limit.
Many classical digital signal processing methods are based on linear system theory
and the sampling theorem (Shannon 1948). For the ever-growing resolution of the data,
for instance in image or video processing, these methods approach their limits nowadays,
despite the technological progress. Moore’s law is running into saturation as there are
physical limits for an infinitely dense microelectronics integration.
For the problem of storage, there are well knownmethods to cope with larger amounts
of data by means of compression. A classical example is transform compression, where
the information is transformed into a domain where it has a sparse representation. That
is, it can be described or well approximated by a number of coefficients that is signifi-
cantly smaller than the data dimension. Storing these coefficients instead requires much
less space than it would take for the original data. A well-known example is the JPEG
standard (Pennebaker and Mitchell 1993), where the coefficients of the discrete cosine
transform of an image are stored (after additional processing and source coding). This
procedure is implemented in every digital camera and can easily reduce the file size
down to 10 to 15 percent without any significant distortion.
Despite being able to store just a fraction of the original amounts of data, they still
have to be processed before being able to store the compressed information. Not only
that, they also have to be acquired in the first place. For a digital camera this might
not be a big deal, but in other applications where sensors are expensive this can indeed
become a problem.
A huge step forward in the direction of information acquisition rather than data acqui-
sition has been taken in the last decade by introducing the completely new paradigm of
Compressed Sensing (Donoho 2006). It uses the inherent sparsity of natural signals, but
in a different way than a digital camera does. From a signal of size N that is K-sparse,
i.e., it can be described by only K parameters, only a number of measurements in the
order of K logN in the sense of incoherent linear projections are acquired, rather than
all N direct measurements. For sufficiently sparse signals, this offers a huge potential
for savings in data acquisition. It is literally what is name says: the sensing of already
compressed information. The theory can be divided into the two highly connected parts
of compressed sensing—in that very sense—and sparse reconstruction of the data. The
major questions are:
 What properties are the linear projections required to have to allow for the recon-
struction of the information later?
 How is it possible to reconstruct the compressed information in a computationally
feasible way?
The first point covers a huge field of ongoing research, and surprisingly the best answers
3are still to choose random projections. For instance, projections onto a subspace produced
by a linear operator with i.i.d. Gaussian entries turn out to work very well. This is actually
the representative of randomness. Another possibility is a random selection of projections
from a unitary transform, such as the DFT. This has the interpretation of, for instance,
taking a small number of frequency samples to represent a large but sparse time-domain
signal.
The answer to the second question is surprising as well. It turns out that the convex
relaxation of an underlaying NP-hard problem can be solved to reconstruct the sparse
signal. This has led to a growing interest and research in convex optimization theory
as well. It also turns out that if certain requirements for the first point are met, the
class of relatively cheap sparse approximation methods based on greedy strategies can
be used for sparse reconstruction. This is particularly pleasant if these methods shall
be implemented on devices that have limited computation power— from a present-day
perspective.
One such application lies in the field of mobile communications or information trans-
mission in general. Since for instance in OFDM systems an inherent time-frequency
processing is available due to its modulation via DFT, there are many points where the
random projection model can be applied. In information transmission the signals are
usually not sparse, since they have to carry the highest possible amount of information.
However, other effects that concern the transmission can be sparse, such as noise, dis-
tortion or the channel representation. These are exactly the problems a receiver has
to cope with, and for which many classical methods have been developed. The mod-
eling as a sparse reconstruction problem can help understanding the problem at hand.
Sparsity-based methods may not replace the classical ones, but they can help improving
the overall performance by assisting and combining with them.
Scope and Outline
This thesis mainly pursues the following goals. First, it seeks to identify problems in
OFDM systems that, with the help of the time-frequency modeling, can be approached
with sparse reconstruction techniques from Compressed Sensing theory. This has been
considered before, but during the work for this thesis several improvements and exten-
sions to existing approaches have been made. A major focus is on the algorithm design
for actually solving OFDM related problems, and doing so with dedicated sparsity-based
methods in particular. For this purpose, a specific reconstruction algorithm, the Orthogo-
nal Matching Pursuit (OMP) is analyzed in depth, and several ways for a highly computa-
tionally efficient implementation are considered. It is further adapted for several specific
tasks in OFDM systems in order to provide a well-suited solution for that very problem.
In contrast to only seeking sparsity-based alternatives to established classical methods,
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the focus is rather on the mutual assistance and the combination of both approaches.
Combining the best out of both worlds leads to significant improvements over restricting
to either approach. Further, theoretical aspects about the sparse reconstruction proper-
ties of DFT sub-matrices are presented. These are of relevance when applying sparse
reconstruction methods to existing systems, where the frequency samples are not taken
randomly. A connection to the field of machine learning is drawn by comparing the con-
cept of sparse coding in the context of vector quantization to the techniques presented
in this thesis. The sparse coding neural gas approach is reviewed, and commonalities
and differences are pointed out between sparse coding and Compressed Sensing. As an
addition, the class of GLVQ algorithms for vector quantization are extended for complex-
valued data, based on the mathematical formalism of Wirtinger’s calculus. This theory
is well-known in signal processing and engineering, and it is successfully employed here
in the machine learning context. In particular, different kernel distance measures for
complex-valued data are considered and their derivatives are obtained with the Wirtinger
theory.
The outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 lays the theoretical foundation of the
two areas considered in this thesis: applied mathematics in terms of Compressed Sensing
and communications engineering with a focus on OFDM. It gives an overview over the
most relevant model assumptions and results the remainder of the thesis is based upon.
The big topic of OFDM channel estimation is covered in Chapter 3. After the general
description of the problem and the presentation of classical minimum mean squared
error methods (MMSE), the modeling as a sparse reconstruction problem is introduced in
Section 3.2. It involves the model of multi-path propagation, where the impulse response
of the channel is regarded as a sparse signal. With the OFDM de-modulation as a DFT it
is possible to obtain frequency measurements that can be used for sparse reconstruction.
In existing OFDM systems these measurements are not taken randomly, which translates
to the problem of structured DFT sub-matrices. The reconstruction properties of these
kinds of measurement matrix are the topic of Section 3.3. Here, a number of results
are obtained that extend the existing theory of Compressed Sensing with Fourier sub-
matrices for non-random selection. In Section 3.4 the combination of classical MMSE
and the more recent sparsity-based methods is considered. Since in reality both methods
suffer from a model mismatch— the channel is not exactly sparse but has a number of
small coefficients as well, and the channel statistics are not exactly known to construct
the perfect MMSE estimator—a method is presented that combines them in an efficient
way. In particular, the channel is decomposed into an exactly sparse part and one that
fits the generic statistical assumptions for the MMSE estimator much better than the
full channel. Applying each method to its dedicated part and combining the results
afterwards yields a significant performance improvement over using either of them solely.
5Chapter 4 faces another problem inherent to OFDM systems. The resulting signal to
be transmitted can contain large peaks, which will be clipped at the transmitter and are
missing in the received signal. Since the missing peaks can be considered a sparse sig-
nal, this is another application for sparse reconstruction methods at the receiver. Having
this receiver-side processing in mind, one can systematically shape the sparse signal at
the transmitter to support the receiver reconstruct it. This is done in Section 4.2 with
an adaptive clipping using different strategies. Section 4.3 presents another example of
successfully combining sparsity-based and conventional methods. In this case the adap-
tive clipping approach is combined with the well-established Selected Mapping method,
which uses statistical properties of the modulated signal. The peak reduction perfor-
mance can be improved significantly, while keeping the signal distortion at a minimum.
Several aspects regarding the implementation of the OMP are the topic of Chapter 5.
Since the methods in this thesis shall be candidates for an actual implementation, it is
crucial to consider different possibilities and their theoretical and practical performance.
After a deeper analysis of the algorithm and some aspects on efficient measurement ma-
trix multiplications via FFTs in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, the major topic of the least squares
sub-problem involved is analyzed in Section 5.3. Two general approaches are considered:
QR methods and fixed point iteration. As it turns out, QR methods can be integrated into
the OMP very efficiently, avoiding a large part of unnecessary computations compared
to naively solving the occurring least squares problems independently in each OMP it-
eration. The fixed point iteration methods are designed to have a very little cost per
iteration by employing the FFT. An intuitive approach based on heuristic considerations
is presented which is then shown to be equivalent to Jacobi’s classical method for systems
of linear equations. This helps making statements about the convergence behavior but
also reveals rather bad such properties. However, it leads to taking the conjugate gradi-
ent method into account, which turns out to be well adaptable to the problem at hand
and has excellent convergence properties at only negligible additional cost. A coarse es-
timation of the computational complexity of the presented implementation possibilities
is presented in Section 5.4.
An outlook on a different kind of sparsity is given in Chapter 6 at the example of
channel estimation in power line communications (PLC). The PLC channel is neither
sparse in the time domain nor in the frequency domain. However, it involves a parametric
sparsity, meaning that its frequency response can be modeled as an exponential signal
with a small number of parameters. For this kind of signal modern extensions of Prony’s
classical method exist and can be applied for the channel estimation task. For these
methods, which involve the singular value decomposition (SVD), an overview and a
comparison is given, and a relatively simple method is presented to determine the order
of the parametric sparsity involved.
A topic that differs from the remainder of this thesis is addressed in Chapter 7. Here,
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concepts from signal processing are applied to methods in machine learning. First, Sec-
tion 7.1 extends the well-established class of Generalized Learning Vector Quantization
(GLVQ) algorithms for classification tasks to work with complex-valued data as well. As
the learning procedure of the GLVQ is based on stochastic gradient descent, it relies on
the derivatives of the distance measures involved. For this purpose, the formalism of
Wirtinger’s calculus is applied, which is well known and extensively used in engineer-
ing. With this tool at hand, derivatives for a variety of distance measures are deduced,
including a list of kernel distances. In the second part of this chapter, Section 7.2, the
relations between Compressed Sensing and the concept of sparse coding in machine lean-
ing are discussed. A particular method for the sparse coding problem, the sparse coding
neural gas, is reviewed in brief. Using the results of the preceding section, the method
will be presented in a more general form that works with complex-valued input as well.
Finally, the connections and differences between Compressed Sensing and sparse coding
are pointed out.
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The topic of this thesis covers two major fields in applied mathematics and engi-neering. From the field of mathematics we focus on the relatively recent theory
of Compressed Sensing which addresses the acquisition and reconstruction of sparse sig-
nals. A basic introduction to this theory is given in the following section. Its application
considered in this thesis lies in the field of communications engineering, mainly in the
digital multi-carrier technique OFDM. A basic introduction into the mathematical model
of digital communications and into OFDM in particular is presented in Section 2.2.
2.1 Mathematical Basics:
Compressed Sensing and Sparse Reconstruction
2.1.1 Basic Definitions and Notation
The numbers in this thesis are generally complex-valued. We denote z 2C as z= a + i b
with a; b2R, where a= Re(z) and b= Im(z) are the real and the imaginary part, respec-
tively. The imaginary unit i is the positive root of x2 + 1=0. The complex conjugate of
z reads z= a  i b, the same notation is used for matrices and vectors. For vectors x and
matrices A, xT and AT denote their transposition, and xH and AH denote their complex
conjugate transposition.
Later there will be an extensive use of matrix and vector indexing as well as sub-
matrix and sub-vector selection. For this we agree on the following notation similar to
that used in (Golub and Van Loan 1996) and implemented in MATLAB. That is, x(k) is the
k-th entry of x and A(k; l) is A’s entry in row k and column l. In simple cases where the
context is clear, the abbreviations xk and ak;l are used instead, but note the difference
to, e.g., xk, which indicates the k-th vector out of some set. Further, if x2CN and
I f1; : : : ; Ng, x(I) denotes the sub-vector containing the entries indexed by the set I.
Likewise,A(R; C) refers to a sub-matrix ofA, consisting of its rows and columns indexed
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by R and C, respectively. For convenience, MATLAB’s colon notation is used, where x(:)
refers to the whole x and x(k:l) is short for the sub-vector x(fk; ::: ; lg); analogously for
matrices. Further, the common block notation is utilized, especially to emphasize that
for instance A= [a1 j : : : jaN ] consists of the column vectors ak.
The most important terms and mathematical notations used throughout this thesis
are defined in the following. Using the Kronecker delta
k;l =
(
1 ; if k = l
0 ; otherwise
k; l 2 N ; (2.1)
an orthonormal basis (short ortho-basis or simply a basis)  of CN is defined as a set of
N mutually orthonormal vectors that span the N -dimensional vector space CN . That is,
a basis is a set  = f'1; : : : ;'Ng with
h'k;'li = k;l for all k; l = 1; : : : ; N: (2.2)
If not stated otherwise, the standard Euclidean inner product




is used throughout this work. The canonical or spike basis consists of the canonical unit
vectors ek 2CN with the entries ek(l) = k;l.
For a basis  the representation as a matrix = ['1 j    j'N ] is used interchange-
ably. Since  consists of the orthonormal basis vectors 'k as columns, it is a unitary
matrix for which  1= H holds. It performs an isometric projection when applied as a
linear operator, meaning that Euclidean lengths and distances are being preserved.
The rank of a matrix A2CMN denotes the largest number of linearly independent
rows or columns in A. The kernel or null space of A is defined as
ker(A) :=

x 2 CN j Ax = 0	 : (2.4)
Let V be a vector space, U V a linear subspace, and v 2V . The by v translated
subspace U is defined as
U + v := fx 2 V j x = u+ v; u 2 U g : (2.5)
The following terms target the description of the concept of sparsity. The support of
x2CN is the set of indices where x has non-zero entries, that is
supp(x) := f k j xk 6= 0 g : (2.6)
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(a) p = 12 (b) p = 1 (c) p = 2 (d) p!1
Figure 2.1: The unit `p-ball in R2 for different values of p.
The vector x2CN is called K-sparse for some integer K N if it contains at most K
non-zero entries, i.e. if j supp(x)j  K. Given x and K, xjK denotes the best K-sparse
approximation to x, obtained by setting all but the largest (in magnitude) K entries to
zero.








Taking the limit p!1 yields the maximum norm
kxk1 := limp!1 kxkp = maxk=1;:::;N jxkj : (2.8)
For 0<p< 1, the expression kxkp calculated via (2.7) is not a norm but a quasi-norm. It
satisfies the norm axioms, except for the triangle inequality. In the framework of sparsity,
the notation
kxk0 := j supp(x)j (2.9)
is frequently used to denote the number of non-zero entries of a vector. It is neither a
norm nor a quasi-norm but it will loosely be referred to as the ‘`0-norm’. This notion
is motivated by the relation lim
p!0
kxkpp = j supp(x)j, which can be shown from (2.7) by
basic calculus. For p> 0 and R> 0, the `p - ball of radius R is the set of all vectors with
`p-(quasi-)norm equal to R. Figure 2.1 illustrates the unit `p-ball for different p. It shows
that for smaller p this set concentrates on the coordinate axes, which has implications for
the sparse reconstruction task considered in the following.
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2.1.2 Sparse Reconstruction
Sparse Solutions of Systems of Linear Equations
Consider an under-determined system of linear equations
y = x (2.10)
to be solved for x with a system matrix  of sizeMN andM <N . There is an uncount-
able number of solutions to (2.10) but we are interested in a sparsest solution, i.e., one
with the fewest number of non-zero entries. This can be formulated as an optimization
problem using the ‘`0-norm’ as follows:
(P0)
Minimize kxk0
subject to y = x :
Assume that a K-sparse solution to (2.10) exists. Then problem (P0) aims at finding
a subset I f1; : : : ; Ng of the column indices of  with cardinality jIj  K such that
y=(:; I) x(I). As shown for instance in (Natarajan 1995), this is an NP-hard combi-
natorial optimization problem.
A number of questions regarding (P0) are asked and answered by the theory of Com-
pressed Sensing. One of which is whether there is a K-sparse solution, and for which K.
In the framework considered here, the vector y is assumed to be a linear projection of an
actually sparse vector x, and solving the system of equations under sparsity constraints
serves the purpose of recovering this very x. Consequently, it depends on the matrix 
whether this is possible in principle. The structural requirements will be briefly discussed
in Section 2.1.3. Another important question is for the existence of computationally feasi-
ble methods to approach (P0). For a sub-class of problems, again described by structural
properties of , it turns out that there are efficient methods, mainly convex relaxation
and greedy approaches, that can solve the sparse reconstruction problem.
`p-relaxation
To gain an insight on the structure of the problem, consider the relaxation of (P0) in the
`p-sense by replacing kxk0 by kxkp for some p> 0. The resulting optimization problem is
referred to as the `p-minimization problem
(Pp> 0)
Minimize kxkp
subject to y = x :
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Geometrically, this can be interpreted as follows: given a particular solution x0 to the
under-determined system of linear equations (2.10), every element of the shifted null
space of 
T := ker() + x0 (2.11)
is a solution as well. Assuming y 6=0, the set T will have some non-zero minimum
distance from the origin of coordinates, measurable with different `p-norms. A point in T
that lies on an `p-ball with minimal radius is a solution of (Pp> 0). For a low-dimensional
example this is illustrated in Figure 2.2, showing that different values of p may lead to
different solutions. Three special cases are discussed in the following.
p=1: This value is the smallest p that yields a convex objective function, hence the `1-
minimization can be interpreted as the convex relaxation of (P0). This implies that it has
a unique solution, and there are computationally feasible methods to find it (Boyd and
Vandenberghe 2004). If x and  are real-valued this optimization problem is actually a
linear program, otherwise it is generally a second-order cone program (SOCP). On the
other hand, Figure 2.2 (a) shows that the smallest `1-ball touches the solution set T at
a coordinate axis, yielding a sparse solution of (2.10). It indicates that `1-minimization
might be a method to find sparse solutions avoiding the hard `0-problem. The question
for the conditions, under which both problems have the same solution will be addressed
in Section 2.1.3.
p<1: Choosing a p with 0<p< 1 may also yield a sparse solution with the same rea-
soning as above in Figure 2.2. However, since this problem is non-convex, more sophis-
ticated solvers need to be involved (Chartrand 2007a, Chartrand 2007b). Moreover, a
solution is no longer guaranteed to be a global minimum.
p=2: Inserting p=2 yields the well known least squares problem. It is easy to solve
and the solution can be expressed in the closed form x^=+y using the Moore-Penrose-
pseudoinverse +.1 However, intuitively from the illustration and the minimum-energy
interpretation, this will almost never find a sparse solution.
1 For matrices  that are wider than tall and have full row rank, the Moore-Penrose-pseudoinverse can
be calculated via +=H(H) 1. The least squares solution of (2.10) can then be written as x^=+y.
However, the computation of + entails unnecessary computational cost and the least squares solution is
more efficiently calculated directly, for instance using a QR-decomposition (Trefethen and Bau 1997, Golub




(a) p = 1
x^
T
(b) p = 12
x^
T
(c) p = 2
Figure 2.2: A low-dimensional example of a solution set T of an under-determined linear system of
equations, together with the respective minimum `p-norm solutions for different values of p.
Additive Noise
Practical systems almost always involve noise or disturbance of some kind. The respective
noisy version of (2.10) is modeled as
y = x+w ; (2.12)
where the entries of w are random variables that follow an assumed probability distribu-
tion. For instance in the widely used additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) model, the
entries are i.i.d. Gaussian distributed with zero mean. If y is interpreted as the projec-
tion of a vector x via (2.10), then (2.12) also models the case when x is approximately
sparse. That is, it has only a few elements that have significantly larger magnitude than
the remaining entries. In this case (2.12) would still involve a sparse x, and the small
entries at its zero-positions are projected via  to w.
With the random term involved, the problem turns into an estimation problem. The
goal is still to obtain a sparse solution x, but equality y=x can no longer be required.
The sparse estimation problem is modeled as
(P 00 )
Minimize kxk0
subject to ky  x k2  " :
The parameter " 0 is an upper bound for the residual norm of the solution, i.e., its
deviation from the observation. Intuitively the residual is measured in the Euclidean
norm due to its isotropy. A general requirement is " kwk2 (Donoho et al. 2006). For
w=0, and hence "=0, the problem reduces to the noiseless case (P0).
This problem remains NP-hard for reasonably small ". Hence its relaxation in the















(c) p = 2
Figure 2.3: Geometrical illustration of the `p-relaxation of the noisy sparse estimation problem.
`p-sense is again considered:
(P 0p> 0 )
Minimize kxkp
subject to ky  x k2  " :
The convex relaxation choosing p=1 again plays a special role. It is referred to as Basis
Pursuit de-noising, and the reasoning why it may find a sparse solution is analogous to
the noiseless case. The difference is that from a geometrical point of view, there is now
an area of uncertainty around T depending on ", as illustrated in Figure 2.3. For `1-based
sparse estimation there exist further problem formulations, see for instance (Cande`s and
Tao 2007, Eldar and Kutyniok 2012). Figure 2.3 (c) also shows that the least squares
problem (P 0p=2 ) will fail in sparse estimation for the same reasons as in the noiseless
case.
2.1.3 Sensing via Linear Projections
A central question in the theory of Compressed Sensing is how to design the sensing
process, such that anyK-sparse input x2CN produces a compressed output y 2CM from
which the original input can be recovered with the approach from Section 2.1.2. This
sensing process should involve linear projections and, since the focus is compression, the
dimensionM of the output should be as small as possible compared to N .
Incoherent Sensing
Let u2CN represent a real-world signal that contains some structured information. Then
it can be argued that there exists a sparse representation of u in a proper ortho-basis, say
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 i xi = 	x ; (2.13)
with a coefficient vector x that is K-sparse and the matrix 	 containing the elements of
the sparsifying basis as columns. The sensing process is performed by linear projections
using elements of another basis . To describe the relation between the two bases with
respect to the capability to capture the relevant information of the original signal during
the sensing, the concept of coherence has been introduced (Donoho and Huo 2001, Tropp
and Gilbert 2007).
Definition 2.1. Given two N -dimensional orthonormal bases = f'1; : : : ;'Ng and





h'k; li : (2.14)
It is straightforward to show that for any pair of ortho-bases
1   (;	) 
p
N (2.15)
holds. The following result (Cande`s and Romberg 2007) indicates the importance of
incoherence for the capability of a successful sparse reconstruction.
Theorem 2.1 (Cande`s and Romberg 2007). Let u=	x as in (2.13) with a unitaryNN
matrix 	 representing a basis 	 , and let x2CN be K-sparse. Select M elements 'k0
uniformly at random from a basis  such that
M  C 2 (;	) K logN (2.16)





subject to yk0 = h'k0 ;ui for all selected k0
reconstructs u exactly with overwhelming probability.
This result has some important implications and can be interpreted as follows. First,
the minimization problem in Theorem 2.1 can be re-written to match (Pp=1). By defini-
tion 	Hu=x. Stacking the elements yk0 into a vector y and constructing the measure-
ment matrix  out of the vectors 'Hk0	 as rows, the constraints can be written as y=x.
Second, the important statement is that if the coherence (;	) is constant, the num-
ber of measurements required is O(K logN). That is, it is only logarithmic in the signal
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dimension and the smaller, the sparser x is. It is further smaller, if the coherence is small;
hence incoherent bases are of particular interest. The wording ‘overwhelming probabil-
ity’ simply means that the probability of failure decreases exponentially with O(N M).
The constant C consists of several constants that appear in the proofs in (Cande`s and
Romberg 2007) that are reasonably small.
A basis pair of particular importance in the remainder of this thesis is the ‘time-
frequency pair’. Let u=x be sparse itself. Then the sparsity basis is the canonical
basis I = fe1; : : : ; eNg, represented by the identity matrix I. The basis that represents






N for k; l = 1; : : : ; N: (2.17)
The corresponding matrix F= [f1 j    jfN ] represents the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) and FH represents the Inverse DFT (IDFT).2 It is a fundamental tool in applied
mathematics, modern signal processing and communications engineering. Straightfor-
wardly it is shown that for the time-frequency pair of bases
 (I ;F ) = 1 (2.18)
holds. This yields a very useful measurement basis since not only is the coherence con-
stant, it moreover meets the lower bound in Equation (2.15). Consequently, the smallest
possible number of random measurements is required. The resulting special case was
derived earlier than Theorem 2.1 by (Cande`s et al. 2006a).
Theorem 2.2 (Cande`s et al. 2006a). Let x2CN be K-sparse in time domain. Select M
frequency measurements uniformly at random, such that M C K logN for some positive
constant C. Then `1-minimization reconstructs x exactly with overwhelming probability.
In other words, the measurement matrix  is in this case a random row-submatrix of
F with M &K logN rows, and it guarantees exact reconstruction via convex optimiza-
tion. Further, due to the symmetry of the coherence, the roles of frequency domain and
time domain can be switched. That is, if a signal has a sparse frequency spectrum, i.e.,
it is a superposition of a small number K of sinusoids, then it can be perfectly recovered
from O(K logN) randomly taken time-domain samples. This version of Theorem 2.2 can
be interpreted as a non-linear sampling theorem. The classical sampling theorem states
that a continuous signal f(t) with bandwidth W Hz is completely determined by a dis-
crete series of its samples spaced 1
2W
seconds apart. It was discovered independently
2 For the ease of notation, the indexing of the Fourier vectors and matrices will later be done in the
range from 0 to N 1, yielding the definition of the DFT matrix




N for k; l = 0; : : : ; N 1:
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several times (Whittaker 1915, Nyquist 1928, Kotelnikov 1933, Shannon 1948), for a
review see (Lu¨ke 1999). The connection between the discrete and the continuous signal
can be interpreted as follows. Say f(t) has bandwidth W and is sampled with 1
2W
spac-
ing. A vector f may contain N consecutive samples. If the spectrum is fully occupied,
the whole f is required to carry the information. But if the spectrum consists of only a
few frequencies (the spacing between the smallest and the largest being W ), Theorem
2.2 applies and only a randomly chosen fraction of f contains all necessary information
with a very high probability.
Other examples of low-coherence basis pairs are noiselets (Coifman et al. 2001) and
several wavelet bases (Daubechies 1992). It can be shown that the coherence between
Haar wavelets and noiselets is minimal, and the coherence between Daubechies wavelets
and noiselets is  3 (Cande`s and Romberg 2007). Further, the coherence between the
Fourier basis and Daubechies wavelets is p2, and noiselets are maximally incoherent
with the canonical basis and incoherent with the Fourier basis.
The formulation of the bound CK logN in the theorems is rather vague. In practical
applications where N is up to a few hundred thousands, a rule of thumb of M  4K
can be applied if the coherence is minimal (Cande`s and Wakin 2008). In (Cande`s and
Romberg 2007) it is even stated that M  2K; : : : ; 3K suffices for Fourier measurements.
However, from our own experiments with a lot of independent problem realizations it
became apparent that M  5K is a safe choice in the time-frequency setup.
Properties of the Sensing Matrix
Another way to assess the quality of the sensing process is by considering properties of
the sensing matrix as a linear operator. Intuitively, if it shall be possible to reconstruct
an arbitrary K-sparse vector x from the projection y=x, the matrix  has to act like
a near-isometry for all such vectors. A universal tool to describe this is the restricted
isometry property.
Definition 2.2. LetK  1 be an integer. The isometry constant K of a matrixA is defined
as the smallest number such that
(1  K) kxk22  kAxk22  (1 + K) kxk22 (2.19)
holds for everyK-sparse vector x. ThenA is said to satisfy the restricted isometry property
(RIP) of order K with constant K .
In common parlance a matrix is said to obey the RIP of order K if K . 0:4. There are
many statements on the sparse reconstruction capabilities of matrices obeying a specific
RIP (Eldar and Kutyniok 2012). One of which is the following early result.
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Theorem 2.3 (Cande`s 2008). Let the noisy measurement model y=x+w with kwk2  "
be given. Let xjK be the best K-sparse approximation of x, and the measurement matrix 
obeys a RIP of order 2K with 2K <
p
2  1. Then for the solution x^ of (P 0p=1) it holds
kx  x^k2  C0
x  xjK1p
K
+ C1 " (2.20)
for some positive constants C0 and C1.
The theorem gives a statement on the robustness of `1-minimization for both non-
sparsity and noise. The first term on the right-hand side of (2.20) bounds the reconstruc-
tion error caused by non-exact sparsity, and the second term bounds the error induced
by the noise. For K-sparse vectors and noiseless measurements exact recovery follows.
The constants involved depend on the isometry constant. For instance, if 2K =0:2, then
C0=4:2 and C1=8:5 (Cande`s 2008).
For the design of a sensing process it is consequently required to construct a measure-
ment matrix 2CMN that satisfies the RIP condition, keeping in mind that it should
have a minimum number of rows. Historically the best way to do so is by choosing
random matrices (Eldar and Kutyniok 2012). For instance, if  is an MN matrix
with either i.i.d. Gaussian or i.i.d. Bernoulli entries, thenM =O(K log N
K
) measurements
suffice to satisfy a given RIP with probability 1 O(exp( M)) (Baraniuk et al. 2008).
Although it was conjectured (Rudelson and Vershynin 2008) that similar bounds also
hold for random Fourier sub-matrices, the results for this case are much harder to ob-
tain. A bound of M =O(K(logN)6) was given in (Cande`s and Tao 2006) and improve-
ments were made over several years. A much better result that is closer to the K logN
bound from incoherent projections, was given in (Cheraghchi et al. 2013). It states that
M =O(K(logK)3 logN) randomly chosen rows of the Fourier matrix suffice to satisfy a
certain RIP. With these results it is possible to have similar statements as in Theorem 2.2
for noisy and non-exact sparse input vectors. That is, it is possible to estimate a (prob-
ably non-exactly) sparse time-domain signal from relatively few randomly chosen noisy
frequency samples with a bounded error.
The RIP is a powerful tool to describe the reconstruction properties of a sensing matrix
but it suffers a major drawback: for a given matrix the question whether or not obeys
a specific RIP is NP-complete (Bandeira et al. 2013, Tillmann and Pfetsch 2014). This is
one of the reasons why the best results are given for random matrices with a probability
of error. An alternative quantity that allows statements on the reconstruction capabilities
and is easy to compute is the following.
Definition 2.3. For a matrix= ['1 j    j'N ] 2CMN , the (mutual, worst-case or self-)
coherence is defined as






In this context  is often interpreted as a dictionary. Applying  to a sparse vector
yields a weighted superposition of a few dictionary elements (i.e., columns) 'l. A dic-
tionary can be a seen as a generalization of a basis. If M <N , the dictionary has more
elements than its dimension, hence not every element can be orthogonal to all other
elements. For a near-isometry however, the elements have to be as close to orthogo-
nal as possible. In other words, the coherence needs to be small. It is easy to see that
0<()< 1 as the special cases are ()= 0 for unitary matrices (requiring M =N),
and ()= 1 if  contains a pair of linearly dependent columns. A nontrivial and tight




M(N   1) : (2.22)
Several performance guarantees hold for matrices with a certain coherence for differ-










then the solution x^ of the noiseless `1-minimization problem (Pp=1) is also the solution
of the original `0 problem (Elad and Bruckstein 2002). A connection between the RIP
and the coherence can be drawn as follows. If K< 1=(), then  satisfies a RIP with
constant K =(K 1)() (Eldar and Kutyniok 2012). The coherence plays an important
role for statements on the reconstruction capabilities for alternative approaches, such as
greedy algorithms. Hence it is of significance for this thesis as the focus will be on a
specific greedy algorithm in Chapter 5. It will also be used in Chapter 3 to assess the
quality of specifically constructed sensing matrices.
Other statements on the quality of a sensing matrix exist that involve null space con-
ditions (Cohen et al. 2009) or the spark of the matrix (Donoho and Elad 2003). The
spark is defined as the smallest number of linearly dependent columns of a matrix and
its computation is a hard problem itself (Tillmann and Pfetsch 2014). There are also
relations between all the different measures, for further reading reference is made to the
textbook (Eldar and Kutyniok 2012).
2.1.4 Algorithms
Above it was stated that under certain circumstances the combinatorially hard problem of
sparse reconstruction can be approached by solving its convex relaxation. The important
statement here is that it is computationally feasible to solve this problem as there are
polynomial-time algorithms for convex optimization (Boyd and Vandenberghe 2004).
This gives reason for other polynomial-time approaches to exist as well. The remainder
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of this section gives a rough overview of several approaches that do not restrict to the
`p-relaxation.
Basis Pursuit Under this designation the whole `1-approach can be summarized. It
was used in (Chen et al. 1998) and includes the geometrical reasoning, and it makes
use of the theory of convex polytopes and convex sets in general. As mentioned be-
fore, the noiseless `1-problem (Pp=1) with real-valued x and  is actually a linear pro-
gram and can be solved with the simplex algorithm (Dantzig 1990). In the more gen-
eral complex-valued and/or noisy case it is a second-order cone program (Alizadeh and
Goldfarb 2001). Either way it can be solved in polynomial time using interior point
methods (Boyd and Vandenberghe 2004).
Non-convex Relaxation Also already mentioned and geometrically justified was the `p
relaxation for 0<p< 1. Intuitively, this model is closer to the original `0-problem, but
the non-convexity implies that a solution is not necessarily a global optimum. Also, al-
gorithms from convex optimization can no longer be used blindly, and intuitively the
problem gets harder to solve. In (Chartrand 2007a, Chartrand 2007b) a gradient de-
scent based approach was used and RIP-based results were given that generalize those in
(Cande`s et al. 2006a) and (Cande`s et al. 2006b).
The Smoothed `0 Approach A gradient-based method was also employed in
(Mohimani et al. 2008, Mohimani et al. 2009) with the completely different approach of







It can easily be shown that lim
!0
F(x)=N kxk0, since each summand tends to either
one or zero depending on the respective xk being zero or non-zero. Hence, a gradient
ascent on F(x) together with decreasing the parameter  ‘learns’ the `0-solution of the
problem. As an interesting side note, Mohimani et al. showed that !1 yields the least
squares solution. This justifies the initialization of the learning process with the least
squares solution and then theoretically letting  tend from infinity towards zero.
Greedy Approaches The class of greedy methods is another huge field of research in
the theory of sparse reconstruction. It can be roughly divided into directional pursuits
and thresholding algorithms, but hybrids and extensions exist as well. In what follows,
K always denotes the known or assumed sparsity of the solution x.
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Algorithm 2.1 Generic Directional Pursuit
1: input y 2CM , = ['1 j    j'N ]2CMN
2: init k := 0; I0 := ?; r0 := y; x0 := 0 2 CN
3: repeat
4: k := k + 1
5: i? := argmaxi jh'i; rk 1i j
6: calculate update direction dk with supp(dk)  supp(xk 1) [ fi?g
7: calculate step size 
8: xk := xk 1 + dk
9: rk := y  xk
10: until stopping criterion satisfied
11: return xk
Directional pursuits, used as a collective term in (Blumensath and Davies 2008, Da-
vies and Blumensath 2008), usually start with the null vector x0=02CN as the initial
solution to y=x and then add non-zero entries iteratively. Usually, in iteration step k,
the next non-zero position is chosen as that whose corresponding column in  has the
largest correlation to the current residual rk 1=y xk 1. Here it is of advantage to
think of = ['1 j    j'N ] as a dictionary with the columns 'i as dictionary elements.
Choosing the dictionary element with the largest correlation to the residual means de-
ciding for a new non-zero element that explains the not yet covered remainder of the
observation vector best. A low coherence of  ensures that this correlation is not caused
by another element. After the selection, an update direction d2CN , which has non-zeros
not elsewhere than on the support of xk 1 and the newly chosen position, is calculated
by rules depending on the particular algorithm. This update is then linearly combined
with the previous estimate xk 1 to form a better sparse solution. The generic directional
pursuit is stated in Algorithm 2.1. The stopping criterion is usually either a known or
estimated sparsity K, or a threshold on the residual norm.
A simple example is the Matching Pursuit (MP) algorithm (Mallat and Zhang 1993).
Here the update direction is the unit vector ei? according to the non-zero position
found in line 5. The step size  is the respective correlation value from line 5, that is,
= h'i? ; rk 1i, and only one entry of xk is updated via xi? := xi? + . With this simple
strategy the update steps can be very small and the convergence is rather slow. It should
be noted that the element i? can already be in the support of the current solution. In
this case, which is the more frequent one, only the respective entry gets shifted a small
step towards optimality.
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Algorithm 2.2 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
1: input y 2CM , = ['1 j    j'N ]2CMN
2: init k := 0; I0 := ?; r0 := y; x0 := 0 2 CN
3: repeat
4: k := k + 1
5: i? := argmaxi jh'i; rk 1i j
6: Ik := Ik 1 [ fi?g
7: xk(Ik) := argmin
~x2Ck
y  (:; Ik)~x22
8: rk := y  xk
9: until stopping criterion satisfied
10: return xk
To circumvent the slow convergence of the MP algorithm, the Orthogonal Matching
Pursuit (OMP) (Pati et al. 1993, Tropp 2004, Tropp and Gilbert 2007, Needell et al. 2008)
adds an orthogonalization step in each iteration, yielding the optimal solution on the
given support in the least squares sense. Due to the orthogonality of the residual to the
currently chosen dictionary elements, the OMP always adds exactly one new non-zero
element per iteration resulting in the current solution in step k being k-sparse. Conse-
quently, if x isK-sparse, it is found afterK iterations, provided that the support has been
selected correctly. The steps of the basic OMP are written down in Algorithm 2.2. Again,
the stopping criterion can be a maximum number of iterations representing a target spar-
sity, or a threshold on the residual norm. An example for the latter is given in Section
3.4. The OMP is very popular due to its relatively simple and understandable structure
and a number of theoretical statements that ensure a certain reconstruction capability.
For instance, in (Tropp 2004) it is shown that the coherence requirement of Equation
(2.23) also ensures finding the solution with the OMP. In (Davenport and Wakin 2010)
a RIP-based condition is given. For further theoretical results it is referred to (Tropp
and Gilbert 2007, Tropp 2004, Livshits 2012, Needell et al. 2008). The OMP is used
throughout this thesis to obtain the simulation results, and Chapter 5 is dedicated to its
implementation. Since the OMP is relatively cheap regarding computational complexity,
it is a candidate for implementation on mobile hardware devices.
There are several extensions and modifications of the OMP. The stagewise (StOMP)
(Donoho et al. 2012) does not select only the maximum in line 6 but all above a given
threshold. The regularized OMP (ROMP) (Needell and Vershynin 2009, Needell and
Vershynin 2010) always selects K elements and adds a regularization step. Prior know-
ledge on the support can be used straightforwardly to initialize the OMP’s support, fol-
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lowed by orthogonalization and continuing the usual algorithm. This was proposed in
(Zhang 2011) and denoted as modified OMP in (Eiwen et al. 2011). If it is likely that
with a non-zero of a sparse signal its neighbor is also in the support, the neighbor OMP
(Zhou and Man 2012, Gay 2012b) adds these as well in step 6. The subspace pursuit (SP)
(Dai and Milenkovic 2009) always uses the K highest correlated dictionary elements to
extend the support, performs the least squares step on the extended support and shrinks
the support afterwards to that of the best K-term approximation. The Compressive Sam-
pling Matching Pursuit (CoSaMP) (Needell et al. 2008, Needell and Tropp 2009) acts
similarly by always adding the positions of the 2K largest elements to the current sup-
port, performing the least squares step on it, and shrinking the support afterwards back
to K elements as well.
A different directional pursuit is the gradient pursuit (GP) (Blumensath and Davies
2008). Here, the update direction is the gradient of the cost function minimized in line
7 of Algorithm 2.2. Since the OMP minimizes this cost function entirely and the GP
only takes a step into the direction of the (negative) gradient, the GP will require more
iterations than the OMP. Compared to the plain MP however, it offers a huge reduction
in iteration steps. Hence it provides a trade-off between these two algorithms in terms
of the number of iterations. It further turns out that the gradient consists of the scalar
products in line 5 of the generic Algorithm 2.1 that have to be computed anyway. Hence
it is not significantly more expensive per iteration than the MP, but has much lower costs
per iteration than the OMP. An extension of this approach is the conjugate gradient pur-
suit (CGP), also presented in (Blumensath and Davies 2008), which uses the conjugate
gradient approach. Since this induces a significantly increased computational effort, an
approximate conjugate gradient pursuit (ACGP) was presented as well to mitigate the
costs.
Aside from directional pursuits, the other class of greedy approaches is that of the
thresholding algorithms. Whereas the directional pursuits construct the support step by
step, the thresholding algorithms always produce aK-sparse solution in each iteration by
applying a thresholding operator TKf~xg = ~xjK that produces the best K-term approxi-
mation. In the simplest case, the iterative hard thresholding (IHT) (Blumensath and
Davies 2009) performs the iteration
x := TK

x+ H(y  x)	 : (2.25)
The expression H is a simplification and approximation of the pseudoinverse
+=H(H) 1, with a parameter  > 0 ensuring stability (Qiu and Dogandzic 2010,
Qiu and Dogandzic 2012). The accelerated IHT (AIHT) adds an orthogonalization step
after thresholding to produce the least squares solution on the currently chosen support.
This is the same idea that the OMP uses to improve upon the MP and it brings the same
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benefits in reducing the number of iterations. It also increases, of course, the complexity
per iteration. According to (Blumensath 2012) the class of accelerated IHT algorithms
can be divided into two variants. An accelerated IHT of variant 1 only refines the current
solution on its support after thresholding. This is done in the AIHT above, which is
also referred to as hard thresholding pursuit (Foucart 2011). Another example is the
iterative hard thresholding with inversion (Maleki 2009). An accelerated IHT of variant
two is allowed to have more than K non-zeros during each iteration step. An example is
the double over-relaxation (DORE) by (Qiu and Dogandzic 2010). The CoSaMP and the
subspace pursuit mentioned earlier also fall into this category.
2.2 Communications Engineering Basics:
Orthogonal Frequency-division Multiplexing
As an application, the topic of digital communications is considered in the following. As
it covers a huge field of engineering, this introduction only addresses a selected part that
is important for the considerations in this thesis. For further reading reference is made
to the variety of textbooks in the field, for instance the classical book of John Proakis
(Proakis and Salehi 2007).
2.2.1 General Model of a Digital Communication System
The goal of communication is the transmission of information. In its most general form,
a model of communication consists of a source and a sink of information, connected over
a communication channel. The channel can contain any sort of physical transmission
medium with the respective representation of the information, as for instance sound or
radio waves, or more abstract concepts such as speech or the Internet.
From an engineering point of view, the information is contained in data and transmit-
ted via signals. In Figure 2.4, the communication channel is technically divided into a
transmitter, the physical transmission channel, and a receiver. Generally, the transmitter
is a technical device that prepares the information and converts it into a format that can
be transmitted over the physical medium, and the receiver does the reverse. Depending
on the goal of the considerations and the level of abstraction, what is modeled as the
physical channel can also contain parts of the transmitter and the receiver.
Figure 2.5 shows the most basic parts of a digital communication system at the ex-
ample of radio transmission. The first processing block converts the information into
a sequence of binary digits, the coded bits. It can be sub-divided into two basic blocks,
source coding and channel coding, corresponding to the two key concepts of informa-





Figure 2.4: Communication system from an engineering point of view, where the information is

























Figure 2.5: Basic elements of a digital radio transmission system.
source coder performs what is commonly referred to as data compression. It seeks to
find a representation of the information with the least possible amount of binary digits
by removing any redundancy. In this understanding, each source-coded bit is equally
important and loosing a single bit during the transmission means loosing actual informa-
tion. The protection against this information loss is the task of the channel coder. It adds
redundancy in a controlled and subtle way which can be used at the receiver to cope with
the disturbances caused by the physical transmission medium. Statistically, the output
sequence of the channel coder consists of random binary digits with the realizations 0
and 1 assumed to occur i.i.d. with equal probability.
This binary sequence serves as the input of the digital modulator. It produces a se-
quence of generally complex numbers that is the discrete representation of the signal
waveform in the baseband. The first step of digital modulation is the bit mapping where
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the input bits are assigned to a finite alphabet A of complex numbers, referred to as data
symbols. Examples for digital mapping techniques are the following3:
 In binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) the input f0; 1g is bijectively mapped to
A= f 1; 1g.
Further developed, the mapper may assign k consecutive bits at a time to elements of an
alphabet of sizeM =2k, referred to as M -ary mapping:
 A 4-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (4-QAM) maps the four possible pairs of
bits to four equiangularly spaced points on the complex unit circle, such that
f00; 01; 10; 11g ! A= 1p
2
f1+ i; 1+ i; 1  i; 1  ig :
 In 16-QAM, four consecutive information bits b0; : : : ; b3 are mapped to a complex-
valued symbol out of an alphabet of size 24=16, such that







The sequence resulting from the mapping may then be digitally processed further to pro-
duce a desired digital waveform and to perform other preprocessing tasks that prepare
it for known properties of the transmission in the continuous-time domain. An example
of the former is considered in the next section: OFDM modulation. An example of the
latter is considered in Chapter 4 where peaks in the waveform are removed digitally to
increase the transmission efficiency and to prevent nonlinear signal distortion.
The digital-to-analog converter (DAC) produces an actual continuous-time waveform
from the discrete-time signal. The resulting electrical signal has a desired bandwidth in
the baseband and is finally up-converted onto a radio frequency (RF) carrier signal and
sent over the antenna through the air. Arrived at the receiver, the signal basically under-
goes the reverse process. It is down-converted from RF to the continuous-time baseband
and then sampled to obtain a discrete-time baseband signal. The digitally demodulated
bits are passed to the channel decoder which tries to correct possible errors that occurred
during the transmission, and the source decoder reveals the original information from
the resulting source coded bits.
It is important to note that in practice the receiver does a lot more than simply the
reverse transmitter processing. First of all, it has to take care of a proper synchronization.
3 It should be noted that these mapping schemes, in particular the complex-valued ones, are only an
abstraction of the actual modulation in the baseband. For a more fundamental introduction into digital
modulation, as well as a comprehensive overview of suchlike schemes and their properties, reference is
made to (Proakis and Salehi 2007).
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It further needs to perform several detection, estimation and equalization tasks, depend-
ing on how sophisticated the transmitted signal waveform, and how bad the disturbance,
interference and noise of the channel are. For instance it is important to estimate and
equalize the channel based on certain model assumptions. Chapter 3 is dedicated to
this very problem. In addition, the input of the channel decoder is not necessarily a
sequence of bits, but often rather sequence of probabilistic (soft) representations of bits
produced by a soft de-mapper. Using log-likelihood ratios (LLR) for instance, the decoder
has additional reliability information of its input digits being zero or one (Hagenauer
et al. 1996, Land and Huber 2006).
2.2.2 Communication Channels in the Complex Baseband
As mentioned before and sketched in Figure 2.5, there are different abstraction levels of
what can be considered the transmission channel. The physical channel basically consists
of the antennas and the air in between, carrying the RF signal as electromagnetic waves.
More useful from a communications engineering point is the consideration in the base-
band. The continuous-time baseband channel comprises the RF channel and all related
technical parts of the transmitter and the receiver. Its input and output are the base-
band waveforms in the continuous-time domain. Adding another layer of abstraction,
all continuous-time processing can be shifted into the channel as well, resulting in the
discrete-time baseband channel that has only discrete-time signals as input and output.
With this, the whole transmission system can be treated with methods from digital signal
processing.
Figure 2.6 shows the common model of the baseband channel. After passing a linear
system4 that models a linear distortion, the transmit signal is being superimposed by an
additive noise term. Regarding the notation, the continuous-time signals are indicated
with parentheses for the time parameter t2R, and the discrete-time signals use square
brackets for the parameter k 2Z. The descriptions in both domains are similar and closely
related. As the channel distortion is modeled as a linear system, it is completely described
by its impulse response hch, the channel impulse response (CIR). Using basic signal and
system theory, the output of a linear system is expressed as the convolution of its impulse
response with the input signal. The received continuous-time baseband signal then reads
r(t) = hch(t)  s(t) + w(t) (2.26)
4 What is meant is a linear system in terms of signal and system theory. For a comprehensive introduc-
tion to the theory of signals and systems refer to the rich literature in the field, for instance Oppenheim’s
classical textbook (Oppenheim et al. 1997).









Figure 2.6: Basic representation of a channel in the baseband, consisting of the channel distortion
as a linear system with impulse response hch, and an additive noise term w. The figure holds for both
continuous-time and discrete-time signals, thereby using either the time parameter t in parentheses
or the discrete time k in square brackets (e.g., s(t) or s[k], respectively).
with the convolution defined as
hch(t)  s(t) =
1Z
 1
hch() s(t  ) d : (2.27)
Analogously, the discrete-time version reads
r[k] = hch[k]  s[k] + w[k] ; (2.28)
using the discrete convolution
hch[k]  s[k] =
X
l2Z
hch[l] s[k   l] : (2.29)
The connection between both representations is that the discrete-time channel is un-
derstood as a sampled low-pass version of the continuous-time channel. The processing
chain up to the point where the signal is being discretized (sampled) can be condensed
into a single equivalent linear filter with an impulse response g(t) that has low-pass char-
acteristic. Sampling equidistantly with a duration T yields the relation




In the case of ideal low-pass filtering, the equivalent filter has the impulse response
g(t)= sinc(t=T ).5 In practice, receiver filters with a finite-length and acceptable spectral
properties are used.
The additional noise term is usually modeled as white Gaussian, representing the
thermal noise in the receiver electronics. More sophisticated noise models are used in
specific cases where prior knowledge is available.
5 The normalized sinc function is defined as sinc(t) := sin( t) t for t 6=0 and sinc(0) := 0. Its Fourier
transform is the centered rectangle function that is equal to one between   12 and 12 , and zero otherwise.
It corresponds to an ideal low-pass with normalized bandwidth equal to one.
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For the sake of completeness, the frequency-domain representation of the channel is
introduced at this point. The Fourier transform of the CIR yields the channel frequency
response (CFR)




  i 2f t dt : (2.31)
Denoting S(f)=Ffs(t)g, R(f)=Ffr(t)g andW (f)=Ffw(t)g, and using the fundamen-
tal properties of the Fourier transform, the channel effect on the transmit signal can be
described as
R(f) = Hch(f)  S(f) + W (f) (2.32)
in the frequency domain. The convolution in the time domain turns into a plain multi-
plication in the frequency domain, and the Fourier transform of white Gaussian noise is
white Gaussian again. For further reading, again refer to (Oppenheim et al. 1997).
2.2.3 Discrete Complex Baseband Model of OFDM
In the following the digital modulation block in Figure 2.5 is described in more detail
for orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing. As the name says, OFDM is a form of
frequency-division multiplexing that divides the information and transmits it over a set
of N different carrier frequencies in parallel. In OFDM in particular, these carrier fre-
quencies are chosen to form a system of complex sinusoids that are orthogonal. Details
about the continuous-time representation together with the reasoning for orthogonality
are omitted in this thesis. Reference is made to the textbook (Li and Stu¨ber 2006) that
covers a more comprehensive introduction to OFDM and a thorough overview of the
occurring engineering problems.
Figure 2.7 shows the basic steps of digital baseband OFDM modulation. First, the
coded bits are mapped to a sequence a[k] of data symbols via some M -ary scheme, e.g.
4-QAM. A set of N consecutive data symbols are grouped together to one OFDM frame
or OFDM symbol, described as a vector a= [ a0; : : : ; aN 1 ]T.6,7 The IDFT is applied to this
frame, which can be considered the actual modulation. This has the comprehensible
interpretation that the information symbols are allocated to N frequencies, referred to
6 In the context of the DFT/IDFT which is used in OFDM, the more appropriate indexing from 0 to N 1
is chosen.
7 Note that the index k in a[k] is not necessarily the same as the subscript of ak. The index of a[k]
indicates a continuous stream over time, theoretically for all k2Z, whereas that of ak indicates a vector
of size N . Further, some additional signal processing may be applied in the serial-to-parallel block, such
that a[k0] ! ak does not imply that a[k0+1] ! ak+1 either. To be precise, a new time index l would have
to be introduced for consecutive OFDM frames a[l], which is mostly omitted in this thesis for the sake of
simplicity. The same holds for additional vectors defined further in the text.













































Figure 2.7: Blocks of the OFDM modulation process.
as the sub-carriers, and are then transformed into a time-domain signal via the IDFT.
Afterwards, a cyclic prefix of lengthNCP<N is appended to the time-domain OFDM frame
s= [ s0; : : : ; sN 1 ]T, attaching its hindmost NCP entries prior to it as well. The resulting
frame of length N+NCP reads
sCP =

sN NCP ; : : : ; sN 1| {z }
cyclic prefix
; s0; s1; : : : ; sN NCP ; : : : ; sN 1
T
: (2.33)
Afterwards the frame is converted back to a serial stream sCP[k] and transmitted over the
channel. Since the information bits arrive continuously as a stream, the signal processing
produces a continuous stream of consecutive time-domain OFDM frames. At the receiver,
the processing has to be performed in the reverse order and with the inverse operations.
This particularly involves additional synchronization and equalization.
The aim of the cyclic prefix is to serve as a guard interval that preserves the orthog-
onality of the waveforms under the convolution with the CIR. Let hch[k] be the impulse
response of the channel. In practice, the CIR has only a finite length, say L samples,
yielding a finite-length convolution sum in Equation (2.29). That is, hch[k] = 0 for kL,
and for k < 0 of course, and hence the convolution reads
hch[k]  sCP[k] =
L 1X
l=0
hch[l] sCP[k   l] : (2.34)
In a properly designed OFDM system, the cyclic prefix is longer than the length of the
channel, that is, NCP>L. Under this assumption the CP ensures that there is always a















Figure 2.8: OFDM transmission based on the vector description.
The cyclic prefix removal at the receiver is realized by cutting out a window of length N
after a synchronization that ensures that no samples of the preceding and the succeeding
OFDM frame are involved.
On the basis of data symbols grouped into OFDM frames, the OFDM transmission can
be modeled entirely using a vector representation. Let hch 2CN contain the values of the
channel impulse response hch[0]; : : : ; hch[N 1]. Due to the modulo operation in Equation
(2.35), sCP[] can be replaced by s[], and the cyclic convolution can be applied to the
vector representation, yielding a vector hch~s with entries
(hch ~ s) (k) =
L 1X
l=0
hch(l) s((k l) mod N) : (2.36)
The resulting vector-based OFDM transmission chain is depicted in Figure 2.8. The re-
ceived baseband signal vector in time domain is denoted by r, and b denotes the received
sub-carriers after the DFT.
The cyclic convolution can be expressed as a multiplication of s with a circulant ma-
trix HC built from the elements of hch, such that HC(k; l)=hch((l k) mod N) (Tse and
Viswanath 2005, Sec. 3.4.4). With this, the whole OFDM transmission can be described
by basic matrix/vector operations. The received time-domain baseband signal then sim-
ply reads
r = hch ~ s + w (2.37)
= HC s + w : (2.38)
Using the DFT matrix F yields b=F r and s=FHa. Applying F on both sides of Equation
(2.38) and inserting the two relations gives
b = FHCF
H a + Fw (2.39)
= Ha + ~w (2.40)
as a relatively simple model to express the received OFDM sub-carriers. A key factor is
that, provided that L<NCP and a proper synchronization at the receiver, the DFT/IDFT
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Figure 2.9: Sub-carrier based block diagram of OFDM transmission.
pair performs a diagonalization of the circulant matrix HC. That is,
H = FHCF
H = diag(H0; : : : ; HN 1) ; (2.41)
with the frequency-domain channel coefficients Hk. The orthogonalization implies that
the sub-carriers can be treated independently and the received sub-carriers can be written
as
bk = Hk ak + ~wk for k = 0; : : : ; N 1 ; (2.42)
yielding the very simple block diagram of the OFDM transmission model in Figure 2.9.
Stacking the coefficients Hk into a vector Hch= [H0; : : : ; HN 1]T, Equations (2.40) and
(2.42) can also be written as
b = Hch  a+ ~w (2.43)
using the element-wise Hadamard product.
If the time-domain noise samples wk are i.i.d. Gaussian, the carrier noise ~wk is i.i.d.
Gaussian as well. The coefficients Hk are related to the CFR Hch(f) via (2.30) as they are
samples of
Ffhch(t)  g(t)g = Hch(f) G(f) (2.44)
at the actual carrier frequencies f = fk. In the ideal case, for instance if g(t) is a sinc
low-pass filter, G(f) is constant in the frequency range of interest, yielding Hk=Hch(fk).
In the remainder of this thesis two crucial problems in OFDM systems are addressed,
namely channel estimation and the peak-power problem. The problems are treated ex-
ploiting the sparsity involved by using novel approaches and methods from Section 2.1.
For an overview of classical methods to solve these problems, and to other occurring
problems as well, reference is made to (Li and Stu¨ber 2006).
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Chapter 3
The Channel Estimation Problem
I
n order to ensure a reliable transmission of information, the receiver has to mitigate
the effects of the distortion caused by the channel as good as possible. More specifically,
it has to estimate either the channel impulse response hch[k] according to (2.28) or the
frequency-domain channel coefficients Hk in (2.42) to perform the respective inverse
operation. This channel estimation problem is the topic of this chapter.
After a more detailed problem description and the introduction of additional model
assumptions, the classical approach of minimum mean squared error (MMSE) channel
estimation is reviewed in the next section. Thereafter, a more recent approach is pre-
sented in Section 3.2, where the CIR is assumed to be sparse and the problem can hence
be formulated as a sparse reconstruction problem. This assumption holds particularly
true for channels with multi-path propagation, such as radio transmission.
The sensing matrix in this formulation is a Fourier sub-matrix. In practically exist-
ing systems however, it is not a random sub-matrix but a structured one. Section 3.3
addresses the theoretical analysis of the properties of structured Fourier sub-matrices.
Depending on the system parameters, necessary conditions for a successful sparse recon-
struction are given and a coherence analysis of the matrix is conducted.
In practice the CIR is never exactly sparse due to the low-pass operation at the tran-
sition from the continuous-time signal into the discrete-time domain in Equation (2.30).
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Section 3.4 presents a way to combine sparsity-based and MMSE-based methods to im-
prove the performance compared to using either method solely.
3.1 Problem Description and Classical Approaches
As mentioned before, it is crucial that the receiver estimates the channel conditions to
mitigate their effects. This can be seen most easily from Equation (2.42) where if the
channel coefficients Hk were known, estimates for the transmitted data symbols ak could





Hk rk + ~wk
Hk
= ak + wk : (3.1)
If the original noise terms ~wk are independent, then so are the resulting noise terms
wk= ~wk=Hk, but weighted with the inverse channel coefficients. Of course, if the Hk are
not exactly known but estimated, an additional estimation error is imposed which can
be modeled as additional noise.
3.1.1 Pilot-assisted Channel Estimation
In the majority of the OFDM systems in practical use, pilot symbols are added at the trans-
mitter side to help the receiver estimate the channel. For a subset P of the sub-carriers
0; : : : ; N 1 the transmitter inserts values known to the receiver, and the receiver can
calculate an initial channel estimate at these positions. The pilot values are commonly
produced by a known pseudo-random binary sequence, which is then digitally modu-
lated in order to produce a signal with convenient statistical properties. The remaining
sub-carriers f0; : : : ; N 1g n P are used for information transmission. The process of as-
signing pilot symbols and data symbols is called OFDM symbol allocation and is included
in the serial-to-parallel conversion block in Figure 2.7. Often the pilots are distributed
equidistantly over the OFDM frame, which is sometimes referred to as comb-type pilot
model. This pattern may also change from one frame to the next. As an example, Figure
3.1 shows a visualization of the pilot pattern used in the first generation terrestrial digital
television standard DVB-T (ETSI 2009).





for k 2 P : (3.2)
Based on those initial estimates1 (the black bullets in Fig. 3.1) the receiver has to estimate
the channel on the remaining sub-carriers where the data is transmitted (the white-filled
1 The initial estimates are commonly referred to as least-squares estimates, as it can be shown that the
estimation in Equation (3.2) satisfies the least squares criterion (van de Beek et al. 1995).














Figure 3.1: Pilot pattern of the DVB-T digital television standard. Black bullets are pilot positions
and the circles indicate data sub-carriers. The OFDM frames are depicted horizontally (frequency
direction), and subsequent frames are stacked vertically to form a continuous stream over time. In
this particular standard, every 12th sub-carrier is a pilot, and the pattern shifts circularly by 3 such
that the pattern repeats every 4 frames.
circles in Fig. 3.1). With the final channel estimates H^k available, the receiver can then
perform the channel equalization2 to produce estimates a^k of the transmitted data sym-
bols that can be passed to a soft de-mapper in order to produce soft representations of
the bits as an input for the decoder.
The part of producing all final estimates from only a few initial estimates is the most
challenging and is the actual channel estimation task. There is a variety of methods that
perform this task, reaching from simple interpolation using linear filters (Colieri et al.
2002, Dong et al. 2007), over MMSE and maximum likelihood estimation (van de Beek
et al. 1995, Hoeher et al. 1997a, Morelli and Mengali 2001), towards more sophisticated
methods like graph-based channel estimation (Knievel et al. 2010) or iterative methods
(Shen and Martinez 2006). It is also possible to estimate the CIR vector hch in the time
domain and use the bijective relation Hch= DFTfhchg=Fhch. The following section
gives a brief introduction into the MMSE channel estimator, as it serves as a reference
method and will be combined with more modern techniques later on.
3.1.2 Classical MMSE Channel Estimation
A classical method is to construct linear filters that minimize the mean squared error
(MSE) of the estimation. It was developed by Norbert Wiener (Wiener 1949) and is de-
2 Theoretically the equalization can be written as a^k =
bk
H^k
= ak + w^k. In practice, more sophisticated
methods will be used, due to the noise enhancement when dividing by small H^k.
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rived in Appendix A.1. It is suited for the estimation of a wide-sense stationary (WSS)
stochastic process superimposed by independent noise. For a WSS process X[k] the ex-
pectation function and the auto-covariance function are time-invariant, that is,
E(X[k+k]) = E(X[k]) (3.3)
Cov(X[k]; X[k+k]) = Cov(X[0]; X[k]) (3.4)
for all k;k 2Z. If X is a Gaussian process, wide-sense stationarity implies strict sta-
tionarity, as a Gaussian process is completely determined by its first and second order
moments.
The process to be estimated here is the frequency-domain channel on the discrete sub-
carrier positions. As seen in Figure 3.1 it is a two-dimensional process, denoted by Hk[l]
at sub-carrier k of the l-th OFDM frame over time. It is assumed to be a WSS process
with zero mean and the autocorrelation function3
rH [l;k] = E (H

k [l]Hk+k[l+l]) : (3.5)
The autocorrelation function is usually unknown, but one can make model-based assump-
tions, which are exemplified in the following.
Autocorrelation Models
A first assumption is that the correlation in time direction (vertically in Fig. 3.1) is usually
independent of the correlation in frequency direction (displayed horizontally in Fig. 3.1).
The autocorrelation function can then be decomposed into
rH [l;k] = E (H

k [l]Hk[l+l])  E (Hk [l]Hk+k[l]) (3.6)
= r(time)H [l]  r(freq)H [k] : (3.7)
Hence, models for the temporal and the spectral correlation can be developed indepen-
dently and then combined multiplicatively.
Temporal Correlation: An example for a statistical channel model is the Rayleigh fad-
ing model. Here the channel coefficients vary over time, following a complex Gaussian
distribution in the long term. Its magnitude is consequently Rayleigh distributed (Proakis
and Salehi 2007), hence the name of the model.
3 Usually it is assumed that signals and channels have zero mean, hence one can work with the auto-
correlation function. A non-zero mean would translate into a steady component which normally makes
no physical sense. Signals with non-zero mean are not square-integrable and would consequently have
infinite energy.
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Modeling a receiver with random motion with varying angle and velocity leads to a
varying Doppler shift of the received signal (Clarke 1968). The resulting Doppler power
spectral density, also referred to as Jakes’ spectrum (Jakes 1974), is used to infer the
temporal autocorrelation of this channel model. Inserting the parameters of the OFDM




H [l] = J0 ( 2 fD,max T  (N +NCP)l ) ; (3.8)
with the zero-order Bessel function of first kind J0 and the sampling duration T of the
receiver’s analog-to-digital converter.
Spectral Correlation: The correlation in the frequency direction is linked to the CIR by
a version of the Wiener-Khinchine theorem (Khintchine 1934). Assume thatHk=Hch(fk)
holds for fk= fmin+ kfsc, where fmin is the minimum baseband frequency used by sub-
carrier 0 and fsc denotes the frequency spacing between two adjacent sub-carriers. Let
rHch(f) be the continuous-time version of the spectral autocorrelation function r
(freq)
H [k],




of the channel impulse response in the time domain4 the Wiener-Khinchine theorem
implies that #(t) is obtained taking the inverse Fourier transform of rHch(f) (Proakis and
Salehi 2007), i.e.,




i 2f tdf : (3.10)
Vice versa, given a statistical model for the channel impulse response in the time domain,
the spectral autocorrelation can be inferred and used for the construction of the Wiener
filter.
A requirement for OFDM systems to work properly is that the CIR is shorter than
the cyclic prefix, as then the orthogonalization in Equation (2.41) can be guaranteed. If
4 To be precise, in time-varying channels the CIR is a function hch(t; ) of two variables: the actual
time t and is the delay time  . The transmitted signal is then convolved with the CIR with respect to  .
The Fourier transform w.r.t.  maps in the Doppler frequency (shift) domain, whereas t corresponds to the
usual frequency domain. Under the assumption of the channel practically not changing during one OFDM
frame the simplified notation hch(t) suffices and is used for the sake of simplicity. For further reading
about the connections between the two different time variables, their frequency-domain analogues, as
well as the connection between the CIR and the power delay profile, reference is made to (Tro¨ndle and
Huber 1986, Huber 1999, Proakis and Salehi 2007).





Figure 3.2: Uniformly distributed power delay profile and the corresponding frequency-domain
autocorrelation function.
nothing is known about the channel statistics, a worst-case assumption for the power
delay profile is a uniform distribution within the cyclic prefix length. That is,
#(t) =
(
const. for 0  t < NCP T
0 otherwise
; (3.11)
where the constant is commonly chosen to be (NCP T ) 1 such that the CIR has unit overall
energy. Inserting to (3.10) and sampling at the sub-carrier frequencies after a proper
synchronization5 yields the spectral autocorrelation
r
(freq)







Figure 3.2 shows a schematic representation of the power profile and the respective au-
tocorrelation function. If the actual channel is shorter, but still has a uniform power dis-
tribution, the Wiener filter constructed with (3.12) does not reach the full performance.
However, if the estimation filter itself is of short length, these effects are negligible and
the filter is said to be robust (Auer 2005). On the other hand, if the Wiener filter is con-
structed for a shorter channel, the effects of a channel that is longer than assumed are
much more severe.
A more detailed model is that of a multi-path propagation with only a relatively small
number K of echoes. Its channel impulse response consists of K impulses that arrive at
different delay times 1; : : : ; K , weighted by complex-valued coefficients h1; : : : ; hK that





hk (t  k) ; (3.13)
5 The power delay profile defined as in (3.11) is a shifted (non-centered) rectangle function. It follows
from the properties of the Fourier transform that the resulting r(freq)H is a sinc-function, multiplied by a
complex exponential with a linear phase. This phase shift is omitted here, as in a perfectly synchronized
receiver the CIR appears as symmetric to zero (Li and Stu¨ber 2006).





Figure 3.3: Sparse power delay profile of a multi-path channel with the corresponding spectral
autocorrelation function.




pk (t  k) : (3.14)
The corresponding spectral autocorrelation then reads




  i 2 f k : (3.15)
A thorough overview of the connection between the power delay profile and the spectral
autocorrelation for time-varying channels can be found in (Huber 1999). Inserting the





  i 2k fsck (3.16)
between the sub-carriers. For a random multi-path channel, the power delay profile and
the respective spectral autocorrelation function are sketched in Figure 3.3. Since the
latter consists of a superposition of a few complex sinusoids, the correlation tends to stay
large for values spaced further apart. That is in contrast to the sinc-function which tends
to zero for larger arguments.
It should be noted that both the hk and the k are random. To construct a Wiener filter,
accurate estimations of these parameters must be available, which is rather unrealistic
and costly. However, the larger the number of propagation paths, the more uniformly
their delays are distributed over an interval of the cyclic prefix length, and the more
similar their path weights are, the more does this model approach the worst-case uniform
delay profile from above. Hence, the sinc-model for the spectral autocorrelation is still a
robust choice.
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Spatial Correlation: As an addition, if the receiver has multiple antennas that are
closely spaced, there is a correlation in the ‘spatial direction’ as well. This correlation
can be used for estimation, employing a three-dimensional signal representation in the
frequency domain (time-frequency-space). Each antenna produces a 2-D signal as in
Figure 3.1, and stacking them produces a 3-D signal. The method is introduced in (Kim
and Lee 2008) and explained and analyzed in more detail in (Gay 2011a, Gay 2011b). It
is beyond the scope of this thesis will not be considered further.
MMSE Channel Estimation
Given the autocorrelation functions the construction of the Wiener filter is done straight-
forwardly as described in Appendix A.1. The basic steps are as follows:
1: Form the observation vector:
For a sub-carrier, select a set of pilots in its neighborhood, say P in number, and stack the
corresponding initial estimates ~Hk[l] into the observation vector y. The initial estimates are
the observations y in Equation (A.1) and the channel coefficient Hk[l] plays the role of x.
2: Construct the correlation vector and matrix:
Based on given correlation models, calculate the values of rH [l;k] using (3.7) for each
of the selected pilots. Stack the values into the cross-correlation vector ry;x in the same
order as the observations in y. With the decomposition for additive noise in Appendix
A.1 calculate the autocorrelation values of the noisy process and form the autocorrelation
matrix Ry;y.
3: Calculate the Wiener filter coefficients via g=R 1y;y ry;x.
4: The final channel estimate is obtained by applying the Wiener filter to the observation
vector
H^k[l] = x^ = g
H y : (3.17)
This procedure results in a set of filter coefficients for each sub-carrier. Due to the period-
icity of the pilot pattern, only a limited set of distinct filters is actually needed and can be
applied for several sub-carriers. The described method, depicted in Figure 3.4, generally
constructs a 2-dimensional Wiener estimator, implemented as a 1-D filter.
A common simplification is the consecutive application of two 1-D filters, one in time
direction and one in frequency direction. The performance degradation with this so-
called 21-D estimation compared to actual 2-D estimation is moderate (Hoeher et al.
1997b). Figure 3.5 illustrates the 21-D filtering at the example of the DVB-T pilot
pattern. The first filter in the time direction produces an estimate at every 3rd sub-carrier
in each OFDM frame. These serve as initial estimates for the subsequent estimation in
the frequency direction, which produces the final channel estimates for every sub-carrier.









Figure 3.4: 2-D channel estimation filter at the example of the DVB-T pilot pattern. The red bullets
represent the initial estimates ~Hk[l] at the pilot positions used for estimating the channel Hk0 [l0] =x
at the data position (k0; l0) marked in green. Numbering these pilots consecutively, stacking them
into the observation vector y and constructing the respective cross-correlation vector ry;x and auto-

















Figure 3.5: Stages of the 21-D filter approach for OFDM channel estimation at the example of the
DVB-T pilot pattern. The time-filtering step produces an estimate at every third sub-carrier and the
subsequent frequency-filtering step produces the final channel estimates for every sub-carrier.
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Adaptive Filters
The Wiener filter is based on the assumption that the channel statistics are known, which
is not the case in practice. Based on model assumptions it is possible to estimate the
parameters and use them to construct the optimal filter. But this is rather unrealistic for
two reasons: first, the model assumptions must be reasonably close to reality to estimate
its parameters with sufficient reliability. Second, the construction of the Wiener filter
itself is costly due to the matrix inversion required.
An alternative is the application of adaptive filters, prominent candidates of which
are the least-mean-square (LMS) and the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm (Haykin
2002). Their objective is the MMSE criterion as well, which is convex and has the Wiener
filter as its unique solution. Hence, the resulting adapted filter coefficients converge to
the Wiener filter after a warm-up period.
3.2 Sparse Channel Estimation
After the emerging of Compressed Sensing and sparse reconstruction methods, plenty
of applications were found by reformulating classical problems in different fields in a
suitable way. One of these problems is the channel estimation which is sometimes labeled
Compressed Channel Sensing (Bajwa et al. 2008, Taubo¨ck and Hlawatsch 2008, Bajwa
et al. 2010, Eiwen et al. 2011). The modeling in the following particularly regards the
estimation in frequency-direction (the final step in Figure 3.5), as the sparsity occurs
in the channel impulse response and hence in the power delay profile. The prior time-
filtering step may still be carried out with conventional methods.
In a multi-path propagation scenario, which is the typical case in wireless communi-
cation, the channel impulse response can be considered as a sparse signal. As already
reasoned at page 40, echoes arrive at the receiver after traveling different delay times
k and undergoing different attenuations and phase shifts along the way, which are con-




hk (t  k) ; (3.18)
is sparse in the continuous-time domain6. Recalling Equation (2.30), the discrete-time
CIR hch[k] is a blurred and sampled version of hch(t), convolved with a receiver filter with
low-pass characteristic. It may therefore not be exactly sparse. It will, however, consist
6 The channel can also be considered parametrically sparse as it is fully described by the parameters k
and hk. An outlook on parametric sparsity for a closely related channel model is given in Chapter 6, for
which a completely different approach can be used.
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of only a few entries with a large magnitude plus a moderate number of very small
entries, and the majority will still be zero (Gay 2013). The following considerations
will concentrate on the idealization of exact sparsity in the discrete-time domain, since
on the one hand the small values may be under the noise floor and the mismatch can
be modeled as noise as well. On the other hand, theoretical results like Theorem 2.3
provide a basis for using sparse reconstruction methods here as well. However, ignoring
the small non-zeros can lead to a loss of information and a performance degradation,
particularly in this application. To circumvent this issue, an approach to combine sparse
methods with classical MMSE filtering is developed in Section 3.4.
Formulation as a Sparse Reconstruction Problem
For the modeling as a sparse reconstruction problem, the key observation is that the
vector Hch containing the frequency domain channel coefficients Hk is the DFT of the
sparse CIR vector hch. That is,
Hch = Fhch : (3.19)
This results from basic digital signal processing theory and the OFDM approach, which
can explained best using Figure 2.8. Suppose the transmitted sub-carrier values, i.e., the
entries of a2CN , are all equal to one. It follows from the basic properties of the DFT
that the IDFT of a has a one as its first entry and the remaining entries are zero.7 In
other words, s=FH a= e1 is the first canonical unit vector, which corresponds with the
discrete-time Dirac impulse. The circular convolution of the channel impulse response
hch with e1 results in hch itself, as this is the definition of an impulse response. Consid-
ering the noiseless case yields r=hch and hence b=Fhch. On the other hand, Equa-
tion (2.42) states that bk=Hk ak in the noiseless case. With ak=1 for all k the relation
Hch=Fhch follows. Additive noise w on the CIR vector turns into the additive carrier
noise ~w via the DFT.
With Equation (3.2) and a given pilot set P there are M = jPj noisy samples Hk
available at sub-carrier positions k 2P. In the language of Compressed Sensing these are
noisy frequency observations of the sparse CIR vector. The channel estimation can then
be formulated as a sparse reconstruction problem
y = x + w ; (3.20)
where
7 To be precise, there is a scaling factor of
p
N , which will be omitted in the following, since it does not
change any relevant properties of the channel. In particular it has no effect on the sparsity. It only has to
be kept in mind for actual implementations and statistical considerations.
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 the M -dimensional observation vector y=Hch(P) consists of the noisy initial esti-
mates at the pilot positions,
 the (MN) measurement matrix =F(P ; :) is a sub-matrix of the DFT matrix
containing only the rows corresponding to the pilot positions,
 the sparse vector x=hch is the channel impulse response vector,
 and the noise vector w2CN contains the rotated carrier noise ~wk=ak at the pilot
positions8.
There are some important remarks to be made. First, it depends on the size and structure
of the set of the pilot positions whether the resulting measurement matrix fulfills the
requirements of a good Compressed Sensing measurement matrix. If the structure is
suitable and there are more observations than required by the K logN bound, there are
different options. One can either select O(K logN) of the given observations randomly
and use them for sparse reconstruction. Alternatively, one can use all available initial
estimates for the reconstruction, which is then computationally more expensive but has
a noise-mitigating effect.
The other observation is that there is prior knowledge on the support of the unknown
sparse vector available that can be used to improve the model. By assumption, the chan-
nel impulse response is at most as long as the cyclic prefix. Therefore the sparse vector
x to be estimated can be truncated to its first NCP elements and the measurement ma-
trix to its first NCP columns. Equation (3.20) then involves x=hch(0:NCP 1)2CNCP and
=F(P ; 0:NCP 1)2CMNCP. The sparse channel estimation model and the truncated
model are illustrated in Figure 3.6. Using the truncated model may result in a notable
decrease in computational costs, as the cyclic prefix length is typically only a fraction of
the OFDM frame length.
A Numerical Example
A commonly used multi-path channel model is used to give an illustration: the typical
urban 6-path (TU-6) defined in (Cost 207 1989). Its parameters are listed in Table 3.1, in
respect of model (3.18). The path weights hk are independent complex Gaussian random
variables with zero mean and variances pk from the table. The path delays k are multi-
ples of 0:1s. The considered OFDM system uses a matching sampling rate of T =0:1s,
resulting in an exactly sparse discrete-time channel impulse response with delays also
listed in Table 3.1. Hence the channel sparsity is K =6. The system uses N =2048 sub-
carriers per OFDM frame and a cyclic prefix of length NCP=N=4=512. The number of
8 If the carrier noise is complex Gaussian, the rotated noise will be so as well. A short derivation of the
noise statistics in this case is given in Appendix A.2. For the ease of notation, the noise vector will simply
be denoted w without special markings.























Figure 3.6: Illustration of the sparse reconstruction model for OFDM channel estimation. On the
left-hand side the relation between CIR and CFR is shown. The center shows the frequency-domain
vector and the transformation matrix reduced to the available pilot positions, resulting in a typical
Compressed Sensing measurement equation. On the right-hand side the truncated model is shown,
where the matrix and the sparse vector are reduced to the cyclic prefix length of the OFDM system.
Table 3.1: Parameters of the TU-6 standard channel model. Columns 5 and 6 contain the parameters
used in the simulations.
Path number Delay k Average path Normalized Discrete Coefficient hk
k in s power in dB power pk delay (example)
1 0 -3 0.189 0 0.7280
2 0.2 0 0.379 2 0.4609
3 0.6 -2 0.239 6 0.2192
4 1.6 -6 0.095 16 -0.1633
5 2.4 -8 0.061 24 0.3188
6 5.0 -10 0.037 50 -0.2852
pilots used for reconstruction is chosen to be M =45, which is the number of the contin-
ual pilots9 in the DVB-T standard (ETSI 2009). As pilot positions, the DVB-T continual
pilots are chosen as well, as they are distributed randomly over the OFDM frame10, result-
ing in an adequate sensing matrix. WithM =7:5K the number of measurements exceeds
the rule of thumb ofM  5K mentioned in Section 2.1.3 by a safety margin.
9 The DVB-T pilot pattern consists of scattered pilots, which are the ones illustrated in Figure 3.1, and the
continual pilots, which are distributed pseudo-randomly but fixed. They are the same in every OFDM frame
and their positions are divisible by three. Hence, they lie randomly within the pattern of the time-filtered
estimates in Figure 3.5.
10 The effects of the divisibility by 3 are discussed in the next section.
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Channel in time domain (first NGI samples)
actual channel
reconstruction
Figure 3.7: Channel impulse response of the TU-6 channel and its exact reconstruction fromM =45
noiseless frequency measurements using Basis Pursuit. The OFDM frame is of size N =2048.









Channel in frequency domain (real part)
sample points
reconstruction
Figure 3.8: Real part of the frequency-domain TU-6 channel realization, reconstructed from the
M =45 pilots marked with red circles. That corresponds to  2:2% of the N = 2048 overall values.
Noiseless Reconstruction: Figure 3.7 shows the example realization from the right-
most column of Table 3.1, as well as its reconstruction from the M =45 continual pilots
as measurements via Basis Pursuit (i.e., `1-minimization). For visualization purposes, the
coefficients were drawn from a real-valued Gaussian distribution. It can be seen that the
reconstruction is exact. The frequency-domain analogue is plotted in Figure 3.8, where
the continual pilots that served as frequency measurements are marked as well. It is
worth noting that the reconstruction is done using only  2:2% of the N =2048 values as
measurements.
Noisy Measurements: To test the reconstruction capabilities, independent complex
Gaussian noise is added. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is chosen to be 20 dB. That
is, since the channel is normalized to unit power, a noise variance of 2noise=0:01 is given.
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The Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the impulse response and the frequency response together
with their reconstructions employing the same parameters as before. For the reconstruc-
tion, a Basis Pursuit solver is applied to the respective noisy `1-problem (P 00 ) with a
residual bound of "=
p
M2noise.
Different Solvers: For the same noisy setup as above with an SNR of 20 dB, the perfor-
mance of different sparse reconstruction algorithms is tested. The mean squared error
of the estimation for each solver is listed in Table 3.2. It is calculated with the estimated






jHk   H^kj2 : (3.21)
The simulations use the same channel realization (a time non-variant channel) but aver-
aged over 100 independent noise realizations.
The best performing algorithms are the OMP, the DORE (Qiu and Dogandzic 2010)
(an accelerated IHT algorithm of variant 2), and the accelerated IHT implemented by its
originator (Blumensath 2009). The CoSaMP performs slightly worse and the results of
the Basis Pursuit are even worse, but still they remain in the same order of magnitude.
However, the simple IHT and the related AIHT of variant 1 failed to detect the support
correctly and yields the poorest MSE results. The comparison shows that algorithms with
relatively simple greedy strategies are able to compete with the `1-minimization.
For comparison, the MSE of a Wiener filter with 6 coefficients is listed as well. The fil-
ter is constructed based on the assumption of a power delay profile uniformly distributed
within the cyclic prefix (see Figure 3.2). In this case the initial estimates are assumed to
be available at every third sub-carrier, according to the model using the time-filtered es-
timates in Figure 3.5, and the filter uses the six closest of those for estimation. It should
be emphasized that the MMSE filter is not directly comparable with the sparsity-based
methods. In this example it uses much more initial estimates (approx. N=3 in number)
but only six at a time, whereas the sparse methods use only 45 measurements, but all at
once.
The MSE of the Wiener filter estimation is calculated via Equation (A.8). It can be
seen that despite the model mismatch, the Wiener filter is not too far off the succeeding
sparse methods. However, the model mismatch will eventually lead to an error floor
for very high SNR. On the other hand it is not prone to false support detection, as seen
with the simple IHT. Further tests and comparisons with different channel models, dif-
ferent solvers, differently constructed MMSE filters and varying noise levels, as well as
simulations of the bit error probability can be found in (Gay 2012a).
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Channel in time domain (first NGI / 4 samples)
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Figure 3.9: CIR of the TU-6 channel and its `1-reconstruction from M =45 noisy frequency mea-
surements with SNR=20dB (2noise=0:01).













Figure 3.10: Frequency-domain TU-6 channel realization and its reconstruction from the noisy
pilots marked in red (real part).
Table 3.2: MSE of the frequency domain reconstruction for a fixed TU-6 realization using different





IHT and AIHT variant 1 0.133
DORE 0.000892
AIHT (sparsify software package) 0.000925
Wiener MMSE filter (6 coefficients) 0.00934
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3.3 Properties of Structured Fourier Sub-matrices
While many theoretical statements in Compressed Sensing, such as Theorem 2.2 or the
work in (Cheraghchi et al. 2013), tell us that random sub-matrices of the DFT matrix F
are well suited for sparse reconstruction tasks, this is not true for structural sub-sampling.
Different aspects regarding the deterministic sub-sampling of F, and of unitary matrices
in general, have been considered in (Bajwa et al. 2009, Haupt et al. 2010). The par-
ticular application in OFDM for the construction of pilot positions has been the topic in
(Applebaum et al. 2011).
However, existing transmission systems are equipped with predefined pilot patterns,
such as the comb-type model in Figure 3.1 with equidistant spacing, or other constraints
on their spectrum allocation. These result in specific classes of sensing matrices, and the
aim of this section is the analysis of their reconstruction properties.
3.3.1 Periodical Sub-sampling
First, recall the general notation of sub-sampling the Fourier matrix. With the normalized
NN DFT matrix F and the sets R; C f0; : : : ; N 1g indexing the rows and columns
that are sampled from F, respectively, the resulting measurement matrix reads
 = F(R; C) : (3.22)
In the channel estimation context, R is the set of pilots, at times denoted by P, or
a general set of sub-carrier positions where initial estimates are available, such as the
time-filtered estimates in Figure 3.5. The column subset C is generally the whole set
f0; : : : ; N 1g, but it can be restricted with prior knowledge on the support of the sparse
vector. In the case of channel estimation recall that there was an argument for restricting
it to the cyclic prefix, that is, C= f0; : : : ; NCP 1g.
The first class of structured sub-matrices considered are the periodically sub-sampled
DFT matrices, where every d-th row is selected from F to form the measurement matrix.
They are described by the set
R = f k 0 (mod d) j 0 k <N g : (3.23)
The set should generally involve an additional integer offset a2f0; : : : ; d 1g, that is,
sampling k a (mod d). However, without loss of generality, it suffices to restrict to
the set in (3.23). The elements of the matrix constructed with offset sampling would










N  e  i 2 a lN : (3.24)
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Channel reconstruction with Basis Pursuit
actual channel
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Figure 3.11: Reconstruction failure of the TU-6 channel with measurements from a regular grid.
When calculating the coherence via (2.21), the inner product involved between the
columns l and m would simply be rotated in the complex plane by an angle of
2 a(l+m)=N , which has no effect on its absolute value or the coherence.
The respective sampling model depends on the parameters N and d, and the number
of measurements obtained is M = bN=dc. If d is small, the resulting matrix still has a
large number of rows and one can perform further random sub-sampling down to the
order of K logN or the empirical M  5K. This will not be considered in depth. The
focus is on necessary conditions for the sparse reconstruction to succeed.
For this purpose, consider the following example setup of a DVB-T transmission em-
ploying a DFT size of N =2048 and the pilot pattern in Figure 3.1. The non-filtered
pattern with a pilot spacing of 12 sub-carriers is used, leading to the model with d=12.
The measurement matrix is assumed to have all N columns of F. The sparse signal to be
reconstructed is the exactly sparse TU-6 channel with parameters from Table 3.1. Having
about N=d 170 rows, the matrix should be large enough to identify the 6 channel coeffi-
cients. But as it turns out, the reconstruction fails even in the noiseless case, as shown in
Figure 3.11. It was obtained by `1-minimization and shows a periodic pattern with four
repetitions. In fact, the correct support is a subset of that of the reconstruction, but the
solution is observed not to be the sparsest possible.
The structure of the solution with the four repetitions and the parameters being
N =211 and d=322 indicates that the greatest common divisor gcd(N; d)= 4 is responsi-
ble. This is indeed the case and the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3.1. Let d;N 2N, N >d and g := gcd(d;N). Let F be the NN DFT matrix
and  the matrix, consisting of the rows of F indexed with k 0 (mod d). Let x =
[x0; : : : ; xN 1]
T be a K-sparse solution of
y = x (3.25)
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for a given y, and there exists no solution with fewer than K non-zero elements.
Then the following statements hold:
(i) If xl 6=0 and xm 6=0 for l 6=m, i.e., l;m2 supp(x), then l 6m (mod Ng ).
(ii) If xl 6=0, i.e., l2 supp(x), then for any l0 l (mod Ng ) with 0 l0<N , the vector
x0 =

x00; : : : ; x
0
N 1
T is a K-sparse solution of (3.25) with x0l0 =xl, x0l00 =0 for all
other l00 l (mod N
g
) with l00 6= l0, and x0n=xn for n 6 l (mod Ng ).
A proof is given in Appendix B.1. The statements straightforwardly extend to a shifted
periodic pattern with an integer offset a, as stated before. Theorem 3.1 tells us that if N
and d are not coprime, then possible solutions of (3.25) are supported on a N
g
-periodic






solutions. Moreover, every linear combination of those solutions with the same `1-norm
is a solution of the `1-minimization problem, which may not even be K-sparse. This is
exactly what Figure 3.11 shows, and can be summarized as follows.
Corollary 3.1. Let d;N 2N, N >d and let  be defined as in Theorem 3.1. If
g= gcd(d;N)> 1, then
(i) a sparsest solution of (3.25) is not unique,
(ii) `1-minimization does not minimize sparsity.
The practically most relevant cases employ a DFT size of a power of two. The follow-
ing example, illustrated in Figure 3.12, shows the particular implications of Theorem 3.1.





resulting  is a N
2
N matrix with entries











for k=0; : : : ; N
2
 1 and l=0; : : : ; N 1. Moreover, with
F(2k; l + N
2




it follows that  consists of two repetitions of a scaled N
2
DFT matrix. Applying a scaled
N
2




zeros either before or at
the end of the result produces a K-sparse vector of size N . Both so constructed vectors
are valid sparsest solutions of the linear system of equations. Moreover, every convex
linear combination of the nonzeros of the first and the second part belonging together is
a solution as well, having the same `1-norm. The example cases are illustrated in Figure
3.12. For 2L-DFT matrices the following conclusion can therefore be drawn.
Corollary 3.2. If N =2L for some L2N, then d has to be odd for a sparsest solution of
(3.25) to be unique.








 all nonzero positions <N=d
 all nonzero positions >N=d
 mixed
 same `1-norm but less sparse
Figure 3.12: Illustration of the ambiguity when sub-sampling a power-of-two DFT matrix with an
even spacing.
Remarks: On closer inspection it turns out that the basis pursuit solution in Figure
3.11 is among all possible minimum-`1-solutions the one with the smallest `2-norm as
well. This seems consistent, as this solution is obtained by a convex optimization solver.
On the other hand, greedy algorithms with the correct K will find a sparser solution,
but the correct support detection depends on the selection strategy and will fail if the
actual support is random.
An important observation is that if the potential support is restricted to < N
g
consec-
utive elements, i.e.,  consists of only < N
g
consecutive columns, the solution may be
unique again. This has a particular implication for the channel estimation problem with
restriction to the cyclic prefix.
Corollary 3.3. Consider an OFDM system with DFT size N , a cyclic prefix NCP and an
equidistant pilot grid with spacing d. A necessary condition for the successful recovery of an






3.3.2 Coherence Analysis of Fourier Sub-matrices
In addition to the existence of a unique solution, the quality of a measurement matrix
 constructed via (3.22) shall be considered in the following. This is done using its co-
herence, as introduced in Definition 2.3. Recall that the coherence measures the largest
correlation between two distinct columns of = ['0 j    j'N 1 ], and that a low coher-
ence value corresponds with good sparse reconstruction results. As also stated before,
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0 ()  1 with the extreme cases 0 for unitary transforms and 1 for matrices that
have two collinear columns.
For periodically sub-sampled Fourier matrices the following result regarding the co-
herence holds.
Lemma 3.1. Let N , d and  be defined as in Theorem 3.1. If g= gcd(d;N)> 1, then
 () = 1.
This lemma particularly implies the result from Corollary 3.1 (i). A formal proof is
given in Appendix B.2 and reduces to the fact that in this case 'l='m for jm  lj= Ng . A
similar effect occurs if 'l and 'm lie multiples of Nd apart from each other, even ifN and d
are coprime. If jm  lj  r N
d
for some integer r 6=0, then 'l and 'm are highly correlated.
This is illustrated in the following using a closer examination of the coherence calculation
for Fourier sub-matrices.

















l 'l+l ; (3.31)
which is independent of l due to the special structure of F. Choosing l=0 particularly




















A closer look at (3.33) shows that the c[l] are the entries of a vector which is the DFT
of a vector with periodically repeated ones separated d entries apart from each other and
the rest being zero. The DFT of a vector with d-periodic spikes produces a vector with
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N
d
-periodic spikes. Any integer multiple of N
d
results in an exact spike in the DFT domain,
whereas non-integer multiples produce blurred spikes as they lie off the sampling grid.
This can be seen in Figure 3.13 (a), where according to the DVB-T example with a DFT
size of N =2048 the pilot spacing produces a (d=12)-grid. Large peaks can be observed,
spaced N=12 170:67 apart from each other. Also observe that the blurred peaks produce
a correlation value of > 0:8 and the exact peaks, e.g. for 3N=d=N=4=512, produce full
correlation with a value of 1. Hence in this case ()= 1.
Figure 3.13 (b) shows the example of a (d=3)-grid, which can result from the above
DVB-T scenario with a prior time-filtering step illustrated in Figure 3.5. Here the peaks
of the column correlation function lie N=3 682:67 apart and also have a value of > 0:8.
However, no peak lying on the grid exists with a value of one, aside from the middle peak
which is not of interest for mutual coherence.
Apart from the peaks the correlation is very low. That means that any sub-matrix
of  consisting of <N=d consecutive columns has a very low coherence, and thus has
excellent sparse reconstruction properties. Particularly in the (d=3) case this area covers
680 columns. As determinate in the DVB-T standard, the cyclic prefix is of length at most
N=4, which is 512 in the example above. Hence, restricting to the cyclic prefix as in the
model illustrated in Figure 3.6 produces a well-suited sensing matrix for sparse channel
estimation.
Coherence Calculation for General Fourier Sub-matrices
The considerations regarding Equations (3.31) and (3.32) lead to a more general descrip-
tion and calculation rule for the coherence of DFT sub-matrices. It holds for arbitrary row
selection of F and a restriction to its first N 0 columns. This case occurs when restricting
to the OFDM cyclic prefix with N 0=NCP illustrated earlier in Figure 3.6. To some extent,
the ideas were already presented in (Hochwald et al. 2000), but in a completely different
context.
Lemma 3.2. Let F be the NN DFT matrix, and let R; C f0; : : : ; N 1g where R is arbi-




1; if k 2 R
0; otherwise.
(3.34)
The coherence of F(R; C) can then be expressed as








jRj FR : (3.36)
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(a) Row spacing d=12.











(b) Row spacing d=3.
Figure 3.13: Column correlation functions of periodically sub-sampled DFT matrices of size
N =2048 with different row spacings. The coherence is defined as the value of a highest peak for
l 6=0. The (d=12) spacing shows peaks spaced multiples of N=12 apart of each other, where in-
teger multiples have a sharp peak of height 1 with no neighbors affected and non-integer multiples
show a blurred (low-pass filtered) peak. The (d=3) spacing has only blurred peaks at multiples of
N=3.
This result follows straightforwardly from the considerations above. The fact that this
leads to an efficient method for computing the coherence is of only moderate importance.
The major point here is that the expression via a DFT offers the possibility to apply tools
and results from digital signal processing theory for the coherence analysis. In particular,
it can lead to analytical expressions and bounds, an example of which is presented in the
following section. It can also be applied for the construction of good sensing matrices.
3.3.3 Block and Gap Sub-matrices
A problem that arises in sparse channel estimation is that there might be connected ar-
eas in the spectrum where no frequency measurements are available. This can occur
in OFDM systems having an area of unused sub-carriers outside the frequency band or
masking out a forbidden frequency band, or in other related systems like single-carrier




available in the gap
Figure 3.14: Illustration of the problem of having a range where no frequency measurements are
available.
frequency-division multiple access (SC-FDMA) or generalized frequency-division multi-
plexing (GFDM) (Fettweis et al. 2009). Generally this problem comes up in unlicensed
frequency bands where parts of the spectrum are used by other communication devices
and several systems have to be able to coexist without interfering. This raises the ques-
tion on the effects of those gaps to sparse channel estimation using Compressed Sensing
methods, and in particular on how large these gaps are allowed to be at the most. An
illustration is given in Figure 3.14.
Gap Sub-matrices
The special case of a single gap of size L is considered in the following. It translates to a
sub-matrix of F that misses a block of L rows, all remaining are assumed to be present.
Further random sub-sampling will be discussed later on. Additionally, a single block of
N N 0 unavailable columns will be considered as well in the model. The first important
observations are the following.
Lemma 3.3. Let F be the NN DFT matrix, and let C1= f 0; : : : ; N 0 1 g and
C2= f (l + a) mod N j l2C1 g for an arbitrary a 2 f0; : : : ; N 1g. Let 1=F(R; C1)
and 2=F(R; C2) with an arbitrary row subset Rf0; : : : ; N 1g. Then it holds
(1) = (2) : (3.37)
The matrix 1 consists of the first N 0 columns of a DFT row sub-matrix and 2 has
a gap of N N 0 missing columns, beginning at column a and, if applicable, circularly
continued. The lemma tells us that a left-aligned block matrix can be considered instead
of any gapped matrix of respective size. An analogous result holds for the row selection.
Lemma 3.4. Let F be the NN DFT matrix, and let R1= f 0; : : : ;M 0 1 g and
R2= f (k + b) mod N j k 2R1 g for an arbitrary b 2 f0; : : : ; N 1g. Let 1=F(R1; C)
and 2=F(R2; C) with an arbitrary column subset C f0; : : : ; N 1g. Then it holds
(1) = (2) : (3.38)
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' FF
L
N 0 N 0
L
M 0
Figure 3.15: Illustration of the equivalence in terms of coherence between shifted block and gap
sub-matrices of F, illustrated in green.
The proofs for both lemmas can be found in Appendix B.3. They can be combined to
the following statement.
Corollary 3.4. Let C1 and C2 be defined as in Lemma 3.3 and R1 and R2 as in Lemma 3.4.
Then (F(R1; C1)) = (F(R2; C2)).
As a result, it suffices to consider only the first N 0 columns and the first M 0 rows of
F to cover the whole class of circularly shifted block matrices that particularly include
single-gap sub-matrices. This equivalence is illustrated in Figure 3.15.
Block Sub-matrices
Having the classes of gap and block sub-matrices reduced to the top-left aligned block
case, it is particularly pleasant that for this case a closed-form expression exists.
Theorem 3.2. Let  consist of the first N 0N columns and the first M 0N rows of the


















The proof is given in Appendix B.4. Note that this expression is independent of the
number of available columns N 0. To answer the question for the influence of a gap in
the spectrum of size L=N M 0, an example is illustrated in Figure 3.16. It shows the
coherence in dependence of the gap size L for an example DFT size of N =2048. For
instance, a gap of length L=N=4=512 leads to a best case coherence of  0:3, which
from our experience is a value that still allows for a successful sparse reconstruction
using Compressed Sensing methods. Simulations have shown that even for coherence
> 0:5 sparse reconstruction can still be successful with high probability, at least in case of
relatively low noise.
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Figure 3.16: Coherence in dependence of the frequency gap size L for a DFT size N =2048. The
curve is independent of the time-domain block length N 0, therefore it covers all respective column
sub-matrices with consecutive columns of F.
Further Sub-sampling
So far, only full block matrices were considered. If possible, further random row sub-
sampling can be performed, following the paradigm of Compressed Sensing. The result
from Theorem 3.2 serves as a lower bound. Monte Carlo simulations for a set of fixed
problem parameters shall illustrate this in the following.
Figure 3.17 illustrates the results for three different numbers M of rows, randomly
sampled from the remainingM 0=N L non-gap rows, showing the coherence as a func-
tion of the gap size L. The DFT size is chosen to be N =2048 and the gap size is only
considered in a reasonable range LN=2. Also, different widths of  are considered,
where restriction is made to a selection of values N=32N 0N=4, referring to typical
cyclic prefix lengths of practical OFDM systems. Monte Carlo simulations have been
carried out with 2000 independent trials for each configuration of parameters.
First, it can be observed that the width N 0 of  has minor influence on the mutual
coherence, at least for the here considered random row sub-sampling. Recall that the
lower bound from Theorem 3.2 is independent of N 0.
Further observe that on the left boundaries of the plots we can read the values of
() for the standard case of random row sub-matrices of F without forbidden sample
indices. Increasing the gap size L, it can be seen that the values approach the lower
bound obtained in the last clause. For instance, already at a gap size of LN=3 (here
 680) the differences are negligible, at least for M > 50. This range below N=3 is the
relevant one for sparse reconstruction, since here the mutual coherence is less than 0:5.
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(a) M =50 random measurements.





























(b) M =100 random measurements.





























(c) M =200 random measurements.
Figure 3.17: Average mutual coherences of matrices consisting of M rows, randomly sampled from
a Fourier sub-matrix already missing a block of L consecutive rows. For each consideredM the curves
show () in dependence of that gap size L for different block lengths N 0 in time domain. The DFT
size is N =2048 and the average mutual coherences are simulated using 2000 Monte Carlo trials.
On the left boundary the coherence values of full DFT matrices can be read off. For increasing gap size
L the coherences of the random sub-matrices approach the lower bound for full block sub-matrices.
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3.4 The Combination of Classical and Sparsity-based
Methods
In the previous sections it was assumed that the channel, or more generally, the signal to
estimate was exactly sparse. It was argued that in a not exactly sparse signal, the most in-
formation is contained in the few large coefficients, and the remaining small but non-zero
coefficients can be treated as noise. It is true that in several fields of signal processing, a
lossy sparse approximation is perfectly sufficient for the respective application. Take lossy
image compression as an example. However, in the studies in (Gay 2012b, Gay 2013)
it turned out that particularly the sparse OFDM channel estimation does not yield the
perfect results that are often claimed in the literature.
A multi-path channel, when observed by the receiver in the digital baseband via Equa-
tion (2.30), usually consists of a rather small number of large peaks plus a larger number
of small channel coefficients. The peaks can be detected quite well with sparsity-based
methods. The small non-zeros cannot, and moreover they often get lost under the noise
floor. The above argument that the information contained in the small coefficients is neg-
ligible is not exactly true for the channel estimation problem, as the small taps sum up
to a noticeable amount of ‘signal’ energy. With the mean squared error as the measure of
quality, this results in an estimation performance degradation, especially when compared
to methods designed to minimize the MSE. On the other hand, linear MMSE estimators
rely on certain model assumptions as well, and the knowledge of which may not be avail-
able entirely in practice. Therefore these methods do not yield the best possible result
either.
In the following, the combination of sparsity- and MMSE-based methods is considered
in order to get the best out of both worlds. Two possibilities will be addressed, both of
which use a sparse estimation result to improve the performance of a subsequent MMSE
estimator. The remainder of this chapter is based on the work in (Gay 2014a).
3.4.1 Basic Setup and Assumptions
System and Channel Parameters
The considerations are exemplified at an OFDM system with N =2048 sub-carriers with a
cyclic prefix length of NCP=256. The sampling rate is set to T =7=64s, as it is specified
in the DVB-T standard (ETSI 2009). The discrete-time CIR is obtained from the physical
multi-path channel by sampling after low-pass filtering with a root-raised-cosine (RRC)
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filter11 with 21 coefficients. Based on the discussions in (Gay 2013) this is an appropriate
model. The following two channel models will be considered:
 The TU-6 model (Cost 207 1989) with a channel length (delay spread) of 5s.
With the given sampling rate T , this translates to a delay spread of at least 46 taps
in the discrete-time baseband. The sampling rate also ensures that the practically
impossible case of an exactly sparse discrete-time channel cannot occur by accident
in the tests.
 A two-tap channel with two equally-powered taps, spaced 13s apart of each other.
This means at least 120 taps delay spread in the discrete-time domain. The sce-
nario might be a broadcast system with two base-stations and a receiver somewhere
in-between, receiving both stations equally strong with no reflections.
For comparison, the whole guard interval is 28s long. Figure 3.18 (a) and (b) shows
the average power delay profile of both channels in both the continuous-time and the
discrete-time domain. The examples show that there are only a few large peaks and a
moderate number of fast decaying non-zeros. The majority is still zero, which justifies
the sparsity assumption.
Linear MMSE Filtering
The MMSE filters are designed using the frequency-autocorrelation function as described
in Section 3.1.2. With (3.10) different stages of a priori information on the power delay
profile #(t) or #[k] can be introduced to the model. It will be distinguished between the
following different model assumptions:
A: Uniform path power density over the whole cyclic prefix length. No prior informa-
tion is available, which leads to the sinc-autocorrelation model in Figure 3.2.
B: Uniform distribution over a given channel length shorter than the cyclic prefix. The
channel delay spread is assumed to be known, but nothing else. It is also a sinc-
autocorrelation model, but with different parameters.
C: The average power delay profile itself is assumed to be known, which is a lot more
prior knowledge than above. It corresponds to the model sketched in Figure 3.3.
11 An ideal low-pass filter with a rectangle transfer function in frequency domain has a sinc-function as
its impulse response. This has infinite length and tends to zero rather slowly, which requires very long
filter lengths to approximate it. Several alternatives exist that approximate the ideal frequency-domain
rectangle by one with a finite slope, such that the respective impulse response tends faster to zero and
has fewer values significantly different from zero. In particular this implies sharper peaks in the transition
from a CIR consisting of shifted Dirac impulses. A particular example is the RRC filter. Details are omitted
here, for further reading it is referred to (Proakis and Salehi 2007).
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average power delay profile − discrete−time
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average power delay profile − discrete−time
average power delay profile − physical channel
(a) Average power delay profile.



























average power delay profile − discrete−time
average power delay profile − physical channel



























average power delay profile − discrete−time
average power delay profile − physical channel
(b) Average power delay profile (log scale).


















uniform over cyclic prefix
uniform over channel spread
known average power delay profile


















uniform over cyclic prefix
uniform over channel spread
known average power delay profile
(c) Frequency-autocorrelation function of different model assumptions/a priori knowledge.
Figure 3.18: Average power delay profile and frequency-autocorrelation function of the TU-6 chan-
nel (left) and the 2-tap channel (right).
The respective autocorrelation functions for the two example channels are plotted true
to scale in Figure 3.18 (c). Sketches of the power delay profile models are shown in
Figure 3.19 for illustration. MMSE filters with 6 coefficients are designed, based on
initial estimates taken from a periodic grid with a spacing of d=3, referring to the time-
filtered estimates in Figure 3.5. With the given parameters, the correlation up to k 9
(3d in both directions) plays a role in designing this filter. Figure 3.18 (c) shows that
there is already a large difference in this range between the different model assumptions
for both channels. This leads to a potential performance degradation of the MMSE filter
when assuming the wrong autocorrelation model.








Figure 3.19: Illustration of the three model assumptions on the power delay profile for MMSE filter
construction: A – uniform over the cyclic prefix; B – uniform over a known channel spread; C – known
delays and path weights.
Sparse Channel Estimation Using the OMP
The channel estimation problem is modeled as a sparse problem y=x+w as in Equa-
tion (3.20). That is, the observation vector y consists ofM noisy initial frequency-domain
channel estimates ~Hk at pilot positions k 2P,  is the respective DFT sub-matrix, the un-
known x represents the time-domain impulse response, and the entries of the additive
noise vector w are zero-mean Gaussian with a variance of 2noise.
The Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, stated in Algorithm 2.2, is used as a reconstruction
algorithm for its rather simple structure. It allows an easy adaptation to specific problems
and the integration of prior knowledge, and it yields very good sparse reconstruction
results. A detailed description and various aspects on its implementation are given in
Chapter 5. A degree of freedom when using the OMP is the stopping criterion (line
9 in Algorithm 2.2). The problem of determining the optimal number of iterations of
the algorithm when the channel is not exactly sparse was analyzed and discussed in
(Gay 2012b, Chap. 3) and (Gay 2013, Chap. 2). In the text at hand, a stopping criterion
based on the noise variance 2noise and some adjustment factor  is considered, using a
thresholding approach on the norm of the residual rk=y  xk of the current estimate
xk in iteration k. In particular, line 9 of Algorithm 2.2 is replaced by:
9: until krkk22 =M < 2noise
The idea is that krkk22=M = 1M
PM
l=1 jrk(l)j2 approximately represents the average squared
residual estimation error per measurement including the noise, as long as the algorithm








where p(res)H loosely denotes the average residual channel power per sub-carrier. This
implies that > 1 should be chosen, since it resembles the area above the noise floor.
The closer  is set to zero, the more the algorithm tends to over-fitting and adds non-
zeros that are caused by the noise. In the simulations the parameter  was determined
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empirically. Its operating area turned out to be in the range between 1 and 2, where
=1 results in a noticeable amount of false tap detections and =2 only chooses the
largest taps that lie safely above the noise floor. As a robust compromise, a default of
=1:25 is set in the simulations. The effects of varying  are also discussed later on.
It should be mentioned that 2noise has to be given for this approach to work, which
however also holds for the MMSE filter design. It is therefore assumed that at least an
estimate of the noise variance is available at the receiver.
3.4.2 MMSE Filtering Based on a Sparse Power Delay Profile
The first method for combining MMSE-based and sparse channel estimation is straight-
forward and can be summarized as follows:
1: Run the OMP to find the large channel coefficients.
2: Design an MMSE filter using the frequency-autocorrelation function based on the power
delay profile of the OMP solution.
3: Apply the MMSE filter.
Although it was argued above that the small taps not found by the OMP have a noticeable
impact on the MSE, the resulting frequency-autocorrelation function might still be useful.
It can be assumed that the model assumption required for designing a reasonable MMSE
filter can be significantly improved, as the OMP solution will give a much better estimate
of the power delay profile than blindly assuming a uniform distribution.
This shall be illustrated at the two example channels introduced above. An artificial
case is chosen where the instantaneous power delay profiles match exactly the average
ones. The OMP is performed on M =100 noisy measurements with SNR =10 dB from
a (d=3) pilot grid and with a stopping parameter =1:25. Figure 3.20 (a) shows the
actual power delay profile together with the OMP-estimated one for both channels. It
can be seen that all significant taps are found by the OMP and that there are no false
detections. The corresponding actual and estimated frequency-autocorrelation functions
in Figure 3.20 (b) match each other quite well within the range of interest. In case of the
TU-6 on the left, however, there is a slight difference in the scaling of the autocorrelation
functions, which is due to the missed energy of the small non-zeros. This may reduce the
precision of the designed MMSE filter, but it might be partly circumvented by a correction
factor based on knowledge about the residual norm and the noise variance as in the
previous section. The 2-tap channel on the right shows an almost exact match between
the actual channel and the estimate. The MMSE filters based on the autocorrelation
function should then be almost optimal.
Simulation results of this method are presented in Section 3.4.4 in comparison with
the other methods. It should be kept in mind that this method constructs an almost
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actual power delay profile
power delay profile found by OMP















actual power delay profile
power delay profile found by OMP
(a) Power delay profiles of the actual channel and the OMP solution.



















frequency correlation of the OMP approximation



















frequency correlation of the OMP approximation
(b) Respective frequency-autocorrelation functions of the actual channel and the OMP solution.
Figure 3.20: Power delay profiles and frequency-autocorrelation functions of the actual channel
realization and the approximation found with the OMP under noise with 2noise=0:1 (SNR =10dB).
The TU-6 on the left, the 2-tap channel on the right.
optimal MMSE estimator based on almost perfectly known channel statistics. One can
therefore not expect any better results compared to other MMSE filters of the same size,
for instance adaptive filters. Due to its computational effort, the use of this method may
be questionable. A better way of combining sparse and MMSE methods is presented in
the following.
3.4.3 MMSE-based Refinement of a Sparse Solution Using the Resid-
ual Small Channel Coefficients
The second approach uses the OMP solution not only for the filter design but combines
it with an MMSE solution. The idea is that after finding a sparse approximation of the
non-exactly sparse CIR and subtracting it from the measurements, what is left consists
only of the residual small coefficients that are much closer to a uniform (rectangular)
distribution over the channel length. Applying an MMSE filter based on the assumption
of a uniform distribution to this residual channel will therefore suffer much less from a
model mismatch. Moreover, the length of the CIR can be deduced from the sparse solu-
tion, giving the MMSE filter construction additional prior knowledge. The method will
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be referred to as residual MMSE. Given a set of initial estimates ~Hk, k 2P, the procedure
is as follows:
1: Run the OMP to find a sparse estimate h^ch
(OMP)
containing the samples h^(OMP)[n], and with it
the corresponding frequency-domain coefficients H^(OMP)k for all relevant k.




~Hk   H^(OMP)k (3.41)
at k2P. The respective residual channel in the time domain ~h(res)[n] should not contain
any large coefficients anymore but all the remaining small ones. Its power delay profile
should be closer to a uniform distribution than the original channel.
3: Design an MMSE filter for the residual channel assuming a uniform path power distribution.
Set the delay spread of the rectangle to the detected channel length of the OMP solution.
4: Apply the MMSE filter to the residual channel and obtain the estimates H^(res)k for all k.






In step 3 the rectangular power delay profile has to be normalized such that it matches
the residual channel power per sub-carrier p(res)H .
12 This value can be estimated by calcu-





  ~H(res)k 2 = mean
k2P
  ~Hk   H^(OMP)k 2 : (3.43)
A further simplification can be obtained with (3.40). Since the OMP iteration is stopped
when krk2 =M 2noise the approximation
p
(res)
H  2noise   2noise = 2noise (  1) (3.44)
holds. It also indicates why  should be chosen larger than one. A comparison of the
performance using (3.43) and the approximation (3.44) is shown in the simulations in
the next clause.
A noticeable positive side effect of using the approximation is that with it the MMSE
filter design is independent from 2noise. To perceive this, first consider the MMSE estima-
tor for the original channel when a uniform power delay profile is assumed. LetR be the
autocorrelation matrix of the noisy channel observations used to construct the Wiener
filter.13 With independent additive white Gaussian noise it can be decomposed to
R = Rch +Rnoise = Rch + 
2
noise I : (3.45)
12 More precisely, if the residual power delay profile is a rectangle of length L, its overall energy must




13 The subscripts of the autocorrelation matrices and cross-correlation vectors are dropped in the follow-
ing for the sake of clarity.
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In the case of a uniform path power distribution, the channel autocorrelation matrix Rch
contains the respective values of the sinc-function, as illustrated in the Figures 3.2 and
3.19. The cross-correlation vector r between the channel coefficient to be estimated and
the noisy channel observations used for estimating that very coefficient also contains
the respective sinc-values, since the noise is statistically independent from the channel.
According to Equation (A.7), the Wiener filter coefficients are calculated via g=R 1r.
For the residual channel, the respective autocorrelation matrix R(res)ch has the same
structure as Rch, but is scaled down like its time-domain rectangle counterpart by the
factor p(res)H . With the approximation (3.44) this yields
R(res) = R(res)ch + 
2
noise I = 
2
noise(  1)Rch + 2noise I : (3.46)
The same holds for the cross-correlation vector r(res)=2noise( 1) r. The residual MMSE















2noise(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which is completely independent of 2noise. The effect on the resulting filter is the same as
scaling the variance of the additive noise.
The model assumptions for the construction of the residual MMSE filter are illustrated
in Figure 3.21. For the TU-6 channel the assumption of a uniform power distribution fits
much better to the residual channel than to the original one. This can be seen especially
from the autocorrelation function in sub-figure (b). In case of the 2-tap channel a model
mismatch is clearly visible. Since there are no intermediate taps, a uniform power delay
profile for the residual channel is about equally false as for the original 2-tap channel.
The filter itself, however, has a much smaller influence than when using this model for
the original channel solely. The performance of this method is discussed on the basis of
the simulation results in the following.
3.4.4 Experiments
The simulations are performed for the methods presented in Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3,
applied to the two example channels using the DVB-T setup introduced in Section 3.4.1.
The MMSE part is always based on a regular pilot grid with distance d=3 and uses 6
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residual power delay profile























residual power delay profile
(a) Power delay profile of the residual small taps after subtracting the OMP solution.























actual residual frequency correlation
frequency correlation of rectangular model























actual residual frequency correlation
frequency correlation of rectangular model
(b) Respective frequency-autocorrelation functions of the residual channel and the uniform distribution.
Figure 3.21: Power delay profiles and frequency-autocorrelation functions of the residual channel
after subtracting the OMP solution for a specific realization (SNR =10dB). The TU-6 on the left
and the 2-tap channel on the right.
filter coefficients. The OMP part uses M =100 frequency measurements, selected from
the (d=3) pilot grid. The selection is based on a random search for a good coherence of
the resulting sensing matrix and is fixed over the whole set of simulations. Unless stated
otherwise, the OMP is employed with the parameter =1:25 in the stopping criterion.
Mean Squared Estimation Error for Different Noise Levels
The MSE for a range of noise levels is plotted in Figure 3.22 for different methods. In case
of the TU-6 channel on the left it is seen that the OMP (blue) performs worst, and the
MMSE filter constructed for a uniform delay profile (black) over the cyclic prefix length
performs better than that only for higher SNR values. Both methods suffer from a model
mismatch, the OMP due to non-exact sparsity and the MMSE filter due to assuming a
way too long power delay profile (NCP=256, compared to the TU-6 being only  50
samples long; see also the autocorrelation function in Fig. 3.18 (c)). The other methods
are approximately in the same range. Minor differences occur for the MMSE filter with
rectangular assumption with the correct channel length (green), which starts to run into
an error floor for higher SNR due to a (less severe) model mismatch. Also the residual
MMSE method (red) is slightly better below 10 dB of SNR. Otherwise the MMSE methods
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MMSE − uniform power delay profile over cyclic prefix
MMSE − uniform over delay spread (assumed to be known)
MMSE − instantaneous power delay profile from OMP solution
OMP + residual MMSE













MMSE − uniform power delay profile over cyclic prefix
MMSE − uniform over delay spread (assumed to be known)
MMSE − instantaneous power delay profile from OMP solution
OMP + residual MMSE
Figure 3.22: MSE of different channel estimators for the TU-6 (left) and the 2-tap channel (right).
MMSE, OMP and combined.
with prior knowledge of any kind perform nearly the same, marking the baseline of what
is achievable with MMSE filters of this particular size. This is justified in the next clause.
The results regarding the 2-tap channel on the right-hand side turn out to be more di-
verse. Due to the longer channel, both MMSE filters with the uniform assumption (green
and black) yield about the same results. The MMSE filter with the sparse power delay
profile (magenta) works notably better but is clearly outperformed by the residual MMSE
method (red). It should be emphasized that the residual MMSE is a true improvement
over the MMSE methods, as they cannot get better than the magenta-colored line with
this filter size.
Overall it can be seen that the developed combined methods, especially the residual
MMSE method can yield significant estimation improvements over conventional methods
or blind sparse estimation. Still, the gain depends on the particular channel, but more
sophisticated strategies for the residual filter may bring further improvements.
Comparison to Known Average Power Delay Profile
A justification for the statement that the first combination method from Section 3.4.2
is a baseline for the MMSE filter is shown in Figure 3.23. It compares the MMSE filter
based on the actual continuous-time power delay profile to the one approximated by the
OMP in the discrete-time domain. The figure shows that for each channel the results
for both estimators are almost identical. Hence, the OMP approximation of the power
delay profile is sufficiently close to the actual channel statistics to mark a lower bound on
the MSE achievable with this class of estimators. It can still be outperformed with other
methods, as seen above with the residual MMSE method.
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MMSE − (assumed known) average power delay profile
MMSE − instantaneous power delay profile from OMP solution
    solid   = TU6
  dashed = 2−tap channel
Figure 3.23: Comparison between the OPM-based MMSE filter and that based on a true power delay
profile.














MMSE − instantaneous power delay profile from OMP solution
OMP + residual MMSE
    solid:  α = 1
  dashed: α = 2














MMSE − instantaneous power delay profile from OMP solution
OMP + residual MMSE
    solid:  α = 1
  dashed: α = 2
Figure 3.24: Effect of varying the OMP stopping parameter . TU-6 (left) and 2-tap channel (right).
Varying the Parameter 
The parameter  determines when the OMP stops. Decreasing  yields better approxi-
mation results in a certain range, but it also increases the running time. An operation
range between =1 and =2 was determined experimentally. For the two limit cases
the MSE is plotted in Figure 3.24 for each method that involves the OMP and for both
considered channels. The curves for intermediate values of  lie in between the plotted
limits.
Approximation for the Residual Channel Power
For the residual MMSE method an approximation formula for the residual channel power
p
(res)
H was presented in (3.44). The effect of this simplification to the MSE is depicted in
Figure 3.25 for both channels. The performance degradation is channel-dependent, and
it is less pronounced in the 2-tap channel case.
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OMP + residual MMSE  −  exact
OMP + residual MMSE  −  approximation
    solid   = TU6
  dashed = 2−tap channel
Figure 3.25: Effect of the approximation of the residual power p(res)H .
3.4.5 Conclusion
Two methods were presented in this section to combine a sparse reconstruction-based
channel estimator with the classical MMSE approach. Both methods are at least as good
as the best possible standalone MMSE estimator under the same preconditions.
The first method provides a means to obtain the instantaneous channel statistics in
order to construct an MMSE estimator with near-optimal input. This is of particular
advantage when the channel changes abruptly and adaptive filters may take too long to
converge again.
A true improvement over any MMSE filter is obtained with the second method pre-
sented, the residual MMSE approach. Letting each estimator perform the task it is best
suitable for – the OMP for finding the large peaks and an MMSE filter for what is left – and
combining the results afterwards can perform significantly better. Moreover, there might
still be room for improvement with this method, as the good results were observed in
spite of model mismatches and inaccurate residual power estimation.
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Chapter 4
The Peak-to-average Power Ratio Problem
A
nother problem that arises in OFDM systems is the occurrence of large signal peaks
due to the statistical properties of the OFDM signal. And once more it is possible to
address this problem with sparse reconstruction methods if it is modeled properly as a
Compressed Sensing problem.
The measure for the extent of the peaks is the peak-to-avarage power ratio (PAPR).
There is a long list of methods for PAPR reduction in OFDM, for a reference see (Han and
Lee 2005) or (Li and Stu¨ber 2006). The focus of this chapter is on two of those methods,
namely Selected Mapping (Ba¨uml et al. 1996) and clipping (O’Neill and Lopes 1995).
The latter is an approximation of the behavior of the power amplifier of the transmitter,
which cuts off the peaks when it runs into saturation. This distorts the signal and leads to
a degradation of the transmission quality if the clipped peaks are not reconstructed at the
receiver. Since the clipping distortion is a sparse signal, its estimation is a typical applica-
tion for sparse reconstruction methods. It has been considered for instance in (Al-Safadi
and Al-Naffouri 2009, Mohammadnia-Avval et al. 2011, Fischer and Waeckerle 2012).
Clipping the peaks in the digital baseband, prior to the power amplifier, offers additional
possibilities to shape the signal as well as the distortion. If such a digital clipping strategy
is chosen appropriately, the quality of the reconstruction can be improved by employing
a-priori knowledge at the receiver (Fischer and Waeckerle 2012).
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The other method considered, Selected Mapping, uses the signal statistics for PAPR
reduction. In the work at hand, a generalization of this algorithm is presented which
integrates additional signal processing. In particular, it will be combined with digital
peak clipping, which offers a significant improvement over using either method on its
own.
The goal of this chapter is twofold. After the problem description in the next section,
the digital baseband clipping is introduced in Section 4.2, together with the respective
model for sparse peak reconstruction at the receiver. Different clipping strategies of-
fer the possibility of shaping the sparse distortion signal at the transmitter in order to
support the detection with a sparse recovery method at the receiver. An adaptive clip-
ping method is developed and an adaptation of the receiver-side sparse reconstruction
method is proposed. Second, the aforementioned generalization of Selected Mapping
and its combination with clipping will be presented and discussed under different as-
pects in Section 4.3. Simulations show the performance improvements of the presented
methods. The chapter is primarily based on (Gay et al. 2014e) and prior work on that
topic.
4.1 The Peak Power Problem in OFDM
4.1.1 Definition and Statistics of the PAPR
As described in Section 2.2.3, the modulation in OFDM systems is accomplished by a
DFT. In particular, the samples of the discrete-time baseband signal are produced from







2 i k l
N for k = 0; : : : ; N 1 : (4.1)
Recall that the values al appear to be drawn i.i.d. at random from a finite alphabet
of complex-valued symbols. If the DFT size N is sufficiently large, it follows from the
central limit theorem that the time-domain samples sk approximately follow a complex
Gaussian distribution. In theory, the realizations of a Gaussian distribution can have an
arbitrarily large magnitude. Although the Gaussian distribution is only an approximation,
the values of the sk still get quite large. This quantity is measured in terms of the peak-
to-average power ratio
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For technical reasons described further below, an important measure is the probabil-
ity of the PAPR exceeding a given threshold  or, in other words, the complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the PAPR
ccdfPAPR() := Pr (PAPR >  ) : (4.3)





approximately follows a standard complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
unit variance, and the CDF of its absolute square can be written as
cdf jXkj2() = Pr





2   : (4.6)
The real part and the imaginary part are independent and follow a real-valued Gaussian




2 Im(Xk) are standard Gaussian
distributed, and 2Re(Xk)2+2 Im(Xk)2 follows a central 2 distribution with two degrees
of freedom. This in turn is an exponential distribution with parameter 0:5 (Papoulis and
Pillai 2002) and the cumulative density function
cdfExp(0:5)(x) = 1  e x2 : (4.7)
The expression in Equation (4.6) can then be written as
cdf jXkj2() = Pr
 
2Re(Xk)
2 + 2 Im(Xk)
2  2 (4.8)
= cdfExp(0:5) (2) (4.9)
= 1  e  : (4.10)












= 1   cdf jXkj2 ()N (4.13)
= 1   1  e N (4.14)
as a closed-form expression.
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4.1.2 Nonlinear Effects of the Power Amplifier
Once the OFDM signal is transformed to the continuous-time baseband, it is up-converted
to the carrier radio frequency and amplified to be sent to the transmit antenna. The RF
signal sRF(t), which is the input of the power amplifier (PA), still contains the large peaks
from the discrete-time baseband signal. The PA however, only works linearly in a certain
range, and it runs into saturation when the signal magnitude exceeds a certain threshold
PA. This results in the peaks of sRF(t) being clipped, producing the actually transmitted
RF signal
sRF(t) = minfjsRF(t)j; PAg ei arg(sRF(t)) =
(
sRF(t) ; jsRF(t)j < PA
PA
sRF(t)
jsRF(t)j ; jsRF(t)j  PA
: (4.15)
An illustration of this effect is given in Figure 4.1, for more detail reference is made to
(Li and Stu¨ber 2006). The resulting non-linear signal distortion has to be reversed at the
receiver. It is therefore advisable to mitigate the peak effect already at the transmitter.
It should be mentioned that simply scaling the input signal down or choosing an
amplifier with a larger PA is not an option, since it would on the one hand unnecessarily
amplify thermal noise and on the other hand waste electrical energy. For those reasons
a low PAPR is crucial, as it counteracts both of those effects. The ideal case would be
a constant envelope signal with jsRF(t)j=1 that has a PAPR equal to one. Unfortunately,
this goal is not achievable with OFDM modulation and the PAPR has to be reduced at the
transmitter as good as possible.
The connection between the discrete-time baseband signal and the continuous-time
signal in terms of PAPR and clipping is omitted here and reference is made to the rich
literature on this topic, for instance (Li and Stu¨ber 2006) and (O’Neill and Lopes 1995).





Figure 4.1: Illustration of the RF signal as it would be ideally (blue line) and clipped by the RF power
amplifier (dashed orange line). The range in which the power amplifier works linearly is bounded by
the dashed green lines, outside this range the signal gets clipped.
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4.2 Digital Clipping and Sparse Peak Reconstruction
The focus is here on PAPR reduction in the discrete-time baseband by digital signal
processing, as it offers a lot more possibilities and is much easier to implement than
continuous-time processing. There is a list of methods to reduce the PAPR at the trans-
mitter; an overview can be found in (Li and Stu¨ber 2006) and (Han and Lee 2005).
Most of them go hand in hand with a corresponding processing at the receiver since the
original OFDM signal needs to be modified in some way.
The PAPR reduction methods can be roughly divided into distortion-less methods and
methods with signal distortion. Whereas the distortion-afflicted methods may suffer from
performance degradation, the distortion-less techniques usually have slightly lower spec-
tral efficiency as well, as they come at the cost of transmitting additional side information
or reserving sub-carriers that cannot be used for data transmission. The generalization
of clipping considered in the following obviously suffers from signal distortion, but for
the signal reconstruction it is possible to apply sparsity-based methods at the receiver. An
example for a distortion-less technique will be considered later on in Section 4.3.
4.2.1 Clipping in the Discrete-time Baseband
Letting the analog power amplifier clip the continuous-time signal peaks is inefficient
and there is not much of control over the process. It is hence preferred to conduct this in
a controlled way by dedicated signal processing in the digital baseband. Here it is also
possible to generalize the process of clipping to profit from additional effects.
In the discrete-time variant that models the clipping, an OFDM frame s is transmitted,
corresponding to an initial frame s, that contains no entries with a magnitude larger than
a given threshold  > 0. In general, such a transformation can be written as
sk :=
(
sk ; if jskj  
clip(sk) ; if jskj > 
(4.16)
with a clipping function that ensures jclip(sk)j   for sk 2C. How the function clip() is
constructed depends on the chosen strategy; examples of which will be discussed below.
The resulting clipping distortion
 := s  s (4.17)
has to be reconstructed at the receiver to avoid negative effects on the data. If  is
chosen reasonably large,  is typically a sparse signal. The number of clipped peaks,
i.e., the sparsity of , is denoted by K and its value depends on the threshold . The
inherent sparsity of  can be exploited at the receiver during the reconstruction process,
as described in Section 4.2.2.
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The following strategies are examples of how the clip-function can be constructed in
order to produce a  that helps the receiver reconstruct the peaks. Other strategies are
possible that target further specific properties of .1 The focus here is on three strategies,
also considered in (Fischer and Waeckerle 2012) and illustrated in Figure 4.2, as well as
a suboptimal version that reduces the required receiver knowledge. In the following it is
assumed that a fixed parameter K is used as a basis for PAPR reduction rather than the
threshold .
MIN Clipping
This strategy basically imitates what the amplifier does. It clips the largest peaks down




This method induces the least possible distortion to the signal and the entries of the
resulting  have the smallest possible magnitude, hence the name MIN clipping. It is
illustrated in Figure 4.2 (a).
ZERO Clipping/Peak Annihilation
In this strategy, all peaks are simply set to zero, that is,
clip(sk) := 0 : (4.19)
The PAPR of this method is slightly increased compared to the MIN strategy since it
reducesmeank jskj2 by replacing large values with zeros. However, it leads to the transmit
signal with minimum energy. The nonzero values of  are larger than those of MIN
clipping; they have a minimum absolute value of . This implies a larger signal distortion
but it also helps reconstructing  under noisy conditions. The strategy is illustrated in
Figure 4.2 (b).
MAX Clipping
The MAX strategy combines the ideas of MIN and ZERO as it clips the largest peaks to a
magnitude of  but puts them on the opposite side in the complex plane. That is,
clip(sk) :=   skjskj : (4.20)
1 For instance, the quantized clipping in (Fischer and Waeckerle 2012) produces a  whose nonzero
entries are taken from a finite set of possible values.






















Figure 4.2: Illustration of the different clipping strategies. The black  in s indicate the values of
the original peaks and the red bullets  highlight the values that the peaks are replaced with.
The strategy is illustrated in Figure 4.2 (c). The nonzero entries of  have the maximum
possible magnitude with values  2. This yields a maximum possible signal distortion
but it in turn maximally helps sparse reconstruction techniques at the receiver. The strat-
egy also yields the same PAPR as the MIN strategy, which is best possible as it maximizes
the denominator meank jskj2 of Equation (4.2).
Suboptimal MIN/MAX
Since the strategies considered above always clip exactly K peaks of each OFDM frame,
one has to agree on a value for , as it is not the clipping reference in this case. In
the sense of the MIN/MAX strategies yielding the best possible PAPR by maintaining
the largest signal energy, the value of  would have to be set to the (K+1)-th largest
magnitude. This in turn has two major drawbacks. First, the value is data-dependent
and changes between different OFDM frames, and second it has to be known to the
receiver.
To circumvent these issues, suboptimal versions of MIN and MAX are introduced that
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use a fixed . The value is chosen to be sufficiently large to maintain acceptable PAPR
performance, but exceeds the remaining (N K) elements with only a small predefined
probability pex. With the entries of the transmit signal s being i.i.d. zero-mean complex
Gaussian distributed with variance 2 (the signal power), the magnitude of an arbitrary
entry sk of s follows a Rayleigh distribution (Proakis and Salehi 2007) with
cdf jskj(x) = Pr (jskj  x) = 1  e 
x2
22 ; x  0 : (4.21)
Let (i0; : : : ; iN 1) be a permutation of (0; : : : ; N 1), such that jsi0 j  : : :  jsiN 1 j for a
specific realization. Then si0 ; : : : ; siK 1 are the peaks to be clipped, and siK is the largest
remaining peak. When clipping the K largest entries to a magnitude of , the choice of
 has to ensure that  > jsiK j only with the given probability pex. That is,
Pr (  > jsiK j ) = ccdf jsiK j()  pex (4.22)
is required. Using order statistics (Arnold et al. 1992), the CDF of the (K+1)-th largest
entry can in general be expressed as












Plugging in the CDF (4.21) yields after some manipulations
















This expression can be evaluated numerically to obtain a suitable value of  that satisfies
ccdf jsiK j()= 1  cdf jsiK j() pex in order to fulfill requirement (4.22).
Comparison and Further Analysis of the Strategies
The CCDF curves for the clipped OFDM signal with the presented strategies are consid-
ered in the following, obtained by simulation and with different numbers K of clipped
peaks. For the suboptimal MIN and MAX strategy the parameter  is adjusted to two
significant figures such that it ensures ccdf jsiK j() pex=10 3. For the optimal versions
of MIN/MAX it is set to the largest remaining magnitude.
The CCDF curves for the PAPR are to be interpreted as follows. In general, a CCDF is a
monotonously decreasing function with values from 1 to 0 for its argument running from
 1 to +1. As the PAPR cannot take values less than one, its CCDF will start decreasing
somewhere to the right of PAPR=1. The more to the left and the steeper the curve is, the
better is the statistical PAPR behavior. This can be seen at the example of the unclipped
OFDM signal’s CCDF in Figure 4.3, which is the rightmost curve and decreases at the
least rate.2 On the other hand, a constant envelope signal with always jskj=1 would
2 This curve is simulated as well, but it follows the closed-form expression in Equation (4.14) very well.
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K
Figure 4.3: Simulated CCDF of the PAPR varying the number K of clipped peaks and using different
clipping strategies. A DFT size of N =256 is used.
have a vertical line at PAPR=1 (=0dB on the logarithmic scale), following an inverted
and shifted Heaviside step function.
From Figure 4.3, first observe the expected result that the more peaks are clipped,
the better is the PAPR behavior, as the curves shift to the left and get steeper with in-
creasing K. Also, as expected, the MIN/MAX strategies outperform the ZERO strategy in
terms of PAPR due to their larger denominator.3 It can be further seen that the optimal
MIN/MAX strategies perform slightly better than the respective suboptimal versions, as
they choose the threshold  optimally for each OFDM frame. However, for the reasons
concerning practicality discussed above, and due to the rather moderate performance
degradation when using their suboptimal versions, the optimal MIN/MAX will not be
considered further.
Taking a closer look, it can be observed that the suboptimal MIN/MAX curves seem to
be copies of the corresponding ZERO curves, shifted to the left by a constant depending
on K and . This can indeed be proven as follows. As above, let (i0; : : : ; iN 1) be a sub-
script reordering that yields jsi0 j  : : :  jsiN 1 j, and recall that si0 ; : : : ; siK 1 are the clipped










be the residual signal energy. Then Eclip+Eres=N meank jskj2, and with jsiK j2 being the
3 See the discussion on the suitability of the PAPR measure at the end of this chapter.
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Now consider the CCDF of the (K+1)-th largest power jsiK j2
ccdf jsiK j2(x) = Pr
  jsiK j2 > x : (4.28)




















The clipping strategy only affects Eclip, whereas Eres is fixed for each OFDM frame. Hence,
the difference between the clipping strategies is a scaling of the argument with a factor
depending on the strategy and the parameters. The result is a left/right shift when the
abscissa is plotted on the logarithmic scale, which can be observed in Figure 4.3.
In particular, for ZERO clipping Eclip = 0 holds, and suboptimal MIN/MAX clipping
yields Eclip=K 2. For the sake of simplicity, the following considerations will only use
ZERO clipping, knowing that the result above allows to further improve the PAPR in a
certain range by using suboptimal MIN/MAX clipping.
4.2.2 Sparse Peak Reconstruction at the Receiver
To avoid losses in system performance due to the clipping it is necessary to estimate and
mitigate the distortion at the receiver. Since the distortion  is a sparse vector, sparse
reconstruction methods can be applied for this task. The application of Compressed
Sensing for this purpose has been considered earlier, for instance by (Al-Safadi and Al-
Naffouri 2009, Mohammadnia-Avval et al. 2011, Fischer and Waeckerle 2012).
Extended OFDM Model
To model the peak recovery problem as a sparse reconstruction problem, the OFDM
transmission model from Section 2.2.3 needs to be extended. Taking Equation (4.17) into
account and transmitting the clipped OFDM frame s, the received time-domain vector
can be written in analogy to Equation (2.38) as
r = HC s + w (4.30)
= HC s + HC  + w : (4.31)
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Applying the DFT to perform the OFDM demodulation gives
b = F r (4.32)
= FHCF
H a+ FHC + ~w ; (4.33)
and H=FHCFH yielding FHC=HF results in
b = Ha+HF+ ~w : (4.34)
Assuming H to be invertible4 yields
H 1b  a = F + H 1 ~w : (4.35)
Multiplication with the diagonal matrix H 1 performs an element-wise weighting with
the inverse frequency-domain channel coefficients, resulting particularly in independent
Gaussian entries in the noise vector that have different variances. The actual channel
matrix H will not be known in practice, but an estimate H^ is assumed to be available.
The inaccuracies of the estimation can be modeled as additional noise and therefore this
problem will not be considered further in this context.
Let now P be a set of indices where the transmitted values a(P) are known to the
receiver, for instance at pilot positions or reserved carriers. From (4.35), a Compressed
Sensing measurement model
y =  + w0 (4.36)
can be constructed with
 the unknown sparse vector 2CN ,
 a sensing matrix  consisting of the rows of F indexed by P,
 the observation vector y consisting of the elements of (H 1b  a) indexed by P,
 and the noise vector w0 containing the respective elements of H 1 ~w.
If M := jPj is sufficiently large and P has an appropriate structure, (4.36) can be ap-
proached with sparse reconstruction methods. In this particular case, ifM is significantly
larger than required, a subset of P can be selected that on the one hand corresponds to
the largest diagonal entries of H yielding the lowest noise variance, and on the other
hand still maintain a good coherence of the resulting measurement matrix. It should be
emphasized that if only pilots are used for reconstruction, this method does not introduce
any additional redundancy.
4 H is diagonal with complex Gaussian entries. The probability of a diagonal entry being zero, which
is the probability of H being not invertible is therefore zero. In practical systems however, more sophis-
ticated methods should be considered that not directly use the inversion of H because it leads to noise
enhancement.
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Applied Sparse Reconstruction Algorithm
As an actual reconstruction algorithm the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit is applied in the
simulations throughout this chapter. In its basic version, stated in Algorithm 2.2, the OMP
performs exactly K iterations and finds a K-sparse solution. This is especially useful for
the application at hand, since the sparsity K is fixed and can be assumed to be known to
the receiver. In (Zhang 2011) and the references therein it is stated that the performance
of the OMP can be improved by conducting slightly more than K iterations, in order to
find all elements of the support in case false nonzero elements have been added during
the iterations. Hence, the following strategy is used that performs 20% more iterations
than required, rounded up to the next integer, and shrinks the support afterwards back
to K elements:
1: Perform the OMP with d 1:2 K e iterations.
2: Keep the K largest entries of the outcome and set the other nonzeros back to zero.
3: Re-calculate the least-squares solution on the resulting support.
This simple strategy already yields very good results, as the following simulations show.
Still, it is possible to enhance the performance by taking further prior knowledge on 
into account. In particular, the minimum magnitude of the nonzeros in case of ZERO and
MAX clipping can be exploited, which will be done in the further developed methods in
Section 4.2.3.
Simulation Results
The following simulations are carried out with a DFT size of N =256 and M =64 ran-
domly placed measurements. The parameters are chosen such that the results can be
compared with those given in the related work by (Fischer and Waeckerle 2012). For
simplicity, reserved carriers are used for measurements, meaning that ak=0 for k 2P.
This implies that the entries of the observation vector y in (4.36) only consist of the
respective entries of H 1b. Further, an AWGN channel is assumed with H= I, which is
known to the receiver.
To have a comparable noise level, the signal-to-noise ratio is expressed by the energy
per bit to noise power spectral density ratio Eb=N0. In the discrete case considered here,
the noise power spectral density N0 is, without loss of generality, assumed to be identical
to the noise variance. Denoting the number of information bits per OFDM frame as B,








(Eclip + Eres) ; (4.37)
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Figure 4.4: Bit error rates for uncoded 16-QAM transmission with ZERO clipping. The number of
clipped peaks K is varied and the OMP is used for receiver-side sparse peak recovery. AWGN channel,
N =256 DFT size, and M =64 measurements.
using the definitions (4.25) and (4.26).
As a common measure of the transmission quality, the bit error rate (BER) is consid-
ered as a simulated probability of falsely detecting an information bit. For a varying K
the bit error rates are depicted in Figure 4.4 for uncoded 16-QAM transmission. It can
be seen that the BER degrades with rising K due to the increasing estimation error when
the number of measurements is fixed. However, if K is not too large, the BER curves
approach the theoretical curve of the unclipped signal for higher values of Eb=N0. The
range of interest for a reliable communication is when the uncoded BER drops below
10 2, as this is the range where the application of modern channel coding techniques
develop their full potential. In the figure this is to the right of Eb=N0 8 dB. This is
the range where the curves of the clipped signal for sufficiently small K approach the
bound for unclipped signals. If K is too large though, the estimation error of the OMP
reconstruction yields a persistent BER degradation.
An interesting question is how the bit error rate is affected if the clipping is not
handled at the receiver. Intuitively this will lead to a BER degradation depending on
the chosen clipping strategy. Figure 4.5 shows the results for the suboptimal MIN and
MAX strategies and for ZERO clipping, comparing the BER with and without peak re-
construction. The MIN clipping strategy produces the least signal distortion, hence the
BER degradation is rather moderate when omitting the reconstruction. In this case, the
BER with reconstruction is actually significantly worse than that without. An explana-
tion is that the reconstruction induces an additional distortion as it is likely to fail due
to the small nonzero entries of . On the other hand, if ZERO or MAX are applied with-
out reconstruction, a much larger signal distortion is induced that results in a severe BER
degradation that makes the signal unusable no matter how small the noise may get. With
reconstruction performed, both MAX and ZERO approach the BER for unclipped OFDM
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Figure 4.5: Effect of the clipping strategy on the bit error rate with and without peak reconstruction
at the receiver. K =8, N =256, M =64
transmission if the Eb=N0 is high enough, since the peak estimation error vanishes at
some point. With MAX this happens earlier, which is intuitive since the larger entries
of  particularly help when the noise floor is higher. The intuitive result is theoretically
explained by the concept of the minimum-to-average nonzero ratio of a sparse signal, see
(Fletcher et al. 2009) as a reference.
4.2.3 Adaptive Clipping and Reconstruction
Clipping a larger number of peaks obviously reduces the PAPR of the transmit signal.
On the other hand, it can be seen in Figure 4.4 that the resulting signal distortion also
degrades the reliability of the transmission. This gives reason to keep K as small as
possible, which is targeted in the adaptive clipping approach presented in the following.
Adaptive Clipping
The idea of adaptive clipping is to not minimize the PAPR at all cost, but to define a
maximum affordable PAPRthres and clip as few as possible peaks to stay below this thresh-
old. As to limit the signal distortion on the other hand, a maximum number Kmax of
clipped peaks is defined that must not be exceeded even if PAPRthres is not yet reached.
The method is summarized in Algorithm 4.1, where for technical reasons the additional
parameter Kmin is introduced for a minimum number of clipped peaks.
This strategy implies that PAPRthres might still be exceeded, and the parameters have
to be chosen properly such that this happens only with a small probability. This can
be done on the basis of a given CCDF curve for non-adaptive clipping. As an example,
consider the (K=10)-line for ZERO-clipping in Figure 4.3 (page 83; the leftmost blue
curve). If a PAPRthres=7dB is allowed the curve crosses this PAPR at a value of  710 4,
meaning that PAPRthres is exceeded in only 7 out of 10 000 OFDM frames. In all other
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Algorithm 4.1 Adaptive clipping
1: input: time-domain OFDM frame s, parameters Kmin, Kmax and PAPRthres
2: for K =Kmin to Kmax do
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Figure 4.6: Adaptive clipping with a threshold of PAPRthres=7dB, a minimum number of clipped
peaks Kmin=1, and varying the maximum number Kmax. Left: The simulated CCDF of the PAPR.
Right: Histogram of the number of actually clipped peaks.
cases the clipping can be reduced to less than 10 peaks, potentially yielding an improved
BER performance at the receiver.
Figure 4.6 shows the effects when applying the adaptive clipping strategy with a given
PAPRthres=7dB and varying the parameter Kmax. The CCDFs in the left plot show the
expected behavior that the CCDFs for PAPRs below PAPRthres are increased, whereas the
curves follow those for non-adaptive clipping for values above PAPRthres. The histograms
on the right show the frequency of occurrence of the number of actually clipped peaks.
It can be seen that in the majority of the OFDM frames only a very small number of
peaks do actually get clipped, whereas the larger numbers are realized very rarely. The
minimum number of clipped peaks was set to Kmin=1, which is the most frequently
occurring in this simulation.
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Adaptation of the Reconstruction Algorithm
When introducing adaptive clipping at the transmitter, the receiver does not know the
exact sparsity of  anymore. It only knows that it lies between Kmin and Kmax. Hence,
the actual instantaneous K has to be detected adaptively for each OFDM frame. De-
pending on the clipping strategy, it helps that the receiver has additional information
on the nonzero values of . Using for instance ZERO clipping, the receiver knows that
all nonzero values have a magnitude above , which can be used for detection. In the
following, a relatively simple strategy is used:
1: Run the OMP with Kmax + 20% iterations.
2: Set all nonzeros of the solution with a magnitude < back to zero, while satisfying the
constraints Kmin j supp()j Kmax.
3: Re-calculate the least squares solution on the remaining nonzeros.
The parameter  in step 2 depends on the clipping strategy and on the noise level. For
ZERO clipping it should lie between 0 and 1, and for MAX between 0 and 2. In the
simulations with ZERO clipping the value is fixed to =0:75, which has been obtained
empirically. More sophisticated methods for determining  in dependence of the noise
level can be considered, but are omitted here.
Figure 4.7 shows the resulting bit error rates for the same setup as above with
Kmax=10. The blue line is obtained with the described strategy and the mentioned fixed
decision threshold =0:75. Compared to the green line, which shows the BER obtained
using hypothetically present knowledge about the instantaneous sparsity K, it can be
seen that there is still room for improvement of the strategy for lower Eb=N0. However,
in the practically relevant range above Eb=N0=8dB the gap vanishes, proving the sim-
ple thresholding strategy effective. On the other hand, compared to the non-adaptive
version constantly clipping Kmax=10 peaks (the dash-dotted gray line), the transmission
reliability of adaptive clipping is already significantly increased.
The adaptive clipping scheme is closer to the initially considered clipping of all peaks
above some threshold . Motivated by the histogram in Figure 4.6, Kmax can be chosen
so large that it is practically never realized. This would result in clipping only the peaks






and for a properly chosen value this would only require minor adjustments at the re-
ceiver.
5 Clipping all peaks above a reasonable magnitude  yields PAPR 
2
meank jskj2 .
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Figure 4.7: Bit error rates for the transmission of the adaptively clipped signal with PAPRthres=7dB,
Kmax=10, N =256.
4.3 A Hybrid Method for PAPR Reduction
Another well-known method for PAPR reduction is Selected Mapping (SLM) (Ba¨uml et al.
1996), which is an example of a distortion-less technique. The method will be reviewed
in the following and a combination with the adaptive clipping will be presented, that
significantly improves the PAPR performance over using either of the methods solely.
The combination is considered in the context of a more general idea of integrating further
signal processing into SLM in order to reduce the PAPR.
4.3.1 Selected Mapping
Selected Mapping exploits the almost-Gaussian random nature of the OFDM signal to
reduce the PAPR. Let fs(1); : : : ; s(U)g be a set of independent OFDM frames of length N .












Since ccdfPAPR() 1, the probability of exceeding  is reduced for any fixed  > 1 and
any U > 1.
To obtain U OFDM frames that are statistically independent but carry the same infor-
mation, a transformation of the frequency domain frame a has to be accomplished, that
does not change the statistics after IDFT. For instance, this can be achieved by random
phase rotations of the data symbols ak, i.e.
a(u) = R(u) a ; (4.40)
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Algorithm 4.2 Selected Mapping
1: input: OFDM frame a, number of candidates U , respective rotation matrices R(1); : : : ;R(U)
2: for u=1 to U do
3: rotate sub-carriers a(u) :=R(u) a
4: OFDM modulation s(u) :=FH a(u)
5: end for








for u=1; : : : ; U , where each R(u) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries on the com-
plex unit circle. Only a basic version is considered in the following, multiplying the ak
with elements from the set f 1; i; 1;  ig, drawn independently at random with equal
probability. These are referred to that as SLM rotations or sub-carrier rotations, since
the values are rotated in the complex plane. Other variants of SLM can be found in
the literature (Han and Lee 2005) using also non-diagonal matrices, for instance other
unitary matrices or permutation matrices. However, applying only the N sub-carrier rota-
tions considered here is computationally much cheaper than applying a full NN matrix
transformation.
The considerations are brought together into a systematic method in Algorithm 4.2.
After multiplying the data vector by U different rotation matrices by means of (4.40), the
IDFT is applied to each rotated frame, referred to as candidate, yielding
s(u) = FH a(u) : (4.41)
Then the algorithm compares the occurring PAPR values of the s(u) and selects a candi-
date with the lowest one for transmission.
The resulting CCDFs are depicted in Figure 4.8 for a varying number of candidates
U . Increasing U clearly lowers the occurrence of high PAPR values, but the improvement
saturates the higher U is chosen. The theoretical limit for U!1 is a vertical line at logN
(the natural logarithm, which is here  5:5), see (Paterson and Tarokh 2000, Wunder and
Boche 2003) and for further reading also refer to (Wunder et al. 2013). Since calculating
an increasing number of IDFTs is getting costly at some point, the performance of this
method has also practical limits.
It is clear that the receiver needs to know which sub-carrier rotation matrix was ap-
plied at the transmitter in order to restore the original data. In general, this requires
transmission of side-information in the order of log2(U) bit. This topic is omitted here
as there is a rich literature on how this can be done reliably and at minimum or no cost
(Siegl and Fischer 2010, Han and Lee 2005, Breiling et al. 2001).
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(right to left)                
Figure 4.8: CCDFs of PAPR when using the basic SLM method with different numbers of candidates
U and a DFT size of N =256.
4.3.2 Integration of Clipping into SLM
It always tends to be a good idea to combine different methods that have the same
objective. Here, a generalization of the SLM algorithm is considered with additional
signal processing for PAPR reduction before selecting a candidate. The generic approach
is depicted as a block diagram in Figure 4.9. In the basic SLM algorithm, the ‘candidate
processing and selection’ block reduces to candidate selection only. In the following the
additional candidate processing involves clipping for peak reduction.
Clipped SLM
The hybrid method proposed in (Gay et al. 2014a) integrates clipping into the SLM


























Figure 4.9: Block diagram of a generalized SLM algorithm, performing additional signal processing
on the candidates before selection.
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Algorithm 4.3 Clipped SLM (clSLM)
1: input: OFDM frame a, number of candidates U , respective matrices R(1); : : : ;R(U), number
of clipped peaks K
2: for u=1 to U do
3: rotate sub-carriers a(u) :=R(u) a
4: OFDM modulation s(u) :=Fa(u)
5: clip K peaks of each candidate s(u) and obtain s(u)
6: end for
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Figure 4.10: CCDF curves of the clipped SLM algorithm with varying parametersK and U for ZERO
clipping with N =256.
and the candidate selection. It has been shown that the integration of the clipping brings
significant performance benefits compared to the simple serial concatenation of both
methods proposed in (Cuteanu and Isar 2012).
The method proposed here, referred to as clipped SLM (clSLM), is summarized in
Algorithm 4.3. Translated to the block diagram in Figure 4.9, the ‘candidate processing’
is in this case the clipping ofK peaks from each candidate. The abbreviation clSLM(K;U)
is used for the clipped SLM with clipping K peaks and selecting from U candidates.
Figure 4.10 shows the CCDF curves for clSLM(K;U) with varying parameters. In
comparison to using either SLM or clipping solely (Figures 4.3 and 4.8), a significant
improvement can be achieved by combining both methods in an suitable way. A further
discussion on this performance gain and on the gain over the serial combination of SLM
and clipping can be found in (Gay et al. 2014a) and (Gay et al. 2014b).
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Algorithm 4.4 Adaptively clipped SLM
1: input: OFDM frame a, parameters U , Kmin, Kmax, PAPRthres, matrices R(1); : : : ;R(U)
2: for u=1 to U do
3: sub-carrier rotation a(u) :=R(u) a
4: OFDM modulation s(u) :=FH a(u)
5: for K =Kmin to Kmax do







10: K := min
  fKmaxg [ K =Kmin; : : : ;Kmax : PAPR s(u;K)  PAPRthres ; u=1; : : : ; U 	 








SLM with Adaptive Clipping
An extension of the clipped SLM was proposed in (Gay et al. 2014c), where the clipping
of a fixed number of peaks was replaced by the adaptive clipping procedure presented
in Section 4.2.3. Its integration into SLM is done in a straightforward way. A target
PAPR of PAPRthres and a maximum number of Kmax clipped peaks are defined, and the
best out of U rotated SLM candidates is selected as follows. From each candidate, as
few as possible and not exceeding Kmax peaks are clipped to stay below PAPRthres. Among
the clipped candidates with the fewest clipped peaks one with minimal PAPR is selected
for transmission. The proposed procedure at transmitter-side is described in detail in
Algorithm 4.4. The primary goal is to keep the clipping distortion as small as possible.
With a small probability the threshold PAPRthres will be exceeded when no candidate can
reach this goal while being maximally clipped. The method for reconstructing the peaks
at the receiver is identical to that used for adaptive clipping only.
Simulations
The simulations are carried out with a DFT size of N =256, M =64 randomly placed
measurements for reconstruction, and U =16 SLM rotations. As before, reserved carriers
are used for measurements and perfect channel knowledge is assumed. For peak recon-
struction the strategy for adaptive clipping presented in Section 4.2.3 is applied, as well
as the correction of the energy per bit Eb by offsetting the clipped signal power to have
the correct scaling in the bit error rate simulations.
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Figure 4.11: Adaptive clSLM with a varying PAPRthres and fixed parameters Kmin=1, Kmax=8
and U =16. The left plot shows the CCDF of the PAPR, the right one the histogram of the number of
actually clipped peaks (N =256 and M =64).
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Figure 4.12: Resulting bit error rates for a varying PAPRthres and a fixed Kmax.
Varying the PAPR Threshold: The first setup uses a fixed Kmax=8 while varying
PAPRthres. Figure 4.11 shows the resulting CCDF on the left, which shows a behavior
comparable to adaptive clipping. The CCDF roughly lies in between those for the non-
adaptive clSLM carried out with Kmin and Kmax. Between those boundary lines PAPRthres
is not exceeded, and PAPR maxPAPRthres; ccdf 1Kmax	. If PAPRthres is chosen large enough,
Kmax is practically never reached, which is analogous to a threshold-based clipping.
The smaller PAPRthres is chosen, the more often it is exceeded, and for PAPR PAPRthres
the CCDF follows that of clSLM(Kmax; U). This effect can also be observed in the
histogram on the right of Figure 4.11, where if PAPRthres is chosen sufficiently large, the
instantaneous sparsity K concentrates on the small numbers. The resulting BER for
uncoded 16-QAM transmission depicted in Figure 4.12 shows almost no difference when
varying PAPRthres. In analogy to the transition from fixed to adaptive clipping in Section
4.2.3, there is a notable gain compared to the non-adaptive clSLM(Kmax; U) that always
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Figure 4.13: Adaptive clSLM with a varying Kmax and fixed PAPRthres=5:75 dB. CCDF curves on
the left, histogram of the number of actually clipped peaks on the right (N =256, M =64).
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Figure 4.14: Resulting bit error rates for a varying Kmax and a fixed PAPRthres.
clips the Kmax largest peaks.
Varying the Maximum Number of Clipped Peaks: The real benefit shows if PAPRthres
is fixed and Kmax is varied. The PAPR threshold is fixed to the lowest value from the
previous setup PAPRthres=5:75 dB. Varying Kmax it can be seen in Figure 4.13 that the
larger it is chosen, the less frequently it is actually realized. Especially the histogram
shows that K =9 and K =10 are very rare events. Hence, there is almost no observable
degradation in bit error rate performance in Figure 4.14 for varying Kmax. On the other
hand there is a significant BER performance gain compared to always clipping K =10
peaks. As discussed before, PAPRthres can therefore be fixed to a reasonable value and
Kmax can be chosen generously, while still maintaining good BER performance. Dropping
the parameter Kmax completely and adapting the algorithms involved would then close
the circle to the threshold based clipping, integrated into the SLM algorithm.
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4.4 Further Discussion and Outlook
A number of further points shall be briefly addressed in the context of the PAPR reduction
methods presented in this chapter.
Relations Between the Presented Algorithms
The adaptive clSLM is a generalization of all PAPR reduction methods discussed in this
chapter. They can be seen as special cases in the following way:
 Adaptive clipping is obtained by setting U =1, provided that R(1)= I such that the
first SLM rotation gives the original OFDM frame.
 Simple (non-adaptive) clipping of K peaks is the special case for Kmin=Kmax=K
and U =1.
 Threshold-based clipping of all peaks above a magnitude of  is obtained by setting




 The basic SLM without clipping results from setting Kmin=Kmax=0.
 For the non-adaptive clSLM(K;U), set Kmin=Kmax=K.
Transmitting Side-information About the Sparsity
When using adaptive clipping, the instantaneous number of clipped peaks K has to be
estimated at the receiver along with the peaks themselves. The information about the
selected candidate in SLM has to be transmitted anyway, so transmitting the information
of the instantaneous sparsity K can be taken into consideration as well. This would help
the receiver estimate the peaks and improve the reliability especially in the area of lower
Eb=N0, the effect of which can be observed in Figure 4.7. Motivated by the histograms in
the Figures 4.6, 4.11 and 4.13, this might be done in an entropy-coded way, since K is
not uniformly distributed between Kmin and Kmax and some values are much more likely
than others.
Varying Other Parameters
A variation of the generalized SLM with clipping can be considered where the number
of clipped peaks K is fixed and the number of SLM candidates U is adjusted adaptively.
For this purpose a maximum number of candidates Umax is defined, so that if this number
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is reached, the threshold PAPRthres is exceeded. The resulting method is related to the
approaches with successive candidate generation in (Fischer and Siegl 2010) and (Siegl
2010). In this case the signal distortion is constant but the complexity at the transmitter
is minimized instead.
A further generalization is to make both parameters K and U variable. The resulting
method then provides a tradeoff between the transmitter-side complexity and receiver-
side BER performance.
Other Clipping Strategies, Peak Reconstruction Methods, and Combinations
In this thesis the focus is on exploiting sparsity of signals for their estimation. Hence the
clipping strategies were chosen such that the resulting distortion can be well recovered by
sparse reconstruction methods. Other variations of the clipped SLMmay involve different
clipping strategies that target specific reconstruction methods at the receiver. An example
is the quantized clipping presented in (Fischer and Waeckerle 2012), which helps the
respective receiver-side reconstruction technique to recover the peaks by allowing only a
finite number of possible values for the nonzero entries. In general, one is not restricted
to sparse reconstruction methods at the receiver. Conventional methods may also be
used for that, which may be assisted by appropriately chosen clipping strategies with a
moderate signal distortion at the transmitter.
The idea of the generalized SLM is not restricted to clipping either. The ‘candidate
processing and selection’ block in Figure 4.9 is very generic and may involve other meth-
ods for PAPR reduction than clipping, depending on the amount of computational cost
one is willing to spend for the additional signal processing on each candidate.
The other way around, the idea of adaptive clipping can be combined with other
schemes than SLM. In general, the combination of different methods tends to be a good
idea, as successfully shown in (Fischer and Waeckerle 2012) with tone reservation and
clipping.
As an important note, it should be remarked that the OFDM model in this chapter is
slightly simplified. Here it was assumed that all N sub-carriers are used in the frequency-
domain OFDM frame a. In practical systems a consecutive block of less than N sub-
carriers is used (which translates to the radio frequency band used), followed by a block
of zeros. If the signal is clipped in time domain, these entries will not be zero anymore,
which leads to out-of-band radiation and needs to be avoided. Therefore, a low-pass filter
is applied in order to bring these values back to zero, which in turn changes the clipped
signal. There is a peak reduction method that iteratively does this clipping and low-pass
filtering, ending up with a signal without peaks or spectral leakage. This method could
be extended by including the clipping strategies considered in this chapter.
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General Discussion on the PAPR and the Peak Power Problem
There is a controversion about whether the PAPR is the right measure. It can easily be
seen that the PAPR can be optimized by increasing the average power and leaving the
peaks untouched. This does not bring any benefits, as the peaks are then still being
clipped at the power amplifier. The PAPR as a measure has been chosen in this thesis
since it is widely accepted for some reason, and in particular it has been used in the
literature referred to here. The clipping strategies considered in this text should be
mentioned again in this context. It is clear and has been mentioned before that, given
the same input signal and the same parameters, the ZERO clipping yields a higher PAPR
than the MIN or MAX strategy. However, it produces the same peak power, which imposes
the same situation at the PA. Moreover it has a lower overall signal energy, saving actual
electrical energy. One can argue that ZERO clipping hence yields an actually better signal
in terms of peak power behavior (same peak, lower ‘power’).
It should further be noted that with appropriately chosen parameters, the capacity of
the channel with (MIN) clipping is equivalent to that for unclipped OFDM, provided that
the SNR is corrected by the missing clipped signal energy (Fischer 2010).
Based on:
M.Gay – Strategy and Implementation Considerations for Sparse OFDM Channel Estimation, Fraunhofer IIS,
Technical Report, May 2013
M.Gay, A. Lampe, and M. Breiling – Implementation of the OMP Algorithm for Sparse Recovery Tasks in
ODFM Systems, 8th Karlsruhe Workshop on Software Radios (WSR14), pp. 117–126, March 2014.
Chapter 5
Algorithmic and Implementation Aspects
When it comes to the actual sparse reconstruction task, a number of methods andapproaches were listed in Section 2.1.4. Since this thesis focuses on commu-
nication systems that ought to be able to perform the signal processing in real-time,
the focus is on fast algorithms that are using greedy strategies and are suited for be-
ing implemented on a relatively low level on hardware or on software-defined radio
platforms. In particular, the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (Pati et al. 1993) has been
chosen as a reconstruction algorithm in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Despite its rela-
tively simple structure it still yields surprisingly good results (Needell et al. 2008, Pati
et al. 1993, Tropp 2004, Tropp and Gilbert 2007).
However, the implementation on specific platforms with hardware restrictions may
still pose some problems and requires the re-thinking of parts of the algorithm. One
problem is the occurrence of matrix multiplications with  and H. Since in the special
case of OFDM systems considered here  is a sub-matrix of the DFT matrix, these multi-
plications can be implemented efficiently via FFT/IFFT. Another, more challenging task
is the solution of a least squares sub-problem that occurs in the algorithm. A hardware
implementation of the OMP for a specific task in LTE systems was already presented in
(Maechler et al. 2010), where the least squares part was solved via QR decomposition
using modified Gram-Schmidt. However, different additional approaches can be studied
regarding this, as there is a well-established theory on finding least squares solutions
of over-determined systems of equations. Exploiting the specific properties of the inte-
gration into the OMP, as well as the structure of the system matrix involved leads to
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very efficient implementations of this reconstruction method which are presented subse-
quently.
For a deeper insight, the operating principle of the OMP is described in Section 5.1,
and some aspects of the efficient realization of the measurement matrix multiplications
involved are considered in Section 5.2. The major topic of solving the least squares
sub-problem is examined in Section 5.3, where several approaches are presented and an
intuitively developed method is shown to be equivalent to a classical method. An overall
comparison of arithmetic operations and a discussion on further implementation aspects
are given in Section 5.4. This chapter is largely based on the work presented in (Gay
et al. 2014d).
5.1 Review of the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
The OMP, already introduced in Section 2.1.4, is stated again in Algorithm 5.1 in a
slightly altered version. On this basis, its operating principle is reviewed in the following.
Given a measurement matrix and an observation vector y, the OMP constructs a sparse
solution x step by step. Starting with the zero vector, a new element is added to the
support set Ik (the set of nonzero positions in x) in each iteration in line 6. Based on this
support and the corresponding columns of , the best explanation for the observation y
in the least squares sense is calculated in line 7. The influence of the current solution is
then subtracted from the observation in line 8, forming the residual rk.
The way the algorithm decides which element will be the next nonzero can be found
in the lines 4 and 5. The idea is to find the column of  which is most correlated to
the residual. The corresponding entry of x is most likely a nonzero one. At this point it
can be seen why a low coherence of  is important: it ensures that a high correlation
between one column and the residual is not caused by some other column. The vector
of correlations c is calculated in line 4, its entry with largest magnitude is determined in
line 5, and the corresponding index is added to the support in line 6.
This whole strategy ensures that the current solution in iteration k is exactly k-sparse
and that it is optimal in the least squares sense. If the measurement is noiseless, i.e.,
model (2.10) is valid, and the correct solution has exactly K nonzero entries, it is found
in exactlyK iterations if the heuristic detects the support correctly. In this case, the resid-
ual is zero after K iterations. In the version of the OMP considered in this chapter, the
algorithm stops after reaching a target sparsity K after performing K iterations. Other
stopping criteria may involve the residual norm falling below a certain threshold, as it
was considered for the channel estimation task at page 65, or the nonzeros falling below
a minimum possible magnitude, as applied in the peak reconstruction for adaptive clip-
ping in Section 4.2.3. As the stopping criterion is of minor concern for considerations
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Algorithm 5.1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
1: input y 2CM , 2CMN, target sparsity K
2: init I0 := ?; r0 := y; x := 02CN
3: for k=1 to K do
4: c := H rk 1
5: i? := argmaxi j c(i) j
6: Ik := Ik 1 [ fi?g
7: x(Ik) := argmin
~x2Ck
y  (:; Ik)~x22
8: rk := y  x
9: end for
10: return x
regarding implementation and computational efficiency, this topic will not be covered in
this chapter.
5.2 Measurement Matrix Multiplications
A central task in the OMP is the multiplication with the sensing matrix  and with H, or
with sub-matrices thereof. It appears in the lines 4 and 8 of Algorithm 5.1 and potentially
in the solver for the least squares problem in line 7, and it consumes a considerable part
of the computations of the algorithm. In applications in OFDM systems,  is a sub-
matrix of the normalized DFT matrix F of size N . Denoting the set of subscripts of the
selected rows with R and the respective column index set with C, the sensing matrix
reads  = F(R; C).
Calculation via DFT/FFT
It is intuitively clear that multiplications with  and H can be expressed by DFT / IDFT
operations on vectors filled up with zeros, which in turn can be computed efficiently
via FFT / IFFT. In actual hardware platforms supporting OFDM systems it should be ex-
pected that an FFT is implemented and is supported by hardware acceleration. Using the
MATLAB-like notation, the lines
1: input x,  = F(R; C)
2: y = x
3: return y
are equivalent to
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1: input x, R, C, N
2: ~x := 02CN
3: ~x(C) := x
4: ~y := FFTN (~x)
5: y := ~y(R)
6: return y
For multiplication with H it reads analogously using the IFFT. The FFT version intro-
duces some additional overhead, but if R and C are sufficiently large, it is expected to be
significantly more efficient.
Truncated FFTs
Since the focus is on sparse input vectors, there is partly only a small subset of C actually
needed for the computation. Especially if the number of nonzeros in x is very small,
which does occur during the OMP iterations, it raises the question about the efficiency of
running the full FFT in this case.
For calculating only single or very few output points, na¨ıve calculation by means of
direct vector product calculation or using Goertzel’s algorithm (Goertzel 1958, Chassaing
and Reay 2007), which uses a linear filter approach, might be an option. Both Goertzel
and na¨ıve calculation have a complexity of O (N 2) for full DFT calculation, so the follow-
ing questions arise from this consideration:
1. What sparsity is required to make Goertzel/na¨ıve calculation more efficient than
calculation via FFT?
2. Which procedure is more accurate in terms of error propagation?
3. How can an FFT implementation be tuned to perform sparse DFT calculations effi-
ciently?
On the topic of pruned FFTs the developers of the official FFTW software library (Frigo
and Johnson 2005) make the following statements on their website (FFTW n.d.): if K is
the number of coefficients to compute, then
 both Goertzel / na¨ıve have O (KN) complexity, implying that Goertzel is of lower
complexity if K . log2N (in practice if K  20 up to N  106),
 the error bounds grow as O N3=2 for the na¨ıve formula and O N5=2 for Goertzel,
compared to O (logN) for using FFT.
Both are strong arguments for using FFT for calculation, especially if it is hardware
accelerated.
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Question 3 seems hard to answer. An implementation that just skips unnecessary mul-
tiplications by zero and stops calculation of unneeded output early results in a significant
overhead in the control layer, at least in the case of arbitrary K elements being nonzero.
In specific applications the sparsity has a certain structure that can be exploited. For
instance in OFDM channel estimation, the nonzeros can only occur in a certain area of x,
related to the cyclic prefix. In this case one can actually use an FFT of smaller size with
a moderate overhead (Gay 2012b). The general topic of sparse FFTs is in the interest of
ongoing research in this field. Recently, the work related to (Hassanieh et al. 2012, Indyk
and Kapralov 2014), which involves ideas of randomization, is a candidate for producing
very fast O (K logN) sparse FFT implementations.
5.3 The Least Squares Sub-problem
The computationally most expensive part of the OMP is the least squares sub-problem in
line 7 of Algorithm 5.1, which has to be solved in each iteration. In this section several
methods will be presented that exploit specific properties of the integration into the OMP
and the structure of the matrix involved.
5.3.1 Problem Formulation
First, recall that the problem is to find a solution to an over-determined system of linear
equations, since in step k of the OMP it involves a column sub-matrix of  of size Mk
to find a vector of length k that contains the nonzero elements of the current sparse
approximation. To avoid confusion this sub-problem is treated in a different notation.
Consider the over-determined system of linear equations
Au = y ; (5.1)
where
 A2CMk with k <M is here a tall column sub-matrix of  with rank(A)= k,
 the right-hand side y 2CM is the observation vector of the Compressed Sensing
measurement equation,
 and the unknown u2Ck contains the values of the sparse solution vector x on its
current support.
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leads to the system of normal equations
AHAu = AH y ; (5.3)












the least squares solution of (5.1) reads
u^ = A+ y : (5.6)
It can easily be shown thatA+ satisfies theMoore-Penrose conditions (Golub and Van Loan
1996) and therefore is the unique Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. The direct computation
of u^ via (5.5) and (5.6) is rather costly and numerically problematic, hence alternatives
are considered in the following.
5.3.2 Integration of QR Methods
The well-established idea of QR methods is to calculate a decompositionA=QR, where
Q has orthonormal columns and R has upper right triangular structure. Such a QR
factorization always exists and, if A has full rank, is unique if the main diagonal entries
of R are required to be real-valued and positive. A full QR decomposition of an Mk
matrix involves matrices of dimensions Q2CMM and R2CMk. Since in R only the
first k rows are nonzero, it suffices to restrict to the reduced QR decomposition, where







This problem is easily manageable by first computing ~y=QH y, and then solving the
upper triangular system of linear equations Ru= ~y for u via back substitution. The
back substitution is stated for completeness in Algorithm 5.2 as it occurs frequently as a
sub-step in the methods considered in the following. For more detail on this approach to
the least squares problem refer to (Golub and Van Loan 1996, Trefethen and Bau 1997,
Demmel 1997). Prerequisite for this procedure is the efficient and accurate computation
of the QR factorization.
A closer look at the OMP reveals the following property. The sub-matrix of involved
in step k is obtained from that of step k 1 by appending another column from . Hence,
to avoid unnecessary computations, it is important to choose an implementation of the
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Algorithm 5.2 Back substitution for solving a triangular system of equations Ru= b
1: input upper triangular (non-singular) system matrix R2Ckk, right-hand side b2Ck
2: u(k) := b(k)=R(k; k)






following recursive form: given a QR factorizationA=QR and a column a to be added
to A, compute a factorization

A j a  =  Q j q    R
0T
   ; (5.8)
where q is orthonormal to all columns in Q and  is a column appended to R after
adding a row of zeros. The result is indeed a valid QR factorization for the augmented
matrix, and it suffices to store only the vectors , which have length k in iteration k,
instead of the full triangular matrix R. The computation of q and  will be considered
in the following.
Modified Gram-Schmidt
The modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS) procedure is a well-known classical method for or-
thogonalization and fortunately there exists an implementation (Demmel 1997, Alg. 3.1)
that meets the requirements above and can be reformulated as a recursive version. It is
stated in Algorithm 5.3.
A version of the OMP with integrated MGS least squares and a few other modifica-
tions is presented in Algorithm 5.4. It uses in-place computation and the matrices of the
triangular system of equations in line 15 are not explicitly formed. Instead, the compu-
tation is accomplished with the l and ql vectors. The product QHy does not have to be
fully computed in each iteration either; it suffices to append the scalar product qHk y to
the right-hand side from the previous iteration. This avoids a further amount of unnec-
essary computations. In the end, the total computational costs for the overall number
of K least squares sub-problems over a full run of the OMP are as much as a single QR
decomposition of size K.
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Algorithm 5.3 Recursive Modified Gram-Schmidt
1: input matrix A = [a1 j : : : jak ] 2CMk
2: if k = 1 then
3: R := kAk2 = ka1k2
4: Q := A= ka1k2
5: else
6: calc QR factorization [a1 j : : : jak 1 ] = ~Q ~R recursively ,
where ~Q = [ q1 j : : : j qk 1 ] 2CM(k 1) and ~R2C(k 1)(k 1)
7:  := 0
8: q := ak
9: for l=1 to k 1 do
10: (l) := qHl q
11: q := q   (l)ql
12: end for
13: (k) := kqk2
14: q := q=(k)












The Householder-approach is slightly different from that of the MGS. Here it is about
triangularization, meaning that the matrices Q and R are in the relation QA=R. The
unitary matrix Q consists of a product of unitary matrices, each introducing zeros below
the main diagonal in a specific column of A via a Householder reflection. This seems
costly in the first place, but there is an extremely efficient implementation of this process.
The whole idea and the algorithms are very well described in (Trefethen and Bau 1997).
Restriction is made to presenting an OMP implementation with integrated
Householder QR using the additional property that the matrix involved grows col-
umn by column. It is presented in Algorithm 5.5; here are some supplementary notes
for explanation. The vectors b and d are temporary storage variables and vk is the
vector that defines the Householder reflection which introduces the zeros in the current
column. The vectors k contain the nonzero parts of the columns of the upper triangular
R, which again is not explicitly formed in line 16. Also note that the inner FOR-loop in
line 7 is not executed in the first OMP iteration since it is empty at this point.
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Algorithm 5.4 OMP with MGS-based least squares
1: input y 2CM , 2CMN, target sparsity K
2: init I := ?; r := y
3: for k = 1 to K do
4: c := H r
5: i? := argmaxi j c(i) j
6: I := I [ fi?g
7: k := 0
8: qk := column i? of 
9: for l=1 to k 1 do
10: k(l) := qHl qk
11: qk := qk   k(l)ql
12: end for
13: k(k) := kqkk2
14: qk := qk=k(k)
15: solve Ru = QHy for u via back substitution
16: r := y  (:; I)u
17: end for
18: x := 02CN ; x(I) := u
19: return x
Notes on Stability and Complexity
The MGS method is known to suffer from a loss of orthogonality during the process in
specific problem cases. Under the low coherence assumption the matrix A has a good
condition and the effect might not be less pronounced, but in general the Householder
procedure is known to be numerically more stable than MGS.
Although the MGS implementation is clearer and shorter, it is not necessarily compu-
tationally cheaper. The operations in the inner loops in Algorithm 5.4 and 5.5 are of the
same structure and are performed the same number of times (K3=6+K2+K) but the
vectors involved are shorter in Algorithm 5.5. The back substitutions of the triangular
systems, each of cost  k2 in iteration k, sum up to K3=6 + K2=2 + K=3 operations.
Both algorithms involve a norm calculation in CM and some scalar multiplications and
additions. The only additional effort in the Householder version are two additional scalar
products, which however are of minor weight compared to the inner loop.
Altogether, the Householder procedure is cheaper and has better numerical properties,
see also (Trefethen and Bau 1997). Although its implementation is a little more tricky
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Algorithm 5.5 OMP with Householder least squares
1: input y 2CM , 2CMN, sparsity K
2: init I := ?; r := y; b := 02CM
3: for k = 1 to K do
4: c := H r
5: i? := argmaxi j c(i) j; I := I [ fi?g
6: d := column i? of 
7: for l=1 to k 1 do





10: vk := d(k:M)
11: vk(1) := vk(1) + vk(1) kvkk2 = jvk(1)j
12: vk := vk= kvkk2




14: k := d(1:k)




16: solve Ru = b(1:k) for u via back substitution
17: r := y  (:; I)u
18: end for
19: x := 02CN ; x(I) := u
20: return x
and it requires slightly more storage, it should be preferred over MGS.
5.3.3 Iterative Methods
The idea of fixed-point iteration methods for finding u^=A+y is to start with an initial
guess u0 and then iterate
u i+1 := f(u i) ;
with a contracting function f that assures
ku^  f(u)k < ku^  uk
as long as u^ 6=u. Two such approaches will be discussed in the following that target in
particular the application of A and AH as a linear operator. These operations are then to
be implemented using FFT/IFFT according to Section 5.2 to keep down computational
costs.
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An Intuitive Approach
Consider the matrix A= [a1 j : : : jak ] from Equation (5.1) of sizeMk with k <M and
rank(A)= k. It is a column sub-matrix of a measurement matrix  that is assumed
to have a low coherence. From the definition of the coherence in Equation (2.21)
follows that taking a column sub-matrix cannot increase the coherence, in particular
(A)(). Therefore A itself has a low coherence (A) 1. In the particular case at
hand, all columns of A have equal norm kalk2 =
p








and inserting it into (2.21) yields
 := (A) =  max
l 6=m
aHl am (5.10)
as a formula for the coherence.
Now consider the matrix B=AHA, which has the diagonal entries B(l; l) = kalk22 =
1= and satisfies the property
jB(l;m)j = aHl am   (5.11)
for l 6=m. Since  is assumed to be small, this leads to
B = AHA  1

I : (5.12)
It then follows that
B 1 = (AHA) 1   I ; (5.13)
and with equation (5.5) it yields
A+  AH (5.14)
as an approximation to the pseudoinverse. With (5.6) this produces a coarse approxima-
tion to the least squares solution
~u := AH y  u^ : (5.15)
Applying A to the approximation error e = u^  ~u yields
A e = A (u^  ~u) (5.16)
= y  A ~u (5.17)
=: r ; (5.18)
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where r is the residual of ~u. Understanding A e= r as an over-determined system of
linear equations in the same way as (5.1), the previous considerations can be applied
again. That is,
e^ = A+ r  AH r (5.19)
yields
u^ = ~u+ e  ~u+ AH r (5.20)
as another, more precise approximation to the least squares solution. Iteratively continu-
ing this procedure leads to Algorithm 5.6.
This algorithm has a very simple structure and the computational effort per iteration
is dominated by one application of A and one application of AH. As these shall be
accomplished via FFT/IFFT, the cost per iteration is O(N logN), and the algorithm might
be applicable if the required number of iterations is moderate. This will be discussed in
the following.
Connection to Jacobi’s Method
Consider solving the system of normal equations (5.3) with Jacobi’s method (Golub and
Van Loan 1996). With B=AHA and c :=AH y, the aim is to solve the kk system of
equations
Bu = c (5.21)
for u. The idea is to split the system matrix intoB=D+R, whereD is a diagonal matrix
consisting of the diagonal elements ofB, andR consists of all other elements ofB except
the main diagonal entries. The Jacobi iteration reads
u := D 1 (c Ru) (5.22)
= u + D 1 (c Bu) : (5.23)
The special case considered here involves D 1=  I, yielding
u := u + D 1 (c Bu) (5.24)
= u +  (c Bu) (5.25)
= u + 
 
AH y  AHAu (5.26)
= u + AH (y  Au) ; (5.27)
which matches exactly the iteration in Algorithm 5.6. The equivalence of both algorithms
allows statements on the convergence of Algorithm 5.6.
For details on the convergence of Jacobi’s method refer to (Golub and Van Loan 1996).
In the following a number of implications for the special case at hand are listed.
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Algorithm 5.6 Simple Iterative Least Squares to solve Au=y for u
1: input y 2CM , A2CMk, 
2: init u := 02Ck, r := y
3: repeat
4: u := u+ AHr
5: r := y  Au
6: until stop criterion fulfilled (e.g. krk2 <" )
7: return u
Definition 5.1. For a quadratic matrix G denote the set of eigenvalues of G with (G).
The spectral radius of G is defined as
% (G) := max fjj :  2 (G)g : (5.28)
Lemma 5.1. The Jacobi iteration applied to (5.21) converges iff B = D+R is nonsingular
and % (D 1R) < 1.
For a proof and further reading see (Golub and Van Loan 1996). The considered
special case where D 1 =  I and R=AHA  1

I yields the following statement.







The spectral radius is rather expensive to calculate but it can be bounded from above
by any induced matrix norm k  k, i.e.
% (R)  kRk : (5.29)










This directly implies the strict diagonal dominance criterion:
Lemma 5.2. Let the system matrix B be strictly diagonal dominant, i.e.X
m6=l
jB(l;m)j < jB(l; l)j , for all l = 1; : : : ; k : (5.30)
Then the Jacobi iteration applied to (5.21) converges for any initial u.
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Since the coherence gives an upper bound to any non-diagonal element’s absolute
value the following upper bound is obtained.
Corollary 5.2. If (k 1) (A)< 1, then Algorithm 5.6 converges.
Note that this condition and also the strict diagonal dominance criterion are very
rough upper bounds.





and the spectral norm
kRk2 =
p
% (RHR) : (5.32)
The Frobenius norm is easy to calculate but not an induced matrix norm since for
the identity matrix of size > 1 it holds kIkF 6=1. On the other hand, the spectral norm
is harder to calculate, but it is the smallest matrix norm and in many special cases it
matches the spectral radius. However, if R is of size kk the following inequality holds
(Golub and Van Loan 1996)
kRk2  kRkF 
p
k kRk2 : (5.33)
This implies % (R)  kRkF as another upper bound for the spectral radius. For larger k,
this bound may still be very far off.
The Conjugate Gradient Method
Jacobi’s method is known to have not the best properties in terms of convergence. Its
usage has been motivated above by the simple heuristic and the computationally cheap
implementation as FFT – IFFT iteration. It raises the question if better methods can also
be adapted to such an FFT-based iteration. Indeed, the conjugate gradient (CG) method,
which has much better numerical properties, can be adapted this way. Its basics will be
presented in the following with the steps that lead to such an efficient implementation.
The matrix B=AHA is Hermitian and positive definite. For this class of matrices,
solving the system of equations Bu= c for u is equivalent to the problem of minimizing
the quadratic cost function
 (u) = uHBu  uH c ; (5.34)
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since its unique minimum satisfies1
@(u)
@u
= Bu  c = 0 : (5.35)
This problem shall be solved iteratively, beginning with an arbitrary start solution u0. In
the l-th iteration step the update reads
ul := ul 1 + l pl ; (5.36)
where pl is the update direction and l is the step size. In order to improve the current
solution it has to be assured that pl is not orthogonal to the current residual
rl = c Bul (5.37)
and, of course, l 6= 0. As a side note, Jacobi’s method fits into this scheme with
pl=D














l Bpl + l u
H





l Bpl   pHl rl 1 (5.40)









l Bpl > 0 : (5.42)
Hence, Equation (5.41) yields the global optimum for l.
The approach of the CG method is to assure that two consecutive search directions
are mutually conjugate with respect to the bilinear form defined by B. That is, for any
two consecutive iteration steps l and l+1 it shall hold
pHl Bpl+1 = 0 : (5.43)
1 The derivatives are to be understood in the sense of Wirtinger’s calculus, which is introduced in
detail in Section 7.1. Here in particular, note that taking the conjugate derivative with respect to u, the
non-conjugated u is treated as a constant.
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Algorithm 5.7 General CG Algorithm
1: input B2Ckk (symm. pos. def.), c2Ck








5: ul := ul 1 + l pl
6: rl := c   Bul = rl 1   lBpl










8: pl+1 := rl + l pl
9: l := l + 1
10: until stop criterion fulfilled
11: return ul
With an update rule for the search direction
pl+1 = rl + l pl (5.44)
this yields pHl B (rl + l pl) = 0, and finally





With some further properties and equivalences the CG method is written down in Algo-
rithm 5.7. The stopping criterion can be a threshold on the residual norm or on the im-
provement made between two consecutive steps, i.e., krlk2<" or j (ul)  (ul 1)j <",
or a maximum number of iterations. In theory, provided the usage of exact arithmetic,
the CG method applied to a kk system of equations yields the exact solution after k
iterations. For numerical reasons this is almost never the case in practice, but the first
few iterations usually lead to a very good approximation.
For application to the system of normal equations (5.3), the aim is for an implementa-
tion based on multiplications with A and AH solely, implemented by FFT/IFFT. Defining
ql := Apl (5.46)
leads to the helpful modification






l ql = kqlk22 (5.47)
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Algorithm 5.8 CG for the Least Squares Problem
1: input y 2CM , A2CMk (full rank), or the index sets R and C in A=F(R; C)
2: init u := 02Ck, r := AH y, p := r, % := krk22
3: repeat
4: %old := %
5: q := Ap
6:  := %old = kqk22
7: u := u+ p
8: r := r   AH q
9: % := krk22
10:  := % = %old
11: p := r +  p
12: until stop criterion fulfilled
13: return u








and of the residual
rl := rl 1   lBpl = rl 1   lAH ql : (5.49)
With these modifications and in-place computation, Algorithm 5.8 is obtained.
Complexity and Convergence
Comparing the simple iterative least squares approach in Algorithm 5.6 with the CG
least squares in Algorithm 5.8, the computational effort per iteration is in both cases
dominated by one application of A and one application of AH, i.e., one FFT and one
IFFT. The CG method additionally requires two squared norm calculations and two scalar
divisions, plus a few more vector additions and scalar multiplications. However, this
additional effort is more than compensated by the much smaller number of iterations
required in Algorithm 5.8.
As mentioned, the CG method yields the exact solution after k iterations, exact arith-
metic provided. In practice there remains an error floor due to the finite numerical
precision of actual floating point implementations, but this error floor is approached rel-
atively fast. Moreover, the CG method always converges in this specific application, since
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A has full rank and therefore B is positive definite. Jacobi’s method is not guaranteed to
converge, since the condition in Lemma 5.1 can be violated, which actually did show up
in some cases in the simulations.
An Example Problem
The following example for comparing the two presented algorithms is considered. It is
given a vector u of length k=25 with i.i.d. standardized complex Gaussian distributed
entries, representing the non-zeros of a sparse vector x. The matrix A consists of k
columns out of a row sub-matrix with M =100 rows taken from a DFT matrix of size
N =2048. The row and column selection is random but fixed, and A has a coherence of
 (A) = 0:2087. The observation vector is calculated via y=Au and the corresponding
least squares problem is solved iteratively with Algorithms 5.6 and 5.8.




ku  u^k22 ; (5.50)
which is roughly proportional to the squared norm of the residual, in dependence of the
number of iterations. The CG algorithm clearly outperforms the Jacobi-based algorithm,
though its computational complexity is not significantly larger.
Both algorithms have linear convergence. The convergence rate of the Jacobi-based
algorithm depends on the spectral radius of the iteration matrix D 1R. For convergence
it must hold  % (R) < 1, the smaller this value is the faster the algorithm converges. For
the presented example the value is % (R) = 0:8876, and the convergence rate is of order
 const.( % (R))l after l iterations (Golub and Van Loan 1996).
The convergence rate of the CG algorithm depends on the condition number  of the
system matrix of the normal equations (Golub and Van Loan 1996). The smaller this
value is, the faster is the convergence and the better is the stability of the algorithm.
















=0:3914. This is much lower, and therefore better, than the value above
for the Jacobi method. Both values are illustrated by their resulting slope in the dashed
lines in Figure 5.1. The actual convergence rate is much better than this worst-case slope.
During several further simulations with different instances of A with varying param-
eters it turned out that the spectral radius of the Jacobi iteration matrix can come close
to or exceed 1, resulting in bad or no convergence. For the CG method on the other
hand, the condition number  always stayed significantly below 10 in the experiments,
still implying very good convergence speed.
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Figure 5.1: Convergence rate of the CG method vs. the Jacobi-based method for the given example.
In both cases the solution vector is initialized with zeros.
5.4 Further Discussion and Conclusion
Overall Complexity
A rough estimate on the overall computational complexity of the OMP implementations
considered is given in this section. In the generic Algorithm 5.1 with 2CMN, the costs
in iteration k consist of:
1. Calculation of the correlation vector c in line 4.
2. Max-abs search of length N in line 5.
3. Least squares sub-problem of size k in line 7.
4. Residual update in line 8.
The max-abs calculation in point 2 can be replaced by a max-abs-squared, avoiding the
square root, since the interest is only in the position of the maximum. That means
N multiplications and N MACs (multiply-accumulate operations)2 per iteration. For a
rough estimate, multiplications, MACs and additions are simply treated as operations in
what follows.
The approximate costs in iteration k are listed in Table 5.1 for the different implemen-
tations. These have to be summed up for k=1; : : : ; K if the OMP runs K iterations. Here
are some additional notes regarding the table:
2 In many hardware platforms the subsequent addition of a multiplication’s result to a value still in the
registers, referred to as multiply-accumulate operation (MAC), can be accomplished in a single processor
cycle. This pair of operations can then be regarded as a single floating point operation when looking at
the computational costs. It is particularly helpful if the structure of the computation problem at hand
incorporates the accumulation of products, as it is the case with the inner product calculation of vectors.
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Table 5.1: Approximate computational cost in iteration k of the OMP algorithm
FFT-based conventional
calc c (line 4)  const.N logN  4N M
max-abs search (line 5)  2N  2N
 5M k + k2 (MGS)least squares (line 7)  L(k)(6 k + const.N logN)  5M k   k2 (Householder)
residual update (line 8)  const.N logN  5 kM
 The const.-factor in the FFT column depends on the actual FFT implementation and
the overhead induced by its usage. Ideally it should be well below 10 (Proakis
and Manolakis 2007) but depending on the actual hardware it might be slightly
increased.
 The term L(k) in the FFT-based least squares field denotes the number of iterations
of the CG algorithm. It is  k in OMP-iteration k, as discussed before. In the
following complexity estimates L(k) k=4 is assumed.
 The term +k2 for the MGS results from the back substitution of the triangular
system. In case of the Householder implementation, this is overcompensated by
the shorter vectors in the inner loop, resulting in the  k2.





























operations for the MGS-based, and





for the Householder implementation. Recall that K<M <N with relatively large gaps.
The FFT-based implementation requires




operations. Assuming L(k) k=4 yields
 (2K + 1
32
K2) const.N logN + 1
4
(2K3 + 3K2 +K) : (5.53)
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These numbers do not include any implementation overhead, such as storage opera-
tions or communication, but they give a rough overview on the overall number of floating
point operations involved.
Conclusion
The OMP offers a great potential to have good sparse reconstruction results on the one
hand, and to obtain these results with a moderate computational expense on the other
hand. It also offers a large amount of freedom in the specific implementation of different
parts of the algorithm and can be adapted very well to specific applications.
One example considered is the use of fast transform implementations of the measure-
ment matrix multiplication. In OFDM systems this is the implementation of the DFT
as FFT, but more generally it is not restricted to that. As addressed in Section 2.1.3,
other transformations between incoherent bases are also suited for Compressed Sens-
ing applications, as for instance several wavelet bases for image processing (Cande`s and
Wakin 2008, Eldar and Kutyniok 2012). Such transformations also have fast O(N logN)
implementations and the considerations regarding their integration into the OMP are
equally valid.
For the least squares sub-problem, two approaches have been considered, both of
which have their pros and cons. One particularly beneficial property of the QR methods
is that they allow a kind of ‘warm start’ by making use of the least squares problem from
the previous OMP iteration. This makes their usage hardly more expensive as solving
only one such problem in the final OMP iteration. The iterative methods using fixed
point iteration do not benefit from such a warm start. The method derived from heuristic
considerations turned out to be equivalent to Jacobi’s iteration. This led to convergence
statements that, unfortunately, turned out to make this method not usable in practice due
to its rather bad properties. But on the other hand it led to taking the CG method into
consideration. Adopted to the problem and implemented via FFT it is computationally
almost as cheap as Jacobi’s iteration, but it converges much faster.
It is hard to tell whether to use QR or iterative methods for the least squares problem
in general, since it heavily depends the implementation requirements. When there is
good access to a fast, hardware-accelerated FFT, one can have a fully FFT-based OMP
implementation with a clear structure and good error propagation properties. If this is
not the case, a QR-based OMP implementation can be realized very efficiently in the
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Chapter 6
Outlook: Parametric Sparsity and SVD-based
Methods
I
n the previous chapters the focus was on the estimation of signals that are sparse in
either the time domain or the frequency domain or, more generally, in a linear repre-
sentation in some basis. Particular applications for sparse estimation were considered
and the combination with conventional methods led to significant improvements for the
task at hand. In this chapter, an outlook will be given on the case of parametric sparsity.
That is, the signal of interest can be described by only a few parameters. This definition
holds also true for sparse basis representations, but now the connection between the
parameters is generally assumed to be non-linear.
This chapter particularly focuses on the estimation of exponential-type signals. It will
be exemplified at the estimation of the channel frequency response in power line com-
munications (PLC) systems. The PLC channel can be described quite accurately as a
superposition of complex exponential functions. For this kind of signal there exist a num-
ber of methods based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a related Hankel
matrix, that aim at either a de-noising or even a parameter estimation of the exponen-
tials. In this chapter these methods are reviewed and employed for channel estimation
in OFDM based PLC systems, and one of the methods is extended. Their performance
for PLC channels is compared on the basis of simulations and the suitability for different
pilot models is discussed.
The next section introduces the parametric PLC channel model and the OFDM system
parameters together with the considered pilot-signal arrangements. Section 6.2 reviews
the estimation methods, together with the mentioned generalization, and Section 6.3
presents performance results for PLC channel estimation and contains a discussion on
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several points regarding the practical use and the limitations of the presented methods.
This chapter is based on the work in (Gay, Lampe and Lampe 2016).
6.1 Power Line Communications
Data transmission over power lines has recently experienced substantial innovation, and
modern power line communication systems are being deployed widely for, e.g., smart
grid communications (Sanz 2015, O’Malley 2014). It is well known that reliable PLC
is a challenging task, as power lines have not been intended to transmit relatively high-
frequency signals, and thus data signals suffer from (linear) distortion (Ferreira et al.
2010, Lampe et al. 2016). Hence, it is crucial to estimate the communication channel
accurately at the receiver. All the PLC technologies that have been developed and stan-
dardized lately use multi-carrier modulation, mostly in the form of orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing. Channel estimation methods for OFDM-based transmission have
been discussed in Chapter 3 and it was mentioned that there is a long list of meth-
ods available. For instance recall the classical methods, such as using linear optimal
filtering based on the channel statistics (Hoeher et al. 1997a, Edfors et al. 1998, Corte´s
et al. 2007) or, more recently, the class of methods that exploit the sparsity of the multi-
path CIR that the focus was on so far.
For the PLC channel there is a fairly accurate parametric model that describes the
channel frequency response as a sum of complex exponentials (Zimmermann and Dostert
2002). This offers the opportunity to apply methods from signal processing tailored for
this very kind of signal (Cadzow 1988, Kumaresan and Tufts 1982, Li et al. 1997, Maravic
and Vetterli 2005) to the PLC channel estimation task. In particular, these methods
exploit the underlying parametric sparsity of the channel description to improve the
estimation performance for a given number of observations. The authors of (Ahmed and
Lampe 2013) applied this approach to the problem of ranging in PLC, i.e., the task of
finding the first channel tap, which is a sub-problem of the channel estimation task.
Following this paradigm, the different exponential-type signal processing methods are
applied for the actual channel estimation task in OFDM PLC. The motivation is that con-
ventional methods either require knowledge of the channel statistics or the time-domain
sparsity of the CIR. Since neither is generally the case in PLC, while parametric spar-
sity follows from the underlying mechanism of PLC signal propagation, the parametric
approach is expected to provide performance benefits. One goal is the full estimation
of the parameters that describe the channel, where modern generalizations (Kumaresan
and Tufts 1982, Li et al. 1997, Maravic and Vetterli 2005) of Prony’s classical method
(Prony 1795) are used. Based on the idea of a prior de-noising in (Li et al. 1997) the
method in (Maravic and Vetterli 2005) is then extended by following the same strategy.





Figure 6.1: A small example PLC network.
Furthermore, a simple but effective method for determining the number of model param-
eters is introduced, a quantity that is not known a-priori to the receiver. As a second
goal, a partial application of the sparsity paradigm is considered as well, namely the de-
noising of an initial estimate of the CFR using Cadzow’s signal enhancement algorithm
(Cadzow 1988). This can be considered as a computationally simpler way to improve
channel estimation.
For different pilot models the suitability of the two mentioned goals and the cor-
responding methods to the channel estimation task will be discussed in the following.
Simulation results show the performance of the algorithms in terms of mean squared er-
ror and bit error rates for a commonly used example channel and a randomly generated
channel.
6.1.1 The PLC Channel
The power line network can be modeled as a graph. Depending on the specific applica-
tion, its vertices are any sort of junction, cable connector or socket, and the edges are the
power lines themselves. This graph often has a tree structure, e.g., in typical in-house
wiring or power distribution in residential areas. An example is shown in Figure 6.1,
where the shape of the vertices A, B and C indicates that they are PLC-enabled.
Since the power line network is intended to transmit electrical energy rather than in-
formation, its characteristics are not ideal for the latter. In particular, each vertex in the
network causes reflections and refractions of the signal transmitted, yielding a superpo-
sition of echoes at the receiver. Additionally there is a frequency-dependent attenuation
in each edge in the graph depending on the length of the cable section and the charac-
teristics of the particular cable type.
For instance, consider the propagation of a signal from node A to node B in the
network in Figure 6.1. Each propagation path is a walk (in the graph-theoretical sense)
from A to B, i.e., an alternating sequence of incident vertices and edges where a vertex
can be visited more than once. One such propagation path is the direct one A!E!B,
but also A!E!F!E!B, A!E!F!C!F!E!B, and even A!E!A!E!B, and so on.
Let PA;B denote the set of all walks from A to B in the network. For each propagation
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path 2PA;B let g 2C denote the weighting factor, containing the transmission and
refraction influences. Furthermore, let A(f) be the frequency dependent attenuation
along this path, and  is the total delay of the path. The general frequency response of





  i 2f : (6.1)
The set PA;B contains an infinite number of walks through the network. However, due to
the strong attenuation, only a finite number, say L, actually contributes to the communi-
cation channel, yielding a finite sum in Equation (6.1).
For practical applications the model in (Zimmermann and Dostert 2002) has proven
to be close to reality and is widely used in the literature. With the length of the l-th
propagation path denoted by dl, its attenuation can be modeled as
Al(f) = e
 (0+1f) dl ; (6.2)
with  between 0:5 and 1:0 and 0; 1 real and nonnegative. For a deeper physical justifi-
cation of the attenuation model refer to (Zimmermann and Dostert 2002). The delay l










where the speed of propagation vp= c0=
p
"r is calculated using the speed of light in the
vacuum c0 and the dielectric constant "r of the insulating material. A simplification is
sometimes done (Zimmermann and Dostert 2002) setting 0=0 and =1, which will


















as the final model for the channel frequency response.
6.1.2 OFDM System Model
An OFDM system is considered that operates in a frequency range between fmin and fmax,
divided into N sub-carriers that are spaced f apart from each other. The information
bits are mapped to the sub-carriers via some digital modulation scheme, yielding the
complex sub-carrier values ak. A sufficiently large cyclic prefix length NCP and accurate
frame synchronization is assumed, such that the received frequency-domain samples can
be written as bk=Hk ak+wk withHk=Hch(fk)=Hch(fmin + kf) and the additive carrier
noise wk. The following two practical pilot arrangements are considered, illustrated in
Figure 6.2:










(b) Equidistant pilot spacing
Figure 6.2: The considered pilot models. denotes a pilot, is a data sub-carrier.
Preamble OFDM Frames: This model uses one or more preamble OFDM frames peri-
odically. That is, after such a preamble, which consists completely of pilots and is hence
entirely known to the receiver, a number of OFDM symbols follow that consist entirely
of data sub-carriers.
Equidistant/Comb-type Pilot Spacing: The pilots are distributed equidistantly spaced
over the OFDM frames, i.e., each pilot is spaced a fixed number d of sub-carriers from its
neighboring pilots. The pattern may shift circularly over time. Additionally it is possible
that OFDM frames without pilots are placed in between, similar to the preamble case.
An example is the pattern depicted if Figure 3.1.
6.2 Parametric Estimation of the PLC Channel
In the same way as for other channel estimation methods, the starting point is the calcu-
lation of initial channel estimates ~Hk, either via Equation (3.2) at the pilot positions or
as the output of another prior estimation step such as the temporal filtering depicted ear-
lier in Figure 3.5. Depending on their positions and values and the underlying channel
model, the receiver has to calculate a final estimate H^k for Hk on every data sub-carrier
in order to remove the channel influence from the received signal.
To fit the model of an exponential-type signal, the sub-carrier frequencies of the
OFDM system fk= fmin + kf are plugged into Equation (6.4). The samples of the
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channel frequency response can then be written as





















The general task of parametric channel estimation is to find the l and zl. This has the
advantage that, given those parameters, Hch(f) can be calculated via equation (6.5)
for any reasonable f 2R by replacing k by the corresponding real-valued parameter
(f   fmin)=f . This makes interpolation and extrapolation possible to a certain extent.
6.2.1 Annihilating Filter/Prony’s Method
The idea of this type of parameter estimation reaches back to the 18th century (Prony
1795). Consider the noiseless case and assume that 2L consecutive samplesHk are given1
that satisfy (6.5). The aim is to find the l and zl. From the given samplesHk it is possible
to write L forward prediction equations
1H1 + 2H2 + : : : + LHL = HL+1
1H2 + 2H3 + : : : + LHL+1 = HL+2
...
...
1HL + 2HL+1 + : : : + LH2L 1 = H2L
or, in matrix form, 26664
H1 H2 : : : HL
H2 H3 : : : HL+1
... . . .
...























Assuming that none of the coefficients l in (6.5) is zero, the system matrix H of this
system of linear equations has full rank. It can thus be uniquely solved for , which
contains the coefficients l of the prediction polynomial
p(z) = zL   LzL 1   : : :  2z   1 : (6.7)
Computing the L roots of p(z) yields the parameters zl of the model (6.5). Thereafter the
parameters l can be found by forming a system of linear equations from (6.5) with any
L different samples Hk and solving it for the l.
1 For the ease of notation and without loss of generality k=1; : : : ; 2L are chosen in the following.
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Although this method is an elegant algebraic solution to the problem, it is numerically
unstable and it completely fails in the presence of noise. An intuitive way to extend it to
the noisy case is to take more measurements if available, i.e., a number of M > 2L. This
allows to create an over-determined system of linear equations with M L prediction




~H1 : : : ~HL
... . . .
...
~HL : : : ~H2L 1
...
...
~HM L : : : ~HM 1








The coefficients 1; : : : ; L are found by minimizing
~H   ~h2
2
, that is, by finding
the least squares solution of the system. This can be done using the Moore-Penrose-
pseudoinverse, or with more efficient numerical methods, such as QR-decomposition or
the SVD (Golub and Van Loan 1996, Trefethen and Bau 1997). After finding the roots of
the polynomial p(z) as above, the same trick can be applied for finding the parameters l






k for k = 1; : : : ;M (6.9)
and solving it in the least squares sense for the l.
6.2.2 Least Squares Solution via SVD
The SVD can be employed to solve the over-determined system of linear equations in-
volving ~H and ~h from (6.8). For the matrix ~H compute a decomposition
~H = USVH; (6.10)
where U and V have orthonormal columns and S has a diagonal structure with the
diagonal elements l referred to as the singular values of ~H. In a full SVD, S has the same
dimensions as ~H, namely (M L)L, and U2C(M L)(M L) and V2CLL are square.
Since S is taller than it is wide and of diagonal structure, its rows L+1; : : : ;M L are
zero, implying that the corresponding rightmost columns of U have no influence on the
matrix product. Hence it suffices to work with the reduced SVD where U consists of only
its first L columns and S is square LL. It is then straightforward to show that the least
squares solution  can be computed via =VS 1UH~h, see (Trefethen and Bau 1997)
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for details. The matrix S 1 is simply a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries 1=l,










with ul and vl denoting the l-th columns of U and V, respectively.
6.2.3 Kumaresan-Tufts Algorithm
An important further generalization is to allow more columns in the construction of ~H as
well. For some K>L, construct the system of equations266666664
~H1 : : : ~HL : : : ~HK
... . . .
~HL : : : ~H2L 1
...
... . . .

























The important observation in (Kumaresan and Tufts 1982) is that the matrix ~H in
Equation (6.12) will in the noiseless case still have the same singular values 1; : : : ; L
as that in Equation (6.8), while the additional singular values due to the larger matrix
dimensions are zero. That is, ~H stays of rank L. If noise is added, it will spread evenly
over the singular value spectrum, such that 1; : : : ; L represent the signal (here: the
channel) plus only a fraction of the noise, and L+1; : : : ; K are caused by noise only.







The idea of the Kumaresan-Tufts (KT) algorithm (Kumaresan and Tufts 1982) is to use
only this low-rank part to calculate the coefficient vector 0 via Equation (6.11). Since
~H has K>L columns, 0 will be of size K and represent a polynomial
p0(z) = zK   KzK 1   : : :  LzL 1   : : :  2z   1 : (6.14)
of order K>L. This polynomial has K roots, which is more than the model requires.
Fortunately it can be shown (Kumaresan 1983, Kumaresan and Tufts 1982) that these
roots can be divided into L ‘signal zeros’ and K L ‘computation zeros’. The latter ones
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will have magnitude jzj< 1 and can be thrown away, whereas the signal zeros satisfy
jzj  1 and can be inserted into the model (6.5) to find the l as before. Summarized, the
general steps of the KT algorithm are as follows:
1: Construct the (M K)K matrix ~H and compute its SVD ~H=USVH.
2: Calculate the coefficient vector 0 of p0(z) in (6.14) via (6.11).
3: Compute the K roots of p0(z) and keep the L ‘signal zeros’ that satisfy jzj  1.
4: Insert the zl into (6.5) for each given ~Hk and solve the resulting over-determined system
of linear equations in the least squares sense for the l.
6.2.4 Subspace-based Approach
Following the reasoning above it is intuitive that the larger K is, the more noise can be
removed by the low-rank approximation, since it is distributed over a larger number of
singular values. A major drawback of the KT method, however, is that with larger K the
root finding becomes more computationally expensive as well, since it can be reduced
to an eigenvalue problem of size K (Golub and Van Loan 1996). This is particularly
unpleasant since a large part of the result of the computation is thrown away afterwards.
The subspace-based approach from (Maravic and Vetterli 2005) presents an elegant
way to circumvent the unnecessary computations and calculate only the required roots in
the first place. Consider the reduced SVD USVH of ~H from Equation (6.12). Construct
the matrix U(1:M K 1; 1:L) by omitting the last row of the matrix formed from the
first L columns of U. Likewise, U(2:M K; 1:L) is obtained by omitting the first row.
Then it can be shown that the roots z1; : : : ; zL are the eigenvalues of the LL matrix
Z = (U(1:M K 1; 1:L))+  U(2:M K; 1:L) : (6.15)
In short, the algorithm reads:
1: Construct ~H from (6.12) and compute its SVD USVH.
2: Obtain z1; : : : ; zL by computing the eigenvalues of Z in (6.15).
3: Form a system of linear equations from (6.5) given ~Hk and zl and solve it for l.
It should be noted that again the matrix Z in Equation (6.15) can be computed more
efficiently without explicitly forming the pseudoinverse. An interesting observation is
that in this method neither S nor V are required, but may have to be calculated anyway
with the SVD.
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6.2.5 Cadzow’s De-noising Algorithm
It was reasoned above that parts of the noise can be removed by performing a low-rank
approximation H^ of ~H via Equation (6.13). However, the resulting H^ is not a Hankel
matrix anymore and thus does not represent an exponential signal. The idea of Cadzow’s
signal enhancement algorithm (Cadzow 1988) is to ‘hankelize’ it by averaging its anti-
diagonals. The result of this procedure is in turn not low-rank anymore, but it can be
approximated it by a rank-L matrix again using Equation (6.13). Iterating this process
converges to a rank-L Hankel matrix, representing a de-noised approximation of the
original signal that is of exponential type as well. The de-noised samples can then be
taken from the main diagonal of the final H^. The algorithm can be summarized as
follows:
1: Construct ~H from (6.12).
2: Compute its SVD and the low-rank approximation via (6.13).
3: ‘Hankelize’ the result by averaging its anti-diagonals.
4: Repeat the steps 2 and 3.
An important remark is that, if one is not interested in the actual parameters l and zl
and only needs improved estimates of the Hk from the given ~Hk, this de-noising strategy
is sufficient. This holds for the preamble-based pilot model, where no interpolation of
Hch(f) is required. Alternatively, the de-noised samples can be further interpolated using
conventional linear filter methods, for instance in case of comb-type pilots.
It turns out that in many cases only one iteration suffices. That is, only one SVD
calculation plus hankelizing yields a huge improvement in the signal quality. With only
one iteration, this strategy is actually cheaper than the ones previously discussed in this
section.
6.2.6 Modifications and Extensions
Modified KT
In (Li et al. 1997) the authors proposed a modified KT algorithm (MKT) by essentially
appending a Cadzow de-noising step before the KT algorithm. In short, the MKT consists
of the following two basic steps:
1: Construct ~H and perform Cadzow’s de-noising.
2: Apply KT to the result.
It was shown in (Li et al. 1997) that the MSE of the result can be improved over that of
plain KT, primarily for lower signal-to-noise ratio.
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De-noised Subspace Algorithm
Inspired by the idea of the MKT algorithm, a method that follows the same strategy with
the subspace-based approach is proposed. That is, in analogy to above, the following
steps are considered:
1: Construct ~H and perform Cadzow’s de-noising.
2: Apply the subspace method to the result.
In the following this strategy will be referred to as the de-noised subspace method.
6.2.7 Remarks on the Algorithms
It can be seen that in the construction of ~H there is a degree of freedom in the choice of
its number of columnsK. It should obviously lie in between L andM L and suggestions
were made that K M=2, for instance K =3M=4 in (Li et al. 1997). The experiments
that follow use K =M=2, as it is most beneficial for the anti-diagonal averaging part of
Cadzow’s algorithm.
To apply the presented methods to the different pilot models, the following ways
of processing are considered. In the preamble-based model, straightforwardly allM =N
available initial estimates of ~Hk are processed by the algorithms. In the comb-type model
with a pilot spacing of d, the matrix ~H is constructed from measurements ~Hk0, where
k0 = d  k. Thus there are M =N=d initial measurements. The interpolation to the
intermediate data carriers is then done via Equation (6.5) while keeping in mind that k
has to be replaced by k0=d. If only Cadzow’s de-noising is applied to the pilots without a
particular parameter estimation, interpolation by simple linear filtering can be applied to
the outcome. A performance degradation is expected with this method, since the linear
filters may not fit the exponential signal model.
6.3 Experiments and Discussion
For the simulation of the power line OFDM transmission one of the channels from
(Zimmermann and Dostert 2002) is considered. It consists of 15 propagation paths with
lengths between 90 and 1250 meters, resulting in the frequency response illustrated
in Figure 6.3. The frequency ranges from fmin=2MHz to fmax=30MHz, divided into
N =2048 sub-carriers. Further it is assumed that the frequency-domain noise is zero-
mean Gaussian, and for simplicity with the same variance for all sub-carriers. This cor-
responds to additive white Gaussian noise in the time domain. The cases of non-AWGN
are discussed further below.
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Figure 6.3: Frequency response of the 15 path PLC channel from (Zimmermann and Dostert 2002).
Mean Squared Error and Bit Error Rates
Figure 6.4 shows the MSE of the estimation results for the different methods as a function
of the SNR for a complete preamble frame using all N sub-carriers. The figure on the left-
hand side shows that the basic SVD-based methods yield a significant improvement over
least squares estimation, but otherwise perform similarly. The least squares estimates are
in this case simply the initial channel estimates ~Hk. For comparison, a simple cyclic prefix
de-noising is plotted as well. Here, the IDFT of the initial channel frequency response
(the least squares solution) performed. It is then set to zero outside the cyclic prefix
and re-transformed to the frequency domain via DFT. The idea is similar to the low-rank
noise mitigation above. The CIR is assumed to be zero outside the cyclic prefix but the
IDFT of the carrier noise spreads out over all N time-domain samples. Hence, cutting out
the part after the cyclic prefix should partially remove the noise but leave the channel
mostly untouched. This method brings an improvement over the initial least squares
estimates but performs worse than the SVD-based methods. Further, it runs into an error
floor, which is due to leakage effects of the DFT (Proakis and Manolakis 2007) resulting
in cutting out channel information as well when cutting out the noise.
On the right-hand side of Figure 6.4, the de-noised versions of the KT and the sub-
space method are depicted, as well as Cadzow’s algorithm with different numbers of
iterations. Here it can be seen that, as already mentioned before, performing Cadzow’s
algorithm with more than one iteration does not bring noticeable benefits. Further, for
the KT and the subspace method a prior de-noising step seems unnecessary since it does
not bring a benefit either. Therefore, only the computationally cheapest algorithms are
considered further, namely Cadzow’s with one iteration and the subspace method with-
out prior de-noising.
The MSE in case of comb-type pilots for varying pilot spacing d is shown in Figure 6.5
on the left. Cadzow de-noising was performed on the reduced pilot set and interpolated
in between. For comparison, the interpolation was also performed on the least squares
estimates. A cubic interpolation filter was chosen, as it is relatively simple and gives
acceptable results. It can be seen that the parametric-sparsity methods substantially
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Cadzow - 1 iteration
IFFT cyclic prefix windowing











Cadzow - 1 iteration
Cadzow - 2 iterations
Cadzow - 4 iterations
MKT - 1 iteration
MKT - 2 iterations
Subsp. denoised - 1 iteration
Subsp. denoised - 2 iterations
Figure 6.4: MSE as a function of SNR for the different algorithms in the setup where all sub-carriers
are known to the receiver. On the left, the basic methods are compared to the least squares and the
simple IDFT windowing. On the right, de-noising with varying iterations is applied.
































Figure 6.5: MSE (left) and bit error rate (right) for varying pilot spacing d. Only the subspace
method, least squares and Cadzow de-noising is depicted, the latter two with interpolation onto the
data carriers.
outperform least squares with interpolation. The interpolation produces an error floor
for higher SNR values in the case of Cadzow de-noising as well. Moreover, if the pilot
spacing d is too large, the performance of the subspace method deteriorates. Hence, a
relatively dense pilot grid is required for this setup to work.
For the same setup, the bit error rates for uncoded 4-QAM transmission are plotted
on the right-hand side of Figure 6.5. The results are consistent with the MSE plot in that
for larger d there is a significant error floor.
Estimating the Number of Paths
So far it was assumed that the number of paths L used at the receiver was consistent
with the number of significant paths of the channel and was known to the receiver. In
practice this is not the case and the parametric sparsity L needs to be estimated. For
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SNR = 10 dB
SNR = 20 dB
Figure 6.6: Singular value spectrum of ~H for the considered 15 path channel with different noise
levels and the respective thresholds SV for estimating the rank.
this purpose a threshold-based strategy is considered regarding the singular values and
based on the noise level.
As mentioned before, the singular values of the noise will spread relatively evenly
over the K singular values of ~H. Therefore, a threshold proportional to the standard
deviation of the noise is considered. In particular, all singular values below the threshold
SV = 1:5=
p
K  SNR (6.16)
are considered as noise and will be omitted, and the remaining ones are used for the
estimation. In Figure 6.6 the relevant part of the singular value spectrum of ~H is depicted
for different noise levels, together with the respective threshold obtained with Equation
(6.16). It can be seen that this simple heuristic provides a relatively good estimation
of the number of paths. Figure 6.7 shows the MSE for a d=4 pilot grid, comparing the
threshold-based estimation to that with known L for both the Cadzow de-noising and the
subspace method. For this simulation a random channel was used, generated by model
(6.4) with 15 paths as well. The distances are taken from a uniform distribution between
one and 200 meters and the path gains are picked from a uniform distribution between
0:02 and 0:1 with random sign. It can be observed that no performance degradation for
the MSE occurs due to using the heuristic. The simulations for the bit error rate, which
are not shown here, provided the same result.
Discussion of Complexity, Colored Noise and Filtering
The complexity of the presented methods is relatively high, since computing the SVD of
a KK matrix is of order O(K3). However, the proposed usage of Cadzow’s de-noising
without explicit parameter estimation is robust and reduces the complexity by dropping
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Cadzow (rank by threshold)
Subspace (rank by threshold)
Figure 6.7: MSE for the random channel using d=4 pilot spacing, comparing the methods using a
known number of singular values L vs. based on the threshold SV obtained by Equation (6.16).
the root-finding operation. The need for a relatively dense pilot grid is consistent with
channel acquisition tasks, and it is expected that the presented methods can be integrated
into channel tracking operating on a sparser pilot grid. For instance, the dense grid can be
produced by prior processing such as the estimation in time-direction illustrated earlier
in Figure 3.5.
The results above are for AWGN, which is a simplification for the noise scenario in
PLC (Ferreira et al. 2010, Ch. 2), (Lampe et al. 2016, Ch. 2). Colored noise, as com-
monly reported for PLC channels, will manifest itself as frequency-domain noise with
varying variances over the frequency. If the noise correlation in the time domain is not
too strong, the frequency-domain noise samples can well be approximated as uncorre-
lated. The noise variances of the uncorrelated noise will spread out relatively equally
over the singular value spectrum and hence, the SVD-based methods will continue to
remain effective. Numerical tests with noise having a power spectral density defined in
(IEEE 2010, Sec. F.3.5.1) confirmed this reasoning. In this case however, the threshold
in Equation (6.16) needs to be adapted to reflect the carrier-dependent SNR. In the case
of strong noise correlation in the time domain, preprocessing steps for colored noise de-
vised in e.g. (Ruiz et al. 1995, Stoica and Nordsj 1997) can be applied. Impulsive noise
in the time domain can be treated as colored noise in the frequency domain.
It shall be noted that there is room for performance improvement by choosing better
interpolation filters than the cubic filter considered here, e.g. by following the reasoning
in (Auer and Karipidis 2005). Alternatively, adaptive filters may be applied, possibly
based on the initial guess provided by the de-noised pilot carriers. This may allow an
increase of the pilot spacing.
The methods considered in this section provide a different view on the sparsity of
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signals, here at the example of the PLC channel. It should be noted that they are not
restricted to the PLC channel and may also be applicable to, for instance, the DSL chan-
nel. The wireless channel can be seen as a special case where the sinusoids are not
damped. Hence, the SVD-based methods can be an interesting alternative or supplement
to conventional techniques and to Compressed Sensing methods.
Based on:
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Chapter 7
Relations to Machine Learning and Vector
Quantization
The topic of this chapter slightly diverges from the remainder of this thesis. It ad-dresses the adaptation and application of methods from communications engineer-
ing and signal processing to machine learning.
The following section is concerned with the application of gradient descent based
machine learning methods to complex-valued data. In particular, the focus is on
classification using Learning Vector Quantization and extensions thereof. In order to
apply gradient-based methods to complex-valued data the mathematical formalism of
Wirtinger’s calculus is used to describe the derivatives of the involved dissimilarity mea-
sures, which are functions of complex-valued variables. A number of examples for those
dissimilarity measures are presented, including several complex-valued kernels, together
with the derivatives required for the learning procedure. The resulting algorithms are
tested on a data set for image recognition using Zernike moments as complex-valued
shape descriptors. This section is based on the work in (Gay, Kaden, Biehl, Lampe and
Villmann 2016) and (Gay, Villmann and Biehl 2016).
Section 7.2 addresses the topic of sparse coding in the machine learning context. Af-
ter the problem statement, a method for solving the sparse coding problem is briefly
reviewed: the sparse coding neural gas algorithm of (Labusch et al. 2008a). Based on
the preceding considerations on complex-valued data and its derivatives, the algorithms
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are extended with minor effort to work with complex-valued inputs as well. Finally, a
note on the relations between Compressed Sensing and sparse coding is given at the end
of the chapter, discussing things in common and differences between the two concepts.
7.1 Complex Variants of GLVQ Based on Wirtinger’s Cal-
culus
Complex-valued data are available in a variety of classification problems. Applications
can be found in the fields of signal processing, telecommunications or image processing,
where complex signal transformations like the Fourier transform are used. Moreover,
many methods of machine learning can be extended to complex-valued data. Examples
are neural networks with complex-valued weights and thresholds (Nitta 2003), the Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) with complex-valued kernels (Scho¨lkopf and Smola 2002),
or the complex independent component analysis (Hyva¨rinen et al. 2001).
The Generalized Learning Vector Quantization (GLVQ) and its matrix versions
(GMLVQ) are established prototype-based classification methods (Sato and Yamada
1996). The prototypes are adapted in a learning process and, together with a suit-
able measure of dissimilarity or distance, parametrize the classification scheme. The
training process is guided by the minimization of a cost function which, for instance,
approximates the classification error (Witoelar et al. 2010, Ka¨stner et al. 2013). This
optimization is frequently done by stochastic gradient descent or related schemes. To
this end, the cost function and the distance measure have to be differentiable with
respect to the prototypes and, potentially, with respect to further adaptive parameters.
For the application to complex-valued data, a distance measure with appropriate
complex derivatives is required. In (Bunte, Schleif and Biehl 2012) the problem of
complex-valued data has already been addressed in the context of GLVQ. There, the
derivatives of the real-valued costs were chosen intuitively by treating the real and
imaginary parts of all adaptive parameters independently. In the following a more solid
mathematical foundation based on Wirtinger’s calculus (Wirtinger 1926) is provided.
For real-valued data, kernel methods like the SVM or the Kernelized GLVQ (Villmann
et al. 2015) are very popular and were successfully employed in many practical appli-
cations. Complex-valued kernels also exist, but are not very widespread in machine
learning. In this section, complex-valued kernels are integrated into the GLVQ formalism
and the derivatives for a number of examples are given. The resulting cv-GLVQ with ker-
nels is applied to a real world data set, where the features correspond to complex-valued
shape descriptors.
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7.1.1 Fundamentals
Generalized Learning Vector Quantization and Variants
Consider a classification problem with training data samples v 2V RD and corre-
sponding class labels c(v)2C. Additionally, an initial prototype set W = fwk 2RD; k=
1; : : : ; jWjg is given, together with the class assignments y(wk)2C and at least one
prototype per class. The prototypes are learned during the training phase of the GLVQ.
After the training is finished, a new data point v to be classified is assigned to the class




d (v;wk) ; (7.1)
where d (v;w) is the same dissimilarity measure that was used during the training proce-
dure.
For the training in GLVQ, a classifier function
W (v) =
d (v;w+)  d (v;w )





is defined for a training data point v. Here, d+(v)= d (v;w+) denotes the distance of v
to the closest prototype w+ of the same class y(w+)= c(v). Likewise, d (v)= d (v;w )
is the distance to the closest prototype w  with a different class label, i.e., y(w ) 6= c(v).
Thus, a data point is correctly classified if W (v) is negative, or, d (v)>d+(v).
With this, the cost function
EGLVQ(V ;W) = 1jVj
X
v2V
f (W (v)) (7.3)
has to be minimized (Sato and Yamada 1996). A popular choice for the monotonously
increasing transfer function f is the sigmoid function
f(x) =
1
1 + exp( x) ;  > 0 ; (7.4)
which allows the cost function (7.3) to be interpreted as a smooth approximation of the
classification error (Ka¨stner et al. 2013).
A common optimization strategy for general, non-convex and non-linear cost func-
tions is stochastic gradient descent (Robbins and Monro 1951). If the data points are
represented by real-valued vectors, the prototypes are updated given a randomly chosen
data point v via
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(d+(v)  d (v))2 : (7.7)
Obviously, the dissimilarity measure d(v) in (7.6) has to be differentiable with respect to
the prototypes. Yet, this is the only restriction on d; symmetry or other metric properties
are not required, see (Mwebaze et al. 2011) for an example.
If the squared Euclidean distance d2E(v;w)= kv  wk22 is chosen, the respective
derivative in (7.6) yields a scaled vector shift
@d2E(v;w)
@w
=  2(v  w) : (7.8)





















(v  w)(v  w)T (7.13)
where 
2RMD with M D is a linear projection matrix. In Generalized Matrix Rel-
evance Learning (GMLVQ) (Schneider, Biehl and Hammer 2009, Schneider, Hammer
and Biehl 2009) this matrix is also getting adapted, which is done using the derivative in
Equation (7.13) The resulting matrix =
T
 is termed the classification correlation ma-
trix (Villmann et al. 2014). Furthermore, ifMD the scheme provides a discriminative
low-dimensional representation of the considered data set (Bunte, Schneider, Hammer,
Schleif, Villmann and Biehl 2012).
Besides modifications of the Euclidean distance other, more unconventional dissimi-
larities have recently attracted attention. Depending on the characteristics of the data,
`p-norms, divergences or kernel distances can be chosen for d(v;w). In (Villmann et al.
2015) specific differential kernel distances were applied in the GLVQ formalism, includ-
ing the radial basis function (RBF) kernel or the exponential kernel. The authors showed
that the topological richness of GLVQ with kernels is equivalent to the SVM applying the
same kernel. Thus, the differential kernel GLVQ (DK-GLVQ) is a powerful tool for solving
non-linear classification problems.
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A Brief Review of Wirtinger’s Calculus
A short introduction to the concept of Wirtinger’s calculus will be given in the following.
For further reading reference is made to (Fischer 2005). When having gradient-based
learning for complex-valued data in mind, one first has to agree on a proper definition
of the involved derivatives. Classical complex analysis imposes strong conditions on a
function to be called differentiable. In particular it has to satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann
differential equations (Ahlfors 1966). Unfortunately, almost no function in engineering
or optimization is differentiable in that sense—especially none with a real-valued co-
domain, such as cost functions or distance measures. However, one can circumvent
this issue by relaxing the definition of differentiability in a reasonable way. This can be
accomplished by using Wirtinger’s calculus, as it is done extensively in engineering.
The idea of Wirtinger’s calculus, also known as C-R-calculus, shall be motivated by
considering a real-valued cost function
f : C! R with z = x+ i y 7! f(z) = u(x; y)
with x; y; u 2 R, as a function of two real-valued arguments. When the minimization of







is required. These necessary conditions can be written very compactly as
a  @f
@x
+ i b  @f
@y
= 0
for any nonzero a; b2R. A smart choice of a and b yields a consistent calculus and a
powerful tool for complex-valued optimization.






























is the conjugate differential operator with respect to the complex conjugate z
of the variable z.
Although introduced for real-valued functions above, it is important to note that these
operators can also be applied to
f : C! C with z = x + i y 7! f(z) = u(x; y) + i v(x; y) ; (7.17)
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and the considerations above hold for the imaginary part v(x; y) additionally and inde-
pendently. The function f is required to be differentiable only in the real-valued sense,
i.e., u(x; y) and v(x; y) need to be differential with respect to x and y. Moreover, most
rules from real-valued calculus apply directly to this calculus, for instance the sum, prod-
uct and quotient rule. However, there are differences that one has to take care of:















and likewise with z for the conjugate derivative. However, in the practically rel-
evant special case where g : C!R and h maps real numbers to real numbers, the
term @h
@ Im(g)








, the term z is treated as a constant and vice versa. For instance, consider
f(z) = jzj2 = zz. Then @f
@z
= z and @f
@z
= z.
III) The above example shows an interesting difference between the square and the ab-
solute square: analogous to the real-valued square, @
@z
z2=2z stays valid, whereas
above we have @
@z
jzj2= z. However, in gradient-based learning, the constant fac-
tor of 2 is of minor concern.
The actual benefit of Wirtinger’s calculus arises in the multi-dimensional case, where
a 2-dimensional interpretation of each entry in terms of (7.14) becomes more difficult.
Using Wirtinger gradients circumvents this problem in an elegant way.





















There are two important examples that will be of interest later on. First, consider the
squared Euclidean norm kzk22 = zHz. Its gradients read
@
@z
kzk22 = z and
@
@z
kzk22 = z : (7.21)
Secondly, for the quadratic form kzk2A = zHAz, it holds
@
@z
kzk2A = ATz and
@
@z
kzk2A = Az : (7.22)
Observe that using the conjugate Wirtinger operator often yields simpler, more readable
expressions.
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7.1.2 Complex-valued Data and Gradient-based Learning
In the following, a number of basic distance measures for complex-valued data and their
derivatives are specified, especially as generalizations of their real-valued counterparts.
The focus is on the squared distances, for which the derivatives are easier to write down.






Since for v 2CD the distance d(v) still remains real-valued (and so does f W d ),
the conventional chain rule can be applied for calculating @d
(v)
@w
and any outer deriva-
tive, as reasoned in point I) the previous clause. This yields the same update rule as




be understood as a (preferably conjugate) Wirtinger derivative. If the distance measure
depends on additional parameters that have to be adapted as well, the same arguments
regarding the chain rule apply and the derivatives of d with respect to those parameters
can be written down accordingly.
For the squared Euclidean distance for complex-valued data
d2E(v;w) = kv  wk22 (7.23)
= (v  w)H(v  w) ; (7.24)
Equation (7.21) directly yields
@d2E(v;w)
@w
=  (v  w) : (7.25)





















(v  w)(v  w)H ; (7.29)
where (7.28) follows directly from (7.22), and the derivatives for the matrix update in
Equation (7.29) follow straightforwardly from writing out the expressions and apply-
ing Wirtinger’s calculus. Observe the similarity to the real-valued versions in Equations
(7.12) and (7.13).
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7.1.3 Kernels for Complex-valued Data
Kernel methods (Scho¨lkopf and Smola 2002) are powerful tools whenever the data are
not linearly separable in the original data space. Although the kernel methods are formu-
lated in general Hilbert spaces, the use of complex-valued kernels is not very widespread
in machine learning.
When imposing a kernel function (v;w), which corresponds to an inner product
h(v); (w)i in some functional Hilbert space to which the feature map  maps the data,
one has to be aware that  itself can be complex-valued. Hence, the most important
properties of a complex-valued kernel function shall be brought to attention:
1. Conjugate symmetry: (v;w) = (w;v)
2. Positiveness: (v;v)  0 especially implies (v;v) 2 R
The squared kernel distance measure then reads
d2(v;w) = (v;v)  (v;w)  (w;v) + (w;w) ; (7.30)
which remains real-valued since the conjugate symmetry implies
(v;w) + (w;v) = 2 Re((v;w)) : (7.31)
The modifications generalize real-valued kernels and include them as a special case.
For gradient-based learning the derivatives of (7.30) with respect to the parameter of
interest are employed. In order to give some examples, a number of kernels for complex-
valued data are specified in the following as a generalization of well-known real-valued
ones.
Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel
The definition and the derivatives of the widely used Gaussian RBF kernel are very similar








The terms (v;v) and (w;w) in (7.30) are constant in this case, such that only the cross















Re((v;w))  (v  w)
=   2
2
(v;w)  (v  w) ; (7.33)
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where the derivatives of the kernel functions are obtained by plugging in (7.23) and
(7.25) into (7.32) via chain rule. Since the RBF kernel produces real-valued outputs,
even for complex-valued input, the conjugate symmetry reduces to the usual symmetry
and the Re() can be omitted.
Gaussian RBF Kernel with Metric Adaptation
The introduction of a projection matrix to the RBF kernel is obtained by replacing the











as the derivative with respect to the prototypes.







(x  y)(x  y)H ; (7.36)
which is obtained by plugging in (7.29). For (v;v) and (w;w) this expression is zero,





(v  w)(v  w)H (7.37)
for the update of 
. Again, the Re() has been omitted due to the real-valued co-domain
of this kernel function.
Complex Gaussian Kernel






was introduced in (Steinwart et al. 2006), together with an explicit description of the
feature space. It does use phase information and takes complex values, but it is even less
interpretable than the RBF kernel.
Regarding the respective squared kernel distance, first observe that the derivatives of
(v;v) and (w;v) with respect to w are zero, as no complex conjugate of w occurs
in these expressions. In contrast to the RBF kernel however, w occurs in (w;w), and
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w w=2 i Im(w) 6=0 in the exponent results in this term’s derivative being non-zero.












(x;w)  (x w) ; (7.39)
using the general notation z2 := zTz, which remains having the derivative 2z as in the












(w;w)  2 i Im(w)   (v;w)  (v  w) (7.41)
as the derivative of the squared kernel distance. Note that this is not a simple weighted
vector shift anymore.
Complex Gaussian Kernel with Metric Adaptation
In the same fashion as with the RBF kernel, a projection matrix 
 can also be introduced






H needs to be chosen in favor of 
T to maintain the conjugate symmetry of the
kernel.
To obtain the derivative of the corresponding distance measure, only the terms involv-
ing (v;w) and (w;w) need to be considered as in the previous case. The Wirtinger
derivatives are not straightforward to write down, but have to be split up into real and
imaginary part according to their definitions. For example, considering only the term in
the exponent of (v;w), denoting =
H
 and w=wR + iwI, the derivatives turn out
after some manipulations as
@
@wR
(v  w)T(v  w) =  (+T)(v  w) (7.43)
@
@wI
(v  w)T(v  w) = i (+T)(v  w) : (7.44)




(v  w)T(v  w) = 2Re()(v  w) : (7.45)
1 See point III) at page 144, which is easily extended to the multi-dimensional case.
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(w;w)(w  w)  (v;w)(v  w) : (7.46)
The derivative of (x;y) with respect to 






(x  y)(x  y)T : (7.47)











With the relation (x  x)(x  x)T= 4 Im(x) Im(x)T applied with v and w to the first
and the last term, as well as the conjugate symmetry of (v;w)(v  w)(v  w)T in the







  4(v;v) Im(v) Im(v)T   4(w;w) Im(w) Im(w)T




2(v;v) Im(v) Im(v)T + 2(w;w) Im(w) Im(w)T
+ Re
 
(v;w)(v  w)(v  w)T : (7.50)
It is worth bringing the attention to the completely real-valued expression in the paren-
theses of the matrix update equation. It implies only a restricted capability of adaptation.
In particular, if 
 is initialized with real values only, its entries will therefore never leave
the range of the real numbers. To avoid unnecessary computational costs, it might be
advisable to initialize 
 as a real-valued matrix in the first place.
Exponential Kernel
The trivial kernel is the inner product itself, as long as the data live in a Hilbert space.
For any given kernel, its exponential is a kernel as well (Genton 2002), hence another
basic example is the exponential kernel
(v;w) = ew
Hv : (7.51)
The derivative of the respective squared distance (7.30) straightforwardly yields
@d2(v;w)
@w
= (w;w) w   (v;w)  v (7.52)
However, in its basic version, this kernel is very sensitive to scaling of the data in terms
of numerical stability.
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Exponential Kernel with Metric Adaptation
In the exponential kernel a projection matrix 









With a suitable initialization and scaling of 
 the stability problem of the plain exponen-














(v;v)vvH + (w;w)wwH   2Re  (v;w)vwH (7.56)
result from a straightforward application of the chain rule and the basic Wirtinger deriva-
tives.
Other Complex-valued Kernels
There is a variety of real-valued kernels that can be extended for complex data as well.
Often this can be accomplished by simply replacing the scalar products involved using the
conjugate transpose. The derivatives can then be found by straightforward application
of Wirtinger’s calculus.
7.1.4 Experiments
Image classification is a major application in machine learning. The images are often
given in a high resolution and direct usage of classification algorithms is often computa-
tionally too expensive. A number of feature extraction schemes have been developed to
pre-process high-dimensional data, some of which yield complex-valued features. An ex-
ample are the Zernike-Moments (Teague 1980), which can be used to describe the shape
of an object.
The Flavia-Dataset (Wu et al. 2007) is a set of images of 32 different leaves. It
consists of 1907 images with a resolution of 800600 pixels. In (Bunte, Schleif and
Biehl 2012), the Zernike-Moments from the green-channel of the images are generated
up to order 20 resulting in 121 complex-valued features per sample. In addition, the
data set is z-score normalized2. We concentrate on the same experimental set-up as in
(Bunte, Schleif and Biehl 2012), performing 10-fold cross-validation for LVQ systems
with 1 prototype per class. Further, the kernel parameter  for the single kernels in
GLVQ is chosen manually by a systematic search. The values are =5 for the RBF kernel
2 The process of z-score normalization consists of subtracting the mean of the data set from each data
point and thereafter dividing by the standard deviation, leaving the data set zero-mean with unit variance.
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Table 7.1: Mean test error in % for the leaf data set with complex-valued features. The standard
deviation is given in parentheses.
Algorithm Euclid RBF Complex Gaussian Exponential
GLVQ 13:1 (0:5) 12:2 (2:1) 14:2(3:5) 21:5(2:1)
GMLVQ 21:3 (1:7) 13:6 (4:4) 22:5(3:6) 16:0(5:7)
and =0:01 for the complex Gaussian kernel. The advantage of GMLVQ is the indirect
automatic determination of  by the matrix 
. Therefore, no additional normalization
of 
 is required.
The performances in terms of test errors of the cv-G(M)LVQ with different dissimilar-
ity measures are given in Table 7.1. The cv-GMLVQ using Wirtinger’s calculus to derive
the update formulas gives similar accuracy as the heuristic approach in (Bunte, Schleif
and Biehl 2012). Interestingly, the GLVQ without relevance learning achieves a better
mean test accuracy than the GMLVQ, while the latter yields better training accuracies.
Thus, the learning of the projection matrix does not seem beneficial in this case. Ap-
plying a complex-valued kernel, only the RBF kernel results in a slightly better accuracy.
The complex Gaussian as well as the exponential kernel do not seem suitable for this
particular data set. Although the methods could not develop their full potential on the
chosen data set, it is expected that they can improve performance more significantly in a
variety of practical applications that involve complex-valued data.
7.2 Sparse Coding in Machine Learning – Connections
and Distinction
7.2.1 Sparse Coding
In the machine learning context, the concept of sparse coding can be seen as a gener-
alization of vector quantization. Given a set V = fv1; : : : ;vLgCD of data points, the
aim is to express each vk as a linear combination of at most K elements of a dictionary3
= ['1 j    j'N ]2CDN . That is,
vl  vl ; (7.57)
where vl 2CN is a K-sparse coefficient vector, specifically tailored for representing vl.
The task of sparse coding is to find a dictionary  that minimizes the mean squared
approximation error





3 Also referred to as Codebook in the context of vector quantization.
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under the sparsity constraints kvlk0 K for l=1; : : : ; L.
Usually the dictionary is over-complete, meaning that it D<N . If the dictionary is
large enough, in particular when exceeding N KL, solving the problem is trivial. In
this case, the representations of different data points do not need to share any basis
elements, yielding a perfect data representation with ESC=0. A special case for K =1
would yield the data set itself as the dictionary. This is however an unrealistic use case,
as the data set can be quite large and it is commonly of advantage to keep the dictionary
at a reasonable size. Therefore the interesting case is having a number of N <KL basis
elements. The size of the dictionary will not be the target of an optimization here. It will
be set to a reasonable size to perform the adaptation of the dictionary elements. Adapting
the size as well can then be accomplished by an higher-level strategy that invokes the
here-considered sparse coding as a sub-problem.
7.2.2 Sparse Coding Neural Gas
Vector Quantization and Neural Gas
In classical vector quantization, every data point v 2V is represented by one and only
one dictionary element 's(v) for some
s(v) = argmin
k=1;: : : ;N
kv  'kk22 (7.59)
that is closest to this data point.4,5 The classical vector quantization can be seen as a
special case of sparse coding with a sparsity of K =1 and the additional constraint that
the non-zero entry of the corresponding coefficient vector vl is equal to one.
A well-established method for finding a dictionary that represents a given data set V is
the neural gas algorithm (Martinetz and Schulten 1991). It is an unsupervised algorithm
that learns a dictionary based on exponentially weighted neighborhood widths in the
data space. Its procedure is stated in Algorithm 7.1 for the sake of completeness; for a
deeper insight refer to the original work.
Sparse Coding with Only One Dictionary Element for Representation
The idea of the sparse coding neural gas algorithm (SCNG) presented in (Labusch et al.
2008a) is to generalize the original neural gas to perform the sparse coding task. The
authors first consider a generalization that allows a data point vl to be represented by a
multiple of a dictionary element, say vl 's(vl). This allows data points vl;vm represented
4 Other distance and dissimilarity measures can be used as well. Here it is restricted to the squared
Euclidean distance.
5 The dictionary elements 'k play the role of the prototypes wk in the previous section, cf. Eqn. (7.1).
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Algorithm 7.1 Neural gas
1: input: data set V = fv1; : : : ;vLgCD; dictionary size N ;
initial and final neighborhood size 0 and end;
initial and final learning rate "0 and "end
2: init: dictionary = ['1 j    j'N ]2CDN with i.i.d. random entries
3: for t=0 to tmax do
4: calculate current neighborhood size t := 0(end=0)t=tmax
calculate current learning rate "t := "0("end="0)t=tmax
5: pick v 2V at random
6: sort the dictionary elements by distance from v, obtaining the sequence (j1; : : : ; jN ) that
satisfies kv  'j1k22  : : :  kv  'jN k22
7: for k=1 to N do





by the same dictionary element 'k with k= s(vl)= s(vm) to potentially have a better
representation each by varying their respective scaling parameters vl and vm. The
minimization of (7.58) is then performed under the constraints of still requiring kk0 =1,
but allowing the non-zero entry to have an arbitrary value. An additional constraint
comes from the resulting degrees of freedom, normalizing the dictionary elements to unit
length. That is, k'kk22 =1 for k=1; : : : ; N , which can be done without loss of generality.
Following the argument in (Labusch et al. 2008a), for a marginal case of only one




kvl   vl'k22 subject to k'k22 = 1 : (7.60)














Hvl   vlvHl '   vl'Hvl + vl vl

(7.63)
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Algorithm 7.2 Sparse coding neural gas for K =1
1: input: data set V = fv1; : : : ;vLgCD; dictionary size N ; parameters 0, end, "0, "end
2: init: dictionary = ['1 j    j'N ]2CDN i.i.d. randomly; normalize columns
3: for t=0 to tmax do
4: calculate t := 0(end=0)t=tmax and "t := "0("end="0)t=tmax
5: pick v 2V at random
6: find the sequence (j1; : : : ; jN ) that satisfies  
'Hj1v2  : : :   'HjNv2
7: for k=1 to N do
8: calculate the response y := 'Hjkv
9: update dictionary element 'jk := 'jk + "t e
 k=t y(v   y'jk)








=  'Hvl + vl (7.64)
equal to zero, yielding the optimum vl ='
Hvl. Inserted into Equation (7.63) and using




'Hvl2 subject to k'k22 = 1 ; (7.65)
which is equivalent to finding the direction of maximal variance.
This relation is used for the generalization to a dictionary with more than one ele-
ment and the formulation of the respective neural gas algorithm. The ordering accord-
ing to neighborhood relations in line 6 of Algorithm 7.1 is now performed on the basis
of  j'Hjkvj2 rather than kv 'jkk22, and the update of the dictionary elements is refor-
mulated using Oja’s rule (Oja 1982). To ensure the boundary condition, the dictionary
elements are normalized in every iteration. For completeness, the resulting procedure is
stated in Algorithm 7.2.
6 The original contributions are formulated with real numbers only. The extension to complex-valued
problems is straightforward and will be pursued using the tools presented earlier in this chapter.
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Algorithm 7.3 Sparse coding neural gas
1: input: data set V = fv1; : : : ;vLgCD; dictionary size N ; parameters 0, end, "0, "end
2: init: dictionary = ['1 j    j'N ]2CDN i.i.d. randomly; normalize columns
3: for t=0 to tmax do
4: normalize all 'k and calculate t := 0(end=0)t=tmax and "t := "0("end="0)t=tmax
5: pick v 2V at random
6: init: support set S :=?,
coefficient residual % :=,
dictionary residuals [ r1 j    j rN ] := ['1 j    j'N ]
7: repeat
8: N 0 :=N   jSj
9: find sequence (j1; : : : ; jN 0) with jk =2 S such that  
'Hj1v2  : : :   'HjNv2
10: for k=1 to N 0 do
11: calculate y := rHjk% and jk := "t e
k=t y (%  y rjk)
12: update 'jk := 'jk +jk and rjk := rjk +jk
13: normalize rjk := rjk= krjkk2
14: end for
15: find j? := argmaxj =2S jrHj %j2
16: update residuals % :=%  (rHj?%)rj? and rj := rj   (rHj?rj)rj? for all j =2 S
17: update support S :=S [ fj?g
18: until stopping criterion satisfied
19: end for
20: return 
Generalization to Multiple Dictionary Elements
For the generalized SCNG, which finds a representation of a data point as a linear combi-
nation of K> 1 dictionary elements, Algorithm 7.2 has to be adapted. Instead of simply
processing the sorted sequence in line 6 and updating each dictionary element according
to its neighborhood width, it has to consider linear combinations of these elements. For
this purpose it solves a sequence of sparse reconstruction problems and successively adds
elements to the support of the coefficient vector . It essentially performs an OMP-like
iteration alongside the learning procedure, in parallel for all dictionary elements. The
procedure is stated in a modified version for complex numbers in Algorithm 7.3. Note
that a target sparsity K is not explicitly given here. It can be the stopping criterion for
the intermediate REPEAT-loop or result indirectly from a different stopping criterion. A
further discussion is omitted at this point, for a deeper insight it is referred to the authors’
original contributions (Labusch et al. 2008a, Labusch et al. 2008b).
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7.2.3 Connections to and Differences from Compressed Sensing
Although using a similar concept, sparse coding and Compressed Sensing have a number
of differences. In both cases, a dictionary  is used to represent a vector (a signal or
a data point) as a sparse linear combination of its dictionary elements. In Compressed
Sensing, an observation y of a given sparse signal x is taken via the linear projection
y = x : (7.66)
Similarly, in sparse coding, a given data point v is represented using a dictionary via
v =  ; (7.67)
involving a sparse coefficient vector . Although looking similar, the roles of the compo-
nents are different.
One of the goals of Compressed Sensing is to find good matrices that can be used
for an arbitrary K-sparse input x and make reconstruction possible with high probability.
The second goal is to reconstruct the input from the observations y using a given fixed dic-
tionary. The reference in Compressed Sensing is the sparse input x. One of the interest-
ing results in this theory is that for arbitrary sparse x, and under some preconditions on
, adaptivity does not help when constructing the dictionary, see (Donoho 2006, Arias-
Castro et al. 2013).
In sparse coding on the other hand, the data point v is the fixed reference, and it
plays the role of the observation y. Here the task is as follows. For a given set of ‘ob-
servations’ (data points) v, potentially belonging to a highly structured manifold, find a
dictionary such that every observation (and potential unknown future observations) can
be approximated by a K-sparse coefficient vector with this dictionary. That is, the dictio-
nary is adapted to the observations to obtain a sparse superposition whose coefficients
are variable.
Although having partly different goals and methods, both approaches are interesting
theories that can benefit from each other. An example is the SCNG reviewed in this
section, where results from Compressed Sensing theory made it possible to efficiently




The topic of this thesis lies in the intersection of two disciplines in applied mathemat-ics and communications engineering. In particular it focuses on the application of
sparse reconstruction and sparse modeling methods from the recently established theory
of Compressed Sensing in communication systems using orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing. This class of transmission systems involves an inherent time-frequency
model, as the modulation is essentially performed by a discrete Fourier transform. This
makes it possible to apply theory and methods from Compressed Sensing involving fre-
quency measurements for the estimation of time-domain sparse signals.
The focus is on the algorithm design for solving problems that are inherent to OFDM
systems, while targeting those that can be modeled as a sparse reconstruction problem.
Rather than aiming at replacing traditional methods, the goal is to develop techniques
that can assist or be combined with the classical ones.
One such combination is developed for the channel estimation problem. This prob-
lem can be modeled as a sparse reconstruction problem and allows the application of
techniques from Compressed Sensing theory. However, the channel is in practice not
exactly sparse and a noticeable part of its energy is apportioned to a number of small
nonzero coefficients. This leads to a performance degradation when blindly using sparse
reconstruction methods only. On the other hand, the classical MMSE methods that use a
statistical approach often suffer from a model mismatch as well, since the channel statis-
tics are usually unknown. The residual MMSE method developed in this thesis combines
the benefits of both approaches by splitting the channel into an exactly sparse part, which
can be much better estimated with sparse reconstruction techniques, and a residual part
for which the generic statistical assumptions of the MMSE estimator fit much better than
for the original channel. The combination of the results of both parts yields a significant
performance increase over the usage of either method solely.
Another topic considered is the peak reduction problem. For statistical reasons, an
OFDM signal can contain large peaks, which will be clipped at the transmitter and are
missing in the received signal. The resulting signal distortion, that is, the missing peaks,
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can be considered a sparse signal. This yields another opportunity for the application of
sparse reconstruction methods at the receiver. With this specific receiver-side processing
in mind, it is possible to systematically shape the sparse signal at the transmitter in order
to help the receiver reconstruct it. The proposed adaptive clipping at the transmitter side
employs different digital clipping strategies and the corresponding receiver-side sparse
reconstruction algorithm exploits prior knowledge on the entries of the resulting sparse
signal for estimation. Going one step further, this clipping is integrated into a classical
method for peak reduction: Selected Mapping. The resulting clipped SLM is a hybrid
method that yields significant improvements in peak reduction while limiting the signal
distortion to a minimum.
Since the methods developed in this thesis are candidates for an actual implementa-
tion in communication systems, computational efficiency is a major goal. Their compu-
tational costs depend on the sparse reconstruction algorithm involved. The algorithm of
choice here is the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit and its possibilities of implementation
are studied in depth. It is an iterative algorithm whose most expensive part is the solu-
tion of a matrix least squares problem in each iteration. Two general approaches to this
problem are considered in this thesis, QR methods and fixed point iteration. It is shown
that QR methods can be integrated into the OMP very efficiently, which avoids a large
part of unnecessary computations. Compared to solving the occurring least squares prob-
lems independently in each OMP iteration, the costs are essentially the same as solving
only one least squares problem in the final step. The fixed point iteration methods on the
other hand do not benefit from such a deep integration, but are designed to have a very
little cost per step by implementing matrix multiplications via applications of the fast
Fourier transform. An intuitive approach based on a simple heuristic is presented which
is then shown to be equivalent to the classical method of Jacobi’s iteration for systems
of linear equations. With this equivalence it is possible to obtain statements about the
convergence behavior, but it reveals rather bad such properties in doing so. On the other
hand it leads to an implementation of the conjugate gradient method, which turns out to
be well adaptable to the problem at hand and has excellent convergence properties.
Another theoretical part of this thesis originates from the channel estimation problem.
On the one hand, results from Compressed Sensing theory imply that a good reconstruc-
tion of a sparse channel, or a sparse time-domain signal in general, is possible from
randomly chosen frequency measurements. On the other hand, in practical transmis-
sion systems, the available measurements are not taken randomly but from a structured
set. In particular, periodical and block sub-sampling in the frequency domain are con-
sidered. The effect of these structured measurements are investigated in this thesis and
necessary conditions for a successful reconstruction as well as coherence properties of
the corresponding Fourier sub-matrix are given. These results extend the existing theory
of Compressed Sensing for non-randomly selected Fourier measurements.
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An outlook is given on a different kind of sparsity at the example of channel estima-
tion in power line communication systems. Here, the channel is neither sparse in the
time domain nor in the frequency domain, but it involves a kind of parametric sparsity.
In particular, its frequency response can be modeled as an exponential signal with a
small number of parameters. That is, it consists of a superposition of only a few com-
plex exponentials. For this kind of signal modern extensions of Prony’s classical method
can be employed, which involve the application of the singular value decomposition. An
overview and a comparison of these methods are given, and a relatively simple method
is presented to determine the order of the parametric sparsity involved.
A distinct part of this thesis addresses topics at the intersection between signal pro-
cessing and machine learning. First, the class of GLVQ algorithms for classification tasks
is extended for complex-valued data. The GLVQ is based on stochastic gradient descent,
which makes it necessary to compute derivatives of the distance measures involved.
For complex-valued input, the derivatives can be obtained using the powerful tool of
Wirtinger’s calculus, which is well-known in engineering and in the signal processing
community. It is applied here to deduce the derivatives of several distance measures, in-
cluding a number of kernel distances, in order to generalize the GLVQ to complex-valued
input. A second topic addressed is the sparse coding approach in the machine learning
context. A note is given on the relation between the paradigms of Compressed Sensing
and sparse coding, discussing differences and things in common. As a particular method
for the sparse coding problem, the sparse coding neural gas algorithm is reviewed in
brief. With the aforementioned tools for complex-valued data, the algorithms are pre-
sented as a generalized version, such that problems over the field of complex numbers




A.1 Review of the Wiener Filter
A brief derivation for optimal linear estimation filter for stochastic processes, introduced
by Norbert Wiener (Wiener 1949), is given in the following. Only the discrete-time ver-
sion is considered, constructing a filter (i.e., a linear system) with a finite impulse re-
sponse. The estimator aims at minimizing the mean squared error and is suited for
wide-sense stationary stochastic signals that are superimposed with independent addi-
tive noise.
Let x[k], k 2Z, be a wide-sense stationary discrete time stochastic process with zero
mean and a known auto-covariance function. The aim is to estimate x[k] for a certain k,
given a set of noisy observations
y[k   i] = x[k   i] + w[k   i] (A.1)
for a finite number of observation times k i, i2I. The noise term w is assumed to be
stochastically independent of x. A filter of finite length jIj with coefficients gi, i2I shall




gi y[k   i] : (A.2)
Stacking the observations y[k   i] and the filter coefficients gi for i2I into the vectors y
and g, respectively, and dropping the parameter k for ease of notation, the filter operation
reads
x^ = gH y : (A.3)





x  gH y  x  gH y
= E (xx)   gH E (y x)   E  xyH g + gH E  y yH g : (A.4)
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If x is zero mean, E (xx) = Var(x)=: 2x is the variance of x, E (y x
) =: ry;x is the cross-




=:Ry;y is the autocorrelation matrix of y.
Equation (A.4) then becomes
J(g) = 2x   gHry;x   rHy;x g + gHRy;y g : (A.5)




=  ry;x + Ry;y g (A.6)
equal to zero and assuming Ry;y to be invertible yields the optimal filter coefficients
gopt = R
 1
y;y ry;x : (A.7)
The mean squared error of the estimation, which is minimal by construction, is obtained
by inserting gopt to the cost function (A.5), which leads to
J(gopt) = 
2
x   rHy;x gopt : (A.8)
Under the assumption of w being additive noise and independent of x, the autocor-
relation matrix Ry;y can be decomposed into Ry;y = Rx;x +Rw;w, with Rx;x and Rw;w
denoting the autocorrelation matrices of x and w, containing the entries x[k i] and
w[k i], respectively, for i2I. If w is white Gaussian (AWGN), its autocorrelation matrix
is Rw;w = 2noise I, with the noise variance 
2
noise := Var(w).
Depending on the entries of the index set I, the operation in Equation (A.2) can be
categorized into the following tasks:
 If 02I, the estimate x^[k] is calculated involving, inter alia, a noisy observation y[k]
at the same position k. This case is referred to as smoothing, as is de-noises a given
observation.
 If 0 62 I and I has positive and negative elements the operation produces an esti-
mate in between the given observations and is called interpolation.
 If I has either only positive or only negative entries, the estimate produced is out-
side the range of the observations. This case is called extrapolation.
If the parameter k has the interpretation of a point in time, the case where all i2I
are positive is referred to as forward prediction as it produces an estimate in the
future with respect to the observations. If i < 0 for all i2I the operation is called
backward prediction.
1 As reasoned in Section 7.1, the conjugate Wirtinger gradient is chosen for minimizing the complex-
valued cost function.
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A.2 Statistics of the Rotated Carrier Noise
Consider the model of sparse OFDM channel estimation in Section 3.2. Let the initial
noise ~wk be complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance 2noise. Further, let
the pilots ak, k 2P, be a digitally modulated pseudo-random binary sequence, mapped
via someM -ary scheme to a finite alphabet of complex symbols 2Awith jAj=M . Then
the pilots are uniformly distributed over the setA. Since the noise and the pilot sequence
are independent, the variance of the random variable wk=
~wk
ak
, which represents the



























For example if the pilots are BPSK or 4-QAM modulated then jj=1 for all 2A and
hence Var(wk)= 2noise. This is intuitive, since in this case the complex Gaussian dis-




Proofs for the Sub-DFT-matrix Properties
B.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Statement (i) is shown by contradiction. Let the vector
x= [ x0; : : : ; xN 1 ]
T be a K-sparse solution of (3.25) with xl; xm 6=0, l 6=m, but with
lm (mod N
g
), and there is no solution with fewer than K non-zero elements. Denote
S := supp(x)= fn=0; : : : ; N 1 j xn 6=0 g (B.1)
the support of x. Then l;m2S and jSj=K. For any k=0; : : : ; N 1
d

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Since lm (mod N
g
), m can be expressed as m = l+ r N
g
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since k; r; d
g
2Z. Now define x0 = x00; : : : ; x0N 1 T so that x0l :=xl + xm, x0m := 0, and
x0n :=xn otherwise. Then it follows directly from (B.7) that x
0 is also a solution of (3.25),
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but with only K 1 non-zero entries. This is contradictory to the assumption that K is
minimal.
For statement (ii) let x = [ x0; : : : ; xN 1 ]
T be a K-sparse solution of (3.25) with xl 6=0,
























From (i) it follows that l 6n (mod N
g
) for all n2Snflg. Now let l0 l (mod N
g
), 0 l0<N ,
and define x0 =

x00; : : : ; x
0
N 1
T so that supp(x0)=  Snflg[fl0g =: S 0, x0l0 :=xl, x0n :=xn
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N (B.12)
= yk (B.13)





. Here we made use of the fact that S 0 n fl0g = S n flg, N
g
2Z and
the definition of x0. With this, statement (ii) follows.
B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.1
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let  be constructed as in Theorem 3.1 with the parameters N and
d, and let gcd(d;N)> 1. Consider column l of , where 0 l < N
g
. For an arbitrary k it
holds (k; l)= 1p
N
exp
   i 2 k d l
N

. Now consider column l + rN
g
for some integer r > 1,
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= (k; l) (B.15)
since k; r; d
g
2 N. In other words, = ['0 j    j'N 1 ] consists of g repetitions of its first
N
g




= 1 for m = l + rN
g
< N ; (B.16)
the coherence of  by means of (2.21) is equal to one.
B.3 Proof of the Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Given C1, C2 and R as in Lemma 3.3, and denoting 'l=F(R; l),
1 consists of the columns '0; : : : ;'N 0 1 and 2 consists of the columns indexed by
fa mod N; : : : ; (a+N 0 1) mod Ng. For the coherences of both matrices to be equal, it
suffices to show that
j'Hl 'mj = j'H((l+a) mod N)'((m+a) mod N)j : (B.17)
for all l;m 2 C1. With











































N e  i 2
km
N (B.21)
= 'Hl 'm (B.22)
the statement is proven.
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Proof of Lemma 3.4. For this proof, the coherence construction in Lemma 3.2 is used.
Consider the indicators R1 and R2 of the row index sets defined in the lemma. The
vector R1 consists of M
0 consecutive ones followed by N M 0 zeros, and R2 contains
the elements of R1 circularly shifted by b positions. Denoting c1= DFT fR1g and
c2= DFT fR2g, it follows directly from basic digital signal processing and the properties
of the DFT (Proakis and Manolakis 2007) that
c2(l) = c1(l)  ei 2 b lN : (B.23)
In particular,
jc1(l)j = jc2(l)j (B.24)
holds for all l=0; : : : ; N 1, yielding an identical coherence of the resulting matrices with
Equation (3.35).
B.4 Proof of Theorem 3.2
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Aiming at the application of Lemma 3.2, consider the indicator R
of R= f0; : : : ;M 0 1g. It represents a rectangle pulse of lengthM 0, and from basic digital
signal processing (Proakis and Manolakis 2007) it follows that the corresponding column













for l 6=0. The case l=0 is not of interest for the coherence calculation. The maximum
search in (3.35) for a block of N 0 consecutive columns covers l= f1; : : : ; N 0 1g. Indepen-
dent of N 0, a maximum is always taken at l=1, yielding











  : (B.26)
Since the inner expression in the right-hand side of (B.26) is always non-negative for
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Nederlandse samenvatting
H et onderwerp van dit proefschrift ligt op het raakvlak van twee disciplines in detoegepaste wiskunde en de communicatietechniek. In het bijzonder richt het zich
op de toepassing van schaarse reconstructie- en schaarse modelleringsmethoden van de
recentelijk vastgestelde theorie van Compressed Sensing in communicatiesystemen ge-
bruikmakend van orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (Orthogonale frequentie-
opdeling multiplexering). Deze klasse van transmissiesystemen heeft een inherent tijd-
frequentie model, doordat de modulatie in wezen wordt uitgevoerd door een discrete
Fourier transformatie. Dit maakt het mogelijk om de theorie en methoden van Com-
pressed Sensing met frequentiemetingen toe te passen voor de schatting van schaarse
signalen in het tijddomein.
De nadruk ligt op het algoritme-ontwerp voor het oplossen van problemen die in-
herent zijn aan OFDM systemen, zich richtend op die problemen die als een schaars
reconstructieprobleem gemodelleerd kunnen worden. In plaats van het streven naar
de vervanging van de traditionele methoden, is het doel om technieken te ontwikkelen
die de klassieke technieken kunnen assisteren of gecombineerd kunnen worden met de
klassieke technieken.
Een zo’n combinatie wordt ontwikkeld voor het kanaalschattingsprobleem. Dit prob-
leem kan gemodelleerd worden als een schaars reconstructieprobleem en leent zich voor
de toepassing van technieken uit de theorie van Compressed Sensing. In de praktijk is het
kanaal echter niet geheel schaars en een aanzienlijk deel van zijn energie is toebedeeld
aan een aantal coe¨fficie¨nten die ongelijk aan nul zijn. Dit leidt tot een prestatievermin-
dering indien alleen schaarse reconstructiemethoden blindelings gebruikt worden. An-
derzijds lijden de klassieke MMSE methoden, die een statistische aanpak gebruiken, vaak
ook onder een discrepantief model, doordat de statistieken van het kanaal doorgaans on-
bekend zijn. De in dit proefschrift ontwikkelde residual MMSE methode combineert de
voordelen van beide benaderingswijzen door het kanaal op te delen in een geheel schaars
gedeelte, dat veel beter geschat kan worden met schaarse reconstructie technieken, en
een restgedeelte voor welke de generieke statistische aannames van een MMSE estimator
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veel meer van toepassing zijn dan voor het originele kanaal. De combinatie van de re-
sultaten van beide gedeeltes levert een significante prestatieverbetering op ten opzichte
van het gebruik van slechts e´e´n van beide methodes.
Een ander onderwerp dat behandeld wordt is het piekreductieprobleem. Om statistis-
che redenen kan een OFDM-signaal grote pieken bevatten, die afgekapt zullen worden
bij de transmitter en missen in het ontvangen signaal. De resulterende oversturing in het
signaal (namelijk de missende pieken) kan als een schaars signaal beschouwd worden.
Dit geeft een mogelijkheid voor de toepassing van schaarse reconstructiemethoden bij
de receiver. Met dit specifieke proces aan de receiver-zijde in gedachten, is het mogelijk
om systematisch het schaarse signaal bij de transmitter vorm te geven om de receiver te
helpen het signaal te reconstrueren. Het voorgestelde adaptive clipping bij de transmitter-
zijde gebruikt verschillende digitale clipping-strategiee¨n en het bijbehorende schaarse re-
constructiealgoritme aan de receiver-zijde exploiteert voorkennis op de gegevens van het
resulterende schaarse signaal voor de schatting. Om nog een stap verder te gaan wordt
deze afkapping ge¨ıntegreerd in een klassieke methode voor piekreductie: Selected Map-
ping. De resulterende clipped SLM is een hybride methode die significante verbeteringen
in de piekreductie geeft en tegelijkertijd de oversturing van het signaal limiteert tot een
minimum.
Omdat de in dit proefschrift ontwikkelde methoden kandidaat zijn om ge¨ımple-
menteerd te worden in echte communicatiesystemen, is de computationele efficie¨ntie
een belangrijk streven. De computationele kosten van de methoden hangen van het
gebruikte schaarse reconstructiealgoritme af. Het algoritme dat hier de voorkeur heeft
is de Orthogonal Matching Pursuit en de mogelijkheden voor de implementatie van
dit algoritme worden grondig bestudeerd. Het is een iteratief algoritme waarin het
duurste gedeelte de oplossing van een matrix kleinste-kwadratenprobleem betreft in
elke iteratie. In dit proefschrift worden twee algemene benaderingswijzen voor dit
probleem overwogen, QR methoden en fixed point-iteratie. Getoond wordt dat QR
methoden heel efficie¨nt ge¨ıntegreerd kunnen worden in de OMP, wat een groot gedeelte
van onnodige berekeningen voorkomt. Vergeleken bij het onafhankelijk oplossen van
de kleinste-kwadratenproblemen die zich voordoen in elke OMP iteratie, zijn de kosten
in wezen hetzelfde als voor het oplossen van e´e´n kleinste-kwadratenprobleem in de
laatste stap. Daarentegen profiteren de fixed point-iteratie methoden niet van zo’n
grondige integratie, maar zijn ontworpen om hele kleine kosten per stap te hebben
door het implementeren van matrix vermenigvuldigingen via toepassingen van de fast
Fourier transformatie. Een intu¨ıtieve benaderingswijze die gebaseerd is op een simpele
heuristiek wordt beschreven waarvan daarna aangetoond wordt dat deze equivalent
is aan de klassieke Jacobi’s iteratie-methode voor systemen van lineaire vergelijkingen.
Door deze equivalentie is het mogelijk om constateringen over de convergentie te
verkrijgen, maar dat laat nogal slechte dergelijke eigenschappen zien. Anderzijds leidt
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het tot een implementatie van de conjugatie-gradie¨nt methode, die goed aanpasbaar
blijkt te zijn aan dit probleem en ook uitstekende convergentie-eigenschappen bezit.
Een ander theoretisch gedeelte van dit proefschrift stamt af van het kanaalschat-
tingsprobleem. Enerzijds impliceren resultaten van Compressed Sensing-theorie dat een
goede reconstructie van een schaars kanaal, of in het algemeen, van een schaars signaal
in het tijddomein, mogelijk is uit willekeurig gekozen frequentiemetingen. Anderzijds
worden in praktische transmissies de beschikbare metingen niet willekeurig genomen,
maar uit een gestructureerde set. In het bijzonder worden periodieke en blok sub-
sampling in het frequentiedomein overwogen. In dit proefschrift wordt het effect van
deze gestructureerde metingen onderzocht en de benodigde voorwaarden voor een suc-
cesvolle reconstructie worden gegeven alsook de coherentie-eigenschappen van de bi-
jbehorende Fourier sub-matrix. Deze resultaten breiden de bestaande theorie van Com-
pressed Sensing voor niet-willekeurig geselecteerde Fourier metingen uit.
Een vooruitzicht van een ander soort schaarsheid wordt gegeven bij het voorbeeld van
kanaalschatting in power line communicatie systemen. Het kanaal is hier noch schaars
in het tijddomein noch in het frequentiedomein, maar het heeft een soort parametrische
schaarsheid. In het bijzonder wordt de frequentierespons gemodelleerd als een expo-
nentieel signaal met een klein aantal parameters, dat wil zeggen, het bestaat uit een
superpositie van een paar complexe exponentie¨len. Moderne uitbreidingen van Prony’s
klassieke methode kunnen gebruikt worden voor zo’n soort signaal, wat de toepassing
van de singulierewaardenontbinding inhoudt.
Een apart deel van dit proefschrift richt zich op onderwerpen die op het raakvlak
liggen van de signaalverwerking en de machine learning. Allereerst wordt de klasse
van GMLVQ algoritmes voor classificatietaken uitgebreid voor data bestaande uit com-
plexe waarden. De GMLVQ is gebaseerd op de stochastische daling van de gradie¨nt,
wat het nodig maakt om de afgeleiden van de afstandsmaat te berekenen. Voor in-
voer bestaande uit complexe waarden kunnen de afgeleiden worden verkregen door de
krachtige Wirtinger’s calculus te gebruiken, die welbekend is in het ingenieurswezen en
de signaalverwerkingsgemeenschap. Het wordt hier toegepast om de afgeleiden van ver-
schillende afstandsmaten te deduceren, waaronder een aantal kernel-afstanden, om de
GLVQ te generaliseren voor invoer bestaande uit complexe waarden. Een tweede on-
derwerp dat besproken wordt is de sparse coding-aanpak in de context van de machine
learning. Commentaar wordt gegeven over de relatie tussen het onderwerp Compressed
Sensing en sparse coding, om de verschillen en dingen in gemeen te bespreken. Als
specifieke methode voor het sparse coding probleem wordt het sparse coding neural gas
algoritme kort herhaald. Met de voornoemde hulpmiddelen voor data bestaande uit
complexe waarden worden de algoritmes gepresenteerd als een gegeneraliseerde versie,
zodat andere problemen in het gebied van complexe getallen ook behandeld kunnen
worden.
